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THE Z/p ORDINARY COHOMOLOGY OF BGU(1)
STEVEN R. COSTENOBLE
Abstract. With G = Z/p, p prime, we calculate the ordinary G-cohomology
(with Burnside ring coefficients) of CP∞G = BGU(1), the complex projective
space, a model for the classifying space for G-equivariant complex line bundles.
The RO(G)-graded ordinary cohomology was calculated by Gaunce Lewis, but
here we extend to a larger grading in order to capture a more natural set of
generators, including the Euler class of the canonical bundle, as well as a
significantly simpler set of relations.
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2 STEVEN R. COSTENOBLE
Introduction
It is hard to overstate the importance of characteristic classes of bundles, and
the related characteristic numbers of smooth manifolds, in nonequivariant algebraic
topology. Equivariantly, however, a good theory of characteristic classes has been
lacking, hence so have the techniques and calculations they would permit. One
reason for this problem has been the lack of a good ordinary cohomology theory
in which characteristic classes could live. Nonequivariantly, the Euler class of an
n-dimensional vector bundle lies in the nth cohomology group. Equivariantly, what
should we call the dimension of a vector bundle? The integer dimension is inade-
quate to get results such as a Thom isomorphism theorem in Bredon cohomology.
In the highly restricted case where all the fibers of the bundle are modeled on a
single representation of the ambient group, that representation can be used as the
dimension if we extend to RO(G)-graded cohomology. But the vector bundles we
encounter are rarely that simple.
It was with this in mind that Stefan Waner and I wrote [2], defining and exploring
an ordinary cohomology theory with a grading expanded beyond RO(G), in which
there are natural gradings to use as the dimensions of arbitrary vector bundles.
This theory does possess a Thom isomorphism theorem for any vector bundle. In
particular, it allows us to define Euler clases of arbitrary vector bundles, suggesting
the possibility of developing a good theory of characteristic classes.
Of course, characteristic classes are best viewed as elements in the cohomology of
classifying spaces of vector bundles.Various attempts have been made to calculate
the cohomology rings of some equivariant classifying spaces: See, for example, [7],
[6], and [4]. In particular, in [7], Guance Lewis gave calculations of the RO(G)-
graded cohomologies of complex projective spaces, including the classifying space
BGU(1), for G = Z/p with p any prime. But, because the canonical line bundle
over BGU(1) has fibers modeled on all the possible one-dimensional complex repre-
sentations of G, there is no obvious candidate for the Euler class, or the first Chern
class. Moreover, as we shall see, the calculation, particularly for odd p, is much
more complicated than it needs to be because of the restriction to RO(G) grading.
In effect, these calculations saw only a small slice of a structure that can be better
described if we allow ourselves to use the larger grading developed in [2].
The goal of this paper, then, is to calculate the equivariant ordinary cohomology
groups of BGU(1) for G = Z/p, p prime, in the expanded grading defined in [2]. The
first part of the paper reviews some necessary background material and describes
the ordinary cohomology theory we use. The equivariant cohomology of a G-space
is a module over the RO(G)-graded equivariant cohomology of a point, which is
highly nontrivial away from the integer-graded part. The equivariant cohomology
of a point was first calculated by Stong, in an unpublished manuscript, and first
published by Lewis in [7]. We summarize the calculation in §4, where we also
give some other calculations we need, the cohomologies of EG and E˜G; part of
our calculation of the cohomology of BGU(1) is based on the cofibration sequence
EG+ → S0 → E˜G.
Part 2 of the paper gives the calculation of the cohomology of BGU(1) with
coefficients in the Burnside ring Mackey functor. The main results are Theorem 9.5,
which shows that the cohomology of BGU(1) is a free module over the cohomology
of a point, and gives an explicit basis, and Theorem 10.5, which gives generators
and relations for the cohomology of BGU(1) as an algebra over the cohomology
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a a point. Among the generators is the Euler class of the canonical bundle, as
expected, but there are a good many other interesting classes as well. We give a
brief comparison of our results with Lewis’s and also describe the result when using
other coefficient systems, including constant Z coefficients.
Part 3 returns to some general results about ordinary cohomology, starting with
a discussion of the “decatorification” process necessary to consider equivariant co-
homology as graded on a group, rather than as a functor on a category of represen-
tations. This is necessary to make sure we get signs right. The bulk of Part 3 gives
another calculation of the cohomology of a point. This might seem superfluous,
given [7], but we need calculations of the cohomologies of EG and E˜G, which do
not appear in the form we need in the literature, and once those are calculated it
is a relatively simple step to use them to calculate the cohomology of a point, so it
seemed worthwhile to include the complete calculation here. We also need to know
how the three cohomologies are related for our main calculation. This calculation
is similar to the “Tate approach” described by John Greenlees in [5]. Although he
pleads for consistency in notation in describing RO(G)-graded theories in the case
G = Z/2, his suggested notation would not work well for us here.
This work owes a large debt to Gaunce Lewis, of course. The calculations he
did and the methods he developed were the basis for a lot of what appears here.
I would like to think that he would have enjoyed this paper, if he hadn’t written
it himself, first. This paper is also founded on joint work with Peter May on
equivariant orientation theory, and on my long and continuing collaboration with
Stefan Waner that produced [2] among many other results.
Part 1. Equivariant ordinary cohomology
1. The representation ring and the Burnside ring
Throughout this paper G will denote a cyclic group Z/p of prime order, with
generator t. We begin by introducing notations for some representations of G.
Definition 1.1.
(1) If G = Z/2, let Λ denote its nontrivial irreducible real representation, that
is, R with G acting by multiplication by −1. We fix once and for all a
nonequivariant identification R = Λ. We also write M1 = Λ2 and hence
fix a nonequivariant identification of M1 with R2, to be consistent with the
next definition.
(2) If G = Z/p with p odd, let Mk denote the real representation of G with un-
derlying space R2 = C, on which the generator t of G acts by multiplication
by e2piik/p. (In parallel with the use of Λ above, you should think of M as the
capital Greek letter “mu,” rather than the Latin letter “em.”) The nontriv-
ial irreducible real representations of G are given by Mk, 1 ≤ k ≤ (p−1)/2.
We fix once and for all nonequivariant identifications R2 = C = Mk.
(3) If G = Z/p with p odd, we can consider Mk for any integer k, defined
as above. With this definition, M0 = R2 has trivial action by G, and
Mk ∼= Mp−k as real representations. Although this gives us no new repre-
sentations of G, the identifications R2 = Mk give Mk and Mp−k opposite
nonequivariant orientations, which will be a useful distinction to be able to
make.
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(4) If G = Z/p for any prime p, let Ck denote the complex representation of
G with underlying space C on which t acts by multiplication by e2piik/p.
The nontrivial irreducible complex representations of G are given by Ck,
1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1. By definition, there are fixed nonequivariant identifications
of the Ck with C.
We fix an identification C = R2, which fixes identifications Ck = Mk as real
representations.
Recall that the (real) representation ring RO(G) of G is the Grothendieck group
on the monoid of isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional real representations of G
under direct sum, with multiplication given by tensor products. It is the (additive)
group structure on RO(G) that matters most to us here. For any group, RO(G) is
the free abelian group with one generator for each irreducible real representation of
G. In particular, RO(Z/2) is free abelian on two generators, which we call 1 and Λ.
For odd p, RO(Z/p) is free abelian on (p+ 1)/2 generators, 1, M1, . . . , M(p−1)/2.
Remark 1.2. In [7], when p is odd, Lewis grades his cohomology on RSO(G), the
ring of oriented real representations, in order to simplify his calculations somewhat.
In RSO(G), Mk and Mp−k give distinct generators. We will do all our calculations
using RO(G) grading, but will have to pay careful attention to signs.
Definition 1.3. If α ∈ RO(G), let |α| ∈ Z denote the dimension of α and let
αG ∈ Z denote the dimension of its fixed set. Let
Iev(G) = {α ∈ RO(G) | |α| = 0 and αG even}
RO0(G) = {α ∈ RO(G) | |α| = αG = 0}
RO+(G) =
{∑
k
nk(Mk − 2) ∈ RO(G) | nk ≥ 0 ∀k
}
.
Note that Iev(G) is the subgroup generated by the Mk − 2. When p is odd,
|α| = 0 implies that αG is even, so Iev(G) = I(G) is the usual augmentation ideal,
but when p = 2, Iev(G) is a strict subgroup of I(G). The subgroup RO0(G) was
used in [13] and [7]. Note that RO0(G) = 0 for p = 2 or p = 3, but for p > 3,
RO0(G) is a free abelian group on the elements Mk −M1 for 2 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2.
Also recall that A(G), the Burnside ring of G, is the Grothendieck ring on the
monoid of isomorphism classes of finite G-spaces and disjoint union, with multi-
plication given by Cartesian product. Segal [11] showed that, for finite G, this
definition is equivalent to saying that A(G) is the ring of stable G-maps from S0 to
itself. When G = Z/p, A(G) is the free abelian group on two generators, 1 = [G/G]
and g = [G/e], with multiplication given by g2 = pg. We let κ = p− g, so κ2 = pκ
and the elements 1 and κ form another basis of A(G). We have the augmentation
map  : A(G)→ Z, the ring map given by forgetting the G-action and counting the
(signed) number of points. On elements, we have (1) = 1, (g) = p, and (κ) = 0.
For G = Z/p, elements of A(G) are characterized by the augmentation map and
the fixed-point map, that is, by their signed number of points and their signed
number of fixed points. Viewing elements of A(G) as stable maps f : SV → SV ,
these correspond to the nonequivariant degree of f and the nonequivariant degree of
fG, respectively, which allows us to explicitly identify maps of spheres with elements
of A(G). For example, when p = 2, negation on Λ defines a map f : SΛ → SΛ of
nonequivariant degree −1 with fG of degree 1 (being the identity map on S0).
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Thus, f must represent the element 1 − g ∈ A(G), because (1 − g) = −1 and
(1− g)G = 1. Notice that (1− g)2 = 1, so 1− g is a unit in A(Z/2).
2. Mackey functors
We will view equivariant cohomology as Mackey functor–valued, so we review
some basic facts about such functors.
Definition and examples.
Definition 2.1. Let OG denote the orbit category of G and let ÔG denote the
stable orbit category, i.e., the category of orbits of G and stable G-maps between
them.
In the case of Z/p, the orbit and stable orbit categories each have two objects,
G/G and G/e. We picture the maps as follows:
G/G
G/e
ρ
OO
t
WW
OG
G/G
A(G)

τ
		
G/e
ρ
II
Z[G]
WW
ÔG
That is, in the stable orbit category, the ring of self maps of G/G is A(G) while
the ring of self maps of G/e is isomorphic to the group ring Z[G] ∼= Z[t]/〈tp〉. The
group of maps G/e → G/G is free abelian on the projection ρ while the group of
maps G/G → G/e is free abelian on the transfer map τ . We have ρ ◦ τ = g and
τ ◦ ρ = N = ∑p−1k=0 tk. Finally, ρt = ρ, tτ = τ , gρ = pρ, and τg = pτ .
Definition 2.2. A Mackey functor is a contravariant additive functor from the
stable orbit category to the category of abelian groups.
If T is a Mackey functor, we will generally picture T using a diagram of the
following form:
T (G/G)
ρ

T (G/e)
τ
UU
t∗
WW
Here, ρ and τ are the maps induced by the maps of the same name in ÔG. T (G/G)
should be a module over the Burnside ring; the action is specified by this diagram
because the action of g is given by τ ◦ ρ.
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We now review and give names to the Mackey functors that will appear in our
calculations, beginning with the following two:
AG/G = ÔG(−, G/G) : A(G)


Z
·g
UU
1
ZZ
AG/e = ÔG(−, G/e) : Z
·N

Z[G]

VV
·t
WW
We call AG/G the Burnside ring Mackey functor. In AG/e, N =
∑p−1
k=0 t
k as above,
and  : Z[G]→ Z is

( p−1∑
k=0
akt
k
)
=
p−1∑
k=0
ak.
AG/G and AG/e, being represented functors, are both projective, with
Hom(AG/G, T ) ∼= T (G/G) and Hom(AG/e, T ) ∼= T (G/e).
Related to these are the following functors, where d ∈ Z:
A[d] : Z⊕ Z
( d p )

Z
( 01 )
VV
1
ZZ
Here, we are thinking of elements of Z⊕Z as column vectors, so that the descending
vertical map takes ( ab ) 7→ da+pb. A[0] is a direct sum of two simpler functors while
A[1] ∼= AG/G. Also, A[d1] ∼= A[d2] if and only if d1 ≡ ±d2 (mod p). Thus, when
p = 2, there are, up to isomorphism, two such functors, and when p is odd there
are (p + 1)/2 (but, see Proposition 2.3). Note that these functors are of interest
really only when p > 3.
The next two are examples of a general construction 〈C〉 for any abelian group
C, but these are the two cases that will occur in our calculations:
〈Z〉 : Z

0
VV
ZZ
〈Z/p〉 : Z/p

0
UU
ZZ
For the last group of Mackey functors, consider the forgetful functor from Mackey
functors to Z[G]-modules that takes T 7→ T (G/e). This functor has both a left and
a right adjoint. The left adjoint L is defined by
LU : Z⊗Z[G] U
N⊗1

Z[G]⊗Z[G] U = U.
⊗1
TT
t⊗1
UU
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The right adjoint R is defined by
RU : HomZ[G](Z, U)
∗

HomZ[G](Z[G], U) = U.
N∗
TT
t∗
UU
The particular cases that will occur in our calculations use U = Z with trivial Z[G]
action, or, in the case p = 2, U = Z−, on which t ∈ Z[G] acts as −1. These give us
the following four Mackey functors.
LZ : Z
p

Z
1
VV
1
ZZ
LZ− : Z/2
0

Z
pi
UU
−1
ZZ
RZ : Z
1

Z
p
VV
1
ZZ
RZ− : 0

Z
VV
−1
ZZ
Multiplicative structures. Mackey functors can have multiplicative pairings,
based on the box product . The box product itself is described in [7]; for us it
suffices to know that a map S  T → U is equivalent to a pair of maps
S(G/G)⊗ T (G/G)→ U(G/G) and
S(G/e)⊗ T (G/e)→ U(G/e)
satisfying the following conditions, where we write xy for the image of x⊗ y under
the appropriate one of these maps:
t(xy) = (tx)(ty),
ρ(xy) = ρ(x)ρ(y),
τ(xρ(y)) = τ(x)y, and
τ(ρ(x)y) = xτ(y).
The last two conditions are called the Frobenius relations. By convention, if x ∈
S(G/G) and y ∈ T (G/e), we will often write xy for ρ(x)y ∈ U(G/e).
The functor AG/G has a self-pairing AG/GAG/G → AG/G using the usual ring
structures on A(G) and Z. A unital ring is a Mackey functor T with an associative
and unital pairing T T → T , where the unit is given by a map AG/G → T . (Here,
we use that AG/G is the unit for , meaning that AG/G  T ∼= T for any Mackey
functor T .) The conditions above say that this is equivalent to T (G/G) being a
unital ring, T (G/e) being a unital ring (with the action of t being a ring map),
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ρ : T (G/G) → T (G/e) being a ring map, and τ : T (G/e) → T (G/G) being a left
and right T (G/G)-module map. Clearly, AG/G is itself a unital ring. Every Mackey
functor is a module over AG/G in the obvious sense.
RZ is a unital ring with the usual ring structure on Z. A module over RZ is
precisely a Mackey functor such that τ ◦ ρ is multiplication by p. AG/e, LZ, and
〈Z/p〉 are modules over RZ and, if p = 2, so are RZ− and LZ−. RZ and AG/e are
projective RZ-modules.
Generators and relations. We will want to describe the results of our calcula-
tions in terms of generators and relations. When doing so, we identify elements of
T (G/G) with maps AG/G → T and elements of T (G/e) with maps AG/e → T . For
example, we can say that RZ is generated by an element ξ at level G/G subject to
the relation κξ = 0. By this we mean that the following sequence is exact:
AG/G
κ−→ AG/G −→ RZ→ 0.
Here, κ is the map corresponding to κ ∈ AG/G(G/G) and  is the map corresponding
to 1 ∈ RZ(G/G), which we are also calling ξ.
Generators may occur at either levelG/G or levelG/e, and similarly for relations.
Here are descriptions of the other examples in terms of generators and relations:
• 〈Z〉: Generated by an element e at level G/G subject to ρ(e) = 0. That is,
there is an exact sequence
AG/e → AG/G → 〈Z〉 → 0
where the first map is specified at level G/e by  : Z[G]→ Z.
• 〈Z/p〉: Generated by an element e at level G/G subject to ρ(e) = 0 and
pe = 0.
• LZ: Generated by an element ι at level G/e such that tι = ι.
• LZ− (p = 2): Generated by an element ι at level G/e such that tι = −ι.
• RZ− (p = 2): Generated by an element ι at level G/e such that τι = 0.
We noted that several of these Mackey functors are modules over the ring RZ.
We can describe modules over RZ in terms of generators and relations as well,
where a generator at level G/G gives a copy of RZ while a generator at level G/e
gives a copy of AG/e. The modules LZ, LZ−, and RZ− are described by the same
generators and relations as above. However, we can simplify the description of
〈Z/p〉: As an RZ-module, it is generated by an element e at level G/G such that
ρ(e) = 0.
The functor A[d] is an interesting, if annoying, case. It can be described as
generated (as a Mackey functor) by two elements, µ at level G/G and ι at level
G/e, such that ρ(µ) = dι and tι = ι. (Note that we can, of course, simplify this
description if d ≡ 1 (mod p).) µ and τ(ι) then form a Z-basis for A[d](G/G). This
description depends on the particular integer d. Suppose that d′ ≡ d (mod p) and
let
µ′ = µ+
d′ − d
p
τ(ι),
then µ′ and ι generate A[d] with ρ(µ′) = d′ι. Similarly, −µ and ι generate, with
ρ(−µ) = −dι. So, the generator µ is determined only up to sign and a multiple of
τ(ι), although it is determined by a particular choice of d ∈ Z in the appropriate
congruence classes modulo p, if we insist that ρ(µ) = dι.
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There is another basis for A[d] that is useful in our calculations. Let d−1 ∈ Z
denote an integer such that d · d−1 ≡ 1 (mod p) and let q = (1− dd−1)/p, so that
dd−1 + qp = 1. Then the matrix (
d−1 p
q −d
)
is invertible over Z. Note that
κµ = pµ− dτ(ι).
Moreover, this element is independent of the choice of d in its congruence class
modulo p because κτ(ι) = 0: If µ′ = µ+ 1p (d
′ − d)τ(ι), then
κµ′ = κµ+
d′ − d
p
κτ(ι) = κµ.
So if we let
λ = d−1µ+ qτ(ι),
then {λ, κµ} is another basis of A[d](G/G), with ρ(λ) = ι and ρ(κµ) = 0. It follows
that λ and κµ generate A[d], subject to the relations ρ(κµ) = 0 and κλ = d−1κµ.
We can write our original basis as
µ = dλ+
1− dd−1
p
κµ and
τ(ι) = pλ− d−1κµ.
Using the basis {λ, κµ}, the functor A[d] can be displayed as:
A[d] : Z⊕ Z
( 1 0 )

Z
( p
−d−1
)VV
1
ZZ
Extensions. Finally, a word about extension problems that will show up in Part 3
when we are calculating the cohomology of a point.
Proposition 2.3. There are p distinct extensions of RZ by 〈Z〉 (up to the equiva-
lence used to define Ext1), all having the form
0→ 〈Z〉 → A[d]→ RZ→ 0,
where the map 〈Z〉 → A[d] takes 1 to κµ and the map A[d] → RZ takes λ to 1
and κµ to 0. Further, if we have a commutative diagram of the following form with
exact rows:
0 // 〈Z〉 // A[d] //

RZ //
·m

0
0 // 〈Z〉 // T // RZ // 0
then T ∼= A[md].
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Proof. We begin by computing Ext1(RZ, 〈Z〉) to determine the number of possible
extensions. We have the short exact sequence
0→ 〈Z〉 → AG/G → RZ→ 0.
Here, the map 〈Z〉 → AG/G takes 1 7→ κ while AG/G → RZ is  at level G/G.
Because AG/G is projective, we can calculate the Ext group as the cokernel in
Hom(AG/G, 〈Z〉) // Hom(〈Z〉, 〈Z〉) // Ext1(RZ, 〈Z〉) // 0
Z
p
// Z
Hence, Ext1(RZ, 〈Z〉) ∼= Z/p and there are exactly p distinct extensions. (As usual,
this means distinct up to isomorphisms that are the identity on 〈Z〉 and RZ.)
For every d ∈ Z, we have a short exact sequence
0→ 〈Z〉 → A[d]→ RZ→ 0
given by the following diagram, where we use the basis {λ, κµ} for A[d]:
0 // Z

( 01 ) // Z⊕ Z
( 1 0 )

( 1 0 )
// Z
1

// 0
0 // 0
VV
// Z
( p
−d−1
)VV
1
// Z
p
VV
// 0
If we have a diagram of the form
0 // 〈Z〉 // A[d1] //

RZ // 0
0 // 〈Z〉 // A[d2] // RZ // 0
then the map A[d1](G/e) → A[d2](G/e) may be taken to be the identity and it
is straightforward to show that the map A[d1](G/G) → A[d2](G/G) must then
be given by a matrix of the form
(
1 0
q 1
)
where d−11 = d
−1
2 + qp, hence d1 ≡ d2
(mod p). Therefore, there are p distinct such extensions, one for each congruence
class modulo p, and they account for all the possible extensions.
Finally, if we have a diagram of the form
0 // 〈Z〉 // A[d] //

RZ //
·m

0
0 // 〈Z〉 // T // RZ // 0
then we know that T ∼= A[d2] for some d2 ∈ Z. A similar argument to the one
above shows that the map A[d] → A[d2] must be given by a matrix of the form(
m 0
q 1
)
where d−1 = md−12 + qp, hence d2 ≡ md (mod p). 
Proposition 2.4. All extensions of 〈Z/p〉 by 〈Z〉 have the form
0→ 〈Z〉 i2−→ 〈Z/p〉 ⊕ 〈Z〉 pi1−→ 〈Z/p〉 → 0
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or
0→ 〈Z〉 p−→ 〈Z〉 d−→ 〈Z/p〉 → 0
where d 6≡ 0 (mod p). Further, if we have a commutative diagram of the form
0 // 〈Z〉 // A[d] //

RZ //
pi

0
0 // 〈Z〉 // T // 〈Z/p〉 // 0
where pi is the natural projection, then T ∼= 〈Z/p〉⊕〈Z〉 if d ≡ 0 (mod p), otherwise
the diagram must take the form
0 // 〈Z〉 // A[d] //
η

RZ //
pi

0
0 // 〈Z〉
p
// 〈Z〉
d
// 〈Z/p〉 // 0
where η(µ) = 1 and η(τ(ι)) = 0.
Proof. The statement about the possible extensions of 〈Z/p〉 by 〈Z〉 follows from the
similar statement about the extensions of the group Z/p by Z (where Ext(Z/p,Z) ∼=
Z/p).
If we have a diagram of the form
0 // 〈Z〉 // A[d] //

RZ //
pi

0
0 // 〈Z〉 // T // 〈Z/p〉 // 0
then A[d] must be the pullback of the right-hand square. Running through the
p possibilities for the bottom row shows that the pullback establishes an isomor-
phism Ext1(〈Z/p〉, 〈Z〉) ∼= Ext1(RZ, 〈Z〉) given explicitly as in the statement of the
proposition. 
3. Equivariant ordinary cohomology
In [2], Stefan Waner and the author gave a detailed exposition of equivariant
ordinary cohomology graded on “representations of the fundamental groupoid.” In
this section we review some of the basic definitions and properties. We assume that
G is a finite group throughout, though [2] is written in the more general context of
compact Lie groups.
The equivariant fundamental groupoid and its representations. When X
is a G-space, we have the following definition, given originally by tom Dieck [12]
and used extensively in [1] and [2].
Definition 3.1. The equivariant fundamental groupoid of X, denoted ΠGX, is the
category whose objects are the G-maps x : G/H → X for all the orbits G/H of G,
and whose maps from x to y : G/K → X are pairs (ω, α), where α : G/H → G/K
is a G-map and ω is a G-homotopy class of paths, rel endpoints, from x to y ◦ α.
Composition is induced by composition of maps of orbits and the usual composition
of path classes.
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ΠG is a 2-functor, taking G-maps of spaces to functors and homotopies of G-
maps to natural isomorphisms. There is an evident functor pi : ΠGX → OG, with
pi(x : G/H → X) = G/H and pi(ω, α) = α. This makes ΠGX a bundle of groupoids
over OG in the language of [1].
Definition 3.2. For n an integer, let vVG(n) denote the category of virtual n-
dimensional orthogonal bundles over orbits. Its objects are pairs (G×HV,G×HW ),
where V and W are representations of H with |V | − |W | = n; we use the notation
G×H (V 	W ) for such an object and think of it as a formal difference of bundles.
A morphism is a virtual map G×H (V1	W1)→ G×K (V2	W2), given by a G-map
α : G/H → G/K and an equivalence class of pairs of bundle maps
ϕ : G×H (V1 ⊕ Z1)→ G×K (V2 ⊕ Z2)
ψ : G×H (W1 ⊕ Z1)→ G×K (W2 ⊕ Z2)
over α, where Z1 is a representation of H and Z2 is a representation of K. Two
such pairs of maps are considered equivalent if they are stably G-homotopic through
orthogonal bundle maps over α. Here, stabilization is given by addition to both
ϕ and ψ of the same bundle map G ×H U1 → G ×K U2 over α, and we also
allow replacement of Z1 and Z2 by isomorphic representations, meaning that, if
f : Z1 → Z ′1 and g : Z2 → Z ′2 are H- and K-isomorphisms, respectively, then the
pair (ϕ,ψ) is equivalent to (ϕ′, ψ′), where the latter are determined by the fact that
the following diagrams commute:
G×H (V1 ⊕ Z1) ϕ //
f

G×K (V2 ⊕ Z2)
g

G×H (V1 ⊕ Z ′1)
ϕ′
// G×K (V2 ⊕ Z ′2)
and
G×H (W1 ⊕ Z1) ψ //
f

G×K (W2 ⊕ Z2)
g

G×H (V1 ⊕ Z ′1)
ψ′
// G×K (W2 ⊕ Z ′2)
We write a typical map as (α, [ϕ	 ψ]).
We let vVG be the (disjoint) union of the categories vVG(n) for all n.
It is not necessarily obvious from the definition above that the collection of
morphisms between two object is (only) a set, but [2, §1.3] gives an equivalent
definition that makes it clear.
We have a functor pi : vVG → OG, given by pi(G ×H (V 	 W )) = G/H and
pi((α, [ϕ	 ψ])) = α. This makes vVG and each vVG(n) into a bundle of groupoids
over OG.
Definition 3.3. A virtual n-dimensional orthogonal representation of ΠGX is a
functor ΠGX → vVG(n) over OG. These form the category of virtual n-dimensional
representations of ΠGX when we take morphisms to be natural isomorphisms.
For each representation V of G, there is a representation of ΠGX we denote by
V, given by taking each x : G/H → X to G/H × V and each (ω, α) to α× 1. This
generalizes to virtual representations of G to give representations V	W.
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Less trivially, if ξ : E → X is a G-vector bundle over X, there is an associated
representation of ΠGX, denoted ξ
∗, given by ξ∗(x : G/H → X) = x∗(ξ).
Definition 3.4. The orthogonal representation ring of ΠGX, denoted RO(ΠGX),
is the ring whose elements are the isomorphism classes of the virtual orthogonal
representations of ΠGX of all dimensions. Addition is given by direct sum of
bundles and multiplication by tensor product.
In particular, RO(ΠG(∗)) ∼= RO(G) when ∗ denotes the one-point G-space. In
general, the map X → ∗ induces a map RO(G) → RO(ΠGX), taking V 	W to
V 	W as above. We will not use the multiplication on RO(ΠGX) in this paper,
just the additive structure.
Ordinary cohomology. Let B be a G-space and let (X, q, σ) be an ex-space over
B, which is to say that q : X → B is a G-map and σ : B → X is a section of q.
Suppose also given a virtual representation γ of ΠGB and a Mackey functor T . We
can then define a group H˜γG(X;T ), a contravariant functor of X and a covariant
functor of γ and of T .
We will generally consider the reduced theory as written above. If we have any
parametrized space q : X → B, rather than an ex-space, we can form the ex-space
(X, q)+, which we will write X+, given by (X unionsqB, q unionsq 1, σ), where σ : B → X unionsqB
is the evident inclusion. In particular, we may consider H˜γG(B+;T ).
The collection of these groups as γ varies gives what we call the RO(ΠGB)-graded
ordinary cohomology of ex-spaces over B. (In [2] we allow more general coefficient
systems than just Mackey functors, but in this paper we will stick to the simpler
case.) In particular, when we restrict the virtual representation γ to be of the form
V	W, the resulting groups are exactly the RO(G)-graded ordinary cohomology of
X discussed in [9], [10], and [2], which generalizes Bredon’s integer-graded theory.
In particular, this theory obeys a dimension axiom that takes the following form:
For x : G/H → B and integers n, we have
H˜nG(G/H+;T )
∼=
{
T (G/H) if n = 0
0 if n 6= 0,
naturally in G/H.
The RO(ΠGB)-graded theory has many nice properties, discussed in detail in [2].
One of the main reasons for introducing the enlarged grading is to get general Thom
isomorphism and Poincare´ duality theorems. In particular, the Thom isomorphism
([2, 3.11.3]) takes the following form: If ξ : E → X is a G-vector bundle, let T (ξ)
denote the ex-space over X given by taking the fiberwise one-point compactification
of each fiber, with the section given by the compactification points. A Thom class
for ξ is a class t ∈ H˜ξ∗G (T (ξ);AG/G) such that, for every x : G/K → X, the element
x∗(t) ∈ H˜ξ∗G (T (x∗ξ);AG/G)
∼= H˜x∗ξ∗G (G×K SV ;AG/G)
∼= H˜VK(SV ;AK/K)
∼= A(K)
is a generator. Here, V is the representation of K such that x∗ξ = G×K V .
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Theorem 3.5 (Thom Isomorphism). If ξ : E → X is a G-vector bundle, then there
exists a Thom class t ∈ H˜ξ∗G (T (ξ);AG/G). For every Thom class t, the map
t ∪ − : H˜γG(X+;T )→ H˜γ+ξ
∗
G (T (ξ);T )
is an isomorphism for every representation γ and Mackey functor T . 
As usual, given a Thom class t(ξ) for a G-bundle ξ, we define the corresponding
Euler class e(ξ) ∈ H˜ξ∗G (X+;AG/G) to be the restriction of t(ξ) along the zero section
X+ → T (ξ).
For computational purposes, it is useful to view cohomology not as group valued,
but as Mackey functor valued. We let HγG(X;T ) be the Mackey functor defined by
HγG(X;T )(G/K) = H˜
γ
G(G/K+ ∧B X;T ).
Because H˜∗G(−) is stable (it has suspension isomorphisms for all representations),
this is actually a functor on stable maps between orbits, so does define a Mackey
functor. On the other hand, the Wirthmu¨ller isomorphism ([2, 3.9.5]) allows us to
write this as
HγG(X;T )(G/H)
∼= H˜γ|KK (X;T |K),
where γ|K and T |K are the restrictions from G to K defined in the most obvious
ways. Thus, treating ordinary cohomology as a Mackey functor amounts to consid-
ering all the cohomologies of X for all the subgroups of G simultaneously, along with
the associated restriction and transfer maps. As often happens, the more structure
present, the more limited the possibilities, hence the easier the computations.
Finally, a note about calling this RO(ΠGB)-graded cohomology. For the purpose
of computation, we want to pass from a functor on representations γ to a group
graded on the ring RO(ΠGB) of isomorphism classes of representations. As usual,
this “decategorification” needs to be done with great care or we are sure to trip
over sign ambiguities. In Part 2 we will assume we can do this so we can get on
with the computations. We will return to this issue and treat it properly in Part 3.
4. Summary of the cohomology of a point
From this point on, all cohomology will be assumed to have coefficients in AG/G
unless stated otherwise, and we write HαG(X) for H
α
G(X;AG/G). Further, it will
be useful to make a distinction later between cohomology graded on RO(G) and
cohomology graded on RO(ΠGB), so we now adopt the notation that H
•
G denotes
an RO(G)-graded theory while H∗G denotes an RO(ΠGB)-graded theory (for a
specified space B).
In Part 2 we shall describe the cohomology of BGU(1) as an algebra over the co-
homology of a point, which is to say, the reduced cohomology of S0. The calculation
will use the cofibration sequence EG+ → S0 → E˜G, where EG is a nonequivari-
antly contractible free G space. To that end, we need explicit descriptions of the
RO(G)-graded cohomologies of EG+, S
0, and E˜G, and the maps in the long exact
sequence induced by the cofibration sequence. We give the results we need here and
the proofs in Part 3. The description of the cohomology of a point is essentially
the same as that given by Lewis in [7], but our notation is somewhat different.
We first introduce some elements in the cohomology of a point.
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Definition 4.1. If p = 2, let
ι ∈ H˜Λ−1e (S0) = HΛ−1G (S0)(G/e)
be the image of the identity under the isomorphism
H˜0e (S
0) ∼= H˜1e (S1) ∼= H˜Λe (S1) ∼= H˜Λ−1e (S0),
using our chosen nonequivariant identification of Λ with R from Definition 1.1. If
p is odd and 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2, let
ιk ∈ H˜Mk−2e (S0) = HMk−2G (S0)(G/e)
be the image of the identity under the isomorphism
H˜0e (S
0) ∼= H˜2e (S2) ∼= H˜Mke (S2) ∼= H˜Mk−2e (S0),
using our chosen nonequivariant identifications of Mk with R2.
When p = 2, multiplication by ι is an isomorphism on H∗G(S
0)(G/e), so there is
an element ι−1 ∈ H1−ΛG (S0)(G/e) such that ι · ι−1 is the identity in H0G(S0)(G/e).
Similarly, when p is odd, there are elements ι−1k ∈ H2−MkG (S0) such that ιk · ι−1k is
the identity in H0G(S
0)(G/e).
We shall occasionally use the following convenient notation. Recall Defini-
tion 1.3.
Definition 4.2. Suppose that α ∈ Iev(G), so α = ∑k nk(Mk − 2) for nk ∈ Z.
Define
ια =
∏
k
ιnkk ∈ HαG(S0)(G/e).
If we use this notation when p = 2, understanding ι1 = ι
2, ια will give only the
even powers of ι.
Definition 4.3. Let V be a representation of G. The Euler class of V is the
element
eV ∈ H˜VG (S0) = HVG(S0)(G/G)
that is the image of the identity under the map
H˜0G(S
0) ∼= H˜VG (SV )→ H˜VG (S0),
where the last map is restriction along the inclusion.
When G = Z/2, we write e = eΛ, using the notation introduced in Definition 1.1.
It will be convenient to write e1 = eM1 = e
2. Similarly, when G = Z/p with p odd,
we write ek = eMk for 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2.
We will also be interested in the Euler classes of the complex representations Ck
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1. For 1 ≤ k ≤ p/2, this is just ek. For p/2 < k ≤ p− 1, Ck is
isomorphic to Mp−k as a real representation, but with the opposite orientation, so
it will be convenient to let
ek = −ep−k (p+ 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
(We shall give a better justification of this in §14. The choice of sign really has to
do with how we pass to grading on RO(G) and is determined by the nonequivariant
identifications with C that we fixed.) Finally, we extend the notation to all integers
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by letting e0 = 0 (the Euler class of the trivial representation R2 is 0) and saying
that ek = ek′ if k ≡ k′ (mod p). N.b., this means that
e−k =
{
ek if p = 2, but
−ek if p is odd.
The following notation will be convenient.
Definition 4.4. If p = 2 and α = nΛ ∈ RO(G) with n ≥ 0, define
eα = en ∈ HαG(S0)(G/G).
If p is odd and α ∈ RO(G) has the form α = ∑(p−1)/2k=1 nkMk for nk ≥ 0, define
eα =
(p−1)/2∏
k=1
enkk ∈ HαG(S0)(G/G).
In contexts in which e or each ek is invertible, we can extend this notation to all α
such that αG = 0.
Lemma 15.4 defines invertible elements
ξk ∈ H˜Mk−2G (EG+)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ p/2. Remark 15.5 shows that the natural extension of this definition is
to let
ξk = ξp−k (p+ 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
The calculation of H•G(S
0) shows that there are unique (noninvertible) elements
ξk ∈ H˜Mk−2G (S0)
mapping to ξk ∈ H˜Mk−2G (EG+) under the map induced by EG+ → S0. When
p = 2 we often write ξ for ξ1.
We introduce the following notation.
Definition 4.5. Suppose that α ∈ RO+(G), so α =
∑
1≤k≤p/2 nk(Mk − 2) for
nk ≥ 0. Define
ξα =
(p−1)/2∏
k=1
ξnkk ∈ HαG(S0)(G/G).
In contexts in which each ξk is invertible, we can extend this notation to all α ∈
Iev(G).
Definition 4.6. If p is odd, define a homomorphism
ν : RO0(G)→ (Z/p)×
(from the additive operation on the left to the multiplicative one on the right) as
follows: Given α ∈ RO0(G) write α =
∑(p−1)/2
k=2 nk(Mk −M1) and define
ν(α) =
[ (p−1)/2∏
k=2
knk
]
.
If p = 2, RO0(G) = 0 and we let ν(0) = [1] ∈ (Z/2)×.
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In our use of ν(α), we shall usually think of it as a congruence class in Z and
write a ∈ ν(α) to mean that a is an integer in the congruence class ν(α). In
Definition 18.1 and Corollary 18.5 we will define elements
µα,a ∈ HαG(S0)(G/G)
for all α ∈ RO0(G) and a ∈ ν(α). Because RO0(G) = 0 when p = 2 or 3, these
elements are primarily useful when p > 3.
We now state the calculations we need, with the proofs to be given in Part 3.
The cases p = 2 and p odd are similar, but sufficiently different that it makes sense
to state them separately.
Theorem 4.7. Let p = 2. Additively,
HαG(S
0) ∼=

AG/G if α = 0
RZ if |α| = 0 and αG < 0 is even
RZ− if |α| = 0 and αG ≤ 1 is odd
LZ if |α| = 0 and αG > 0 is even
LZ− if |α| = 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
〈Z〉 if |α| 6= 0 and αG = 0
〈Z/2〉 if |α| > 0 and αG < 0 is even
〈Z/2〉 if |α| < 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
Multiplicatively, H•G(S
0) is a strictly commutative RO(G)-graded ring, generated
by elements
ι ∈ HΛ−1G (S0)(G/e)
ι−1 ∈ H1−ΛG (S0)(G/e)
ξ ∈ H2(Λ−1)G (S0)(G/G)
e ∈ HΛG(S0)(G/G)
e−mκ ∈ H−mΛG (S0)(G/G) m ≥ 1
e−mδξ−n ∈ H1−mΛ−2n(Λ−1)G (S0)(G/G) m,n ≥ 1.
These generators satisfy the following structural relations:
τ(ι−1) = 0
τ(ι−2n−1) = e−1δξ−n for n ≥ 1
κξ = 0
ρ(ξ) = ι2
ρ(e) = 0
ρ(e−mκ) = 0 for m ≥ 1
ρ(e−mδξ−n) = 0 for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
2e−mδξ−n = 0 for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
and the following multiplicative relations:
ι · ι−1 = ρ(1)
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e · e−mκ = e−m+1κ for m ≥ 1
ξ · e−mκ = 0 for m ≥ 1
e−mκ · e−nκ = 2e−m−nκ for m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0
e · e−mδξ−n = e−m+1δξ−n for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
ξ · e−mδξ−n = e−mδξ−n+1 for m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2
ξ · e−mδξ−1 = 0 for m ≥ 2
e−mκ · e−nδξ−k = 0 if m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, and k ≥ 1
e−mδξ−k · e−nδξ−` = 0 if m,n, k, ` ≥ 1
The following relations are implied by the preceding ones:
κe = 2e
2emξn = 0 if m > 0 and n > 0
tιk = (−1)kιk for all k
ξ · τ(ιk) = τ(ιk+2) for all k
e · τ(ιk) = 0 for all k
e−mκ · τ(ιk) = 0 for all m ≥ 1 and k
e−mδξ−n · τ(ιk) = 0 for all m,n ≥ 1 and k
τ(ιk) · τ(ι`) = 0 if k or ` is odd
τ(ι2k) · τ(ι2`) = 2τ(ι2(k+`)) for all k and `
τ(ι2k+1) = 0 if k ≥ 0
e · e−1δξ−n = 0 if n ≥ 1

The notation e−mκ comes from the fact that em · e−mκ = κ ∈ H˜0G(S0) = A(G).
The reason for the notation e−mδξ−n should become clearer shortly.
It helps to have a way to visualize these calculations, and the common way of
doing so is to plot the groups or Mackey functors on a grid. Different authors,
however, have used different axes. Lewis, in [7], uses αG as the horizontal axis and
|α| as the vertical axis; because our results are stated in these terms we will do so
as well. Dugger [3] and Kronholm [6] use the so-called motivic grading, plotting
|α| vs |α| − αG, although Dugger uses |α| as the vertical axis while Kronholm uses
it as the horizontal axis. Another set of axes for which one can make a case is αG
for the horizontal axis and |α| − αG for the vertical axis.
So the top diagram in Figure 1 shows the Mackey functors HαG(S
0), with αG as
the horizontal axis and |α| as the vertical axis, with dots representing zero functors.
The bottom diagram gives the elements that generate the corresponding Mackey
functors. Generators shown in parentheses represent elements at level G/e.
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Theorem 4.8. Let p = 2. Additively,
HαG(EG+)
∼=

RZ if |α| = 0 and αG is even
RZ− if |α| = 0 and αG is odd
〈Z/2〉 if |α| > 0 and αG is even
0 otherwise.
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z〉 · · · · ·
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z〉 · · · · ·
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z〉 · · · · ·
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z〉 · · · · ·
RZ RZ− RZ RZ− AG/G RZ− LZ LZ− LZ LZ−
· · · · 〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
· · · · 〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
· · · · 〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
· · · · 〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
e4ξ2 · e4ξ · e4 · · · · ·
e3ξ2 · e3ξ · e3 · · · · ·
e2ξ2 · e2ξ · e2 · · · · ·
eξ2 · eξ · e · · · · ·
ξ2 (ι3) ξ (ι) 1 (ι−1) (ι−2) (ι−3) (ι−4) (ι−5)
· · · · e−1κ · · e−2δξ−1 · e−2δξ−2
· · · · e−2κ · · e−3δξ−1 · e−3δξ−2
· · · · e−3κ · · e−4δξ−1 · e−4δξ−2
· · · · e−4κ · · e−5δξ−1 · e−5δξ−2
Figure 1: H•G(S
0) and its generators, p = 2
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Multiplicatively, H•G(EG+) is a strictly commutative RO(G)-graded RZ-algebra
generated by
e ∈ HΛG(EG+)(G/G),
ι ∈ HΛ−1G (EG+)(G/e),
ι−1 ∈ H1−ΛG (EG+)(G/e),
ξ ∈ H2(Λ−1)G (EG+)(G/G), and
ξ−1 ∈ H2(1−Λ)G (EG+)(G/G),
subject to the relations
ρ(e) = 0
τ(ι) = 0
ρ(ξ) = ι2
ι · ι−1 = ρ(1) and
ξ · ξ−1 = 1.

Figure 2 shows H•G(EG+) and its generators when p = 2. We will not use this
fact directly, but it follows from the calculation, and the action of H•G(S
0) implied
by Proposition 4.11 below, that H•G(EG+) ∼= H•G(S0)[ξ−1].
Turning to H•G(E˜G), its ring structure is not that useful to us, partly because
it is a ring without a unit. We will, instead, describe H•G(E˜G) as a module over
H•G(S
0). In fact, it is a module over the following localization.
Proposition 4.9. Let p = 2. On inverting e in H•G(S
0) we get
H•G(S
0)[e−1] ∼= 〈Z〉[e, e−1, ξ]/〈2ξ〉.
Proof. Because ρ(e) = 0, inverting e kills H•G(S
0)(G/e), hence the result is a mod-
ule over 〈Z〉. In H•G(S0), every element is killed by a high enough power of e except
the terms e−mκ and emξn for m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0. We have em+1 · e−mκ = 2e, so
e−mκ = 2e−m in H•G(S
0)[e−1]. We have 2eξ = 0, so 2ξ = 0 in H•G(S
0)[e−1]. 
Theorem 4.10. Let p = 2. Additively,
HαG(E˜G)
∼=

〈Z〉 if αG = 0
〈Z/2〉 if αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
Multiplication by e ∈ H•G(S0) is an isomorphism on H•G(E˜G), so H•G(E˜G) is a
module over H•G(S
0)[e−1]. As such, it is generated by elements
κ ∈ H0G(E˜G)(G/G) and
δξ−k ∈ H1−2k(Λ−1)G (E˜G)(G/G) k ≥ 1
such that
ξ · κ = 0
ξ · δξ−k = δξ−(k−1) k > 1, and
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ξ · δξ−1 = 0.

Figure 3 shows H•G(E˜G) and its generators.
To complete the picture for p = 2, we need to describe the maps in the following
long exact sequence:
· · · → H•−1G (EG+) δ−→ H•G(E˜G)
ψ−→ H•G(S0) ϕ−→ H•G(EG+)→ · · ·
It helps to look at Figures 1–3 when reading the following result.
Proposition 4.11. Let p = 2. δ : H•−1G (EG+)→ H•G(E˜G) is given by
δ(ιk) = 0 for all k and
δ(emξn) =
{
emδξn if n ≤ −1
0 otherwise.
ψ : H•G(E˜G)→ H•G(S0) is given by
ψ(emκ) = emκ
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
RZ RZ− RZ RZ− RZ RZ− RZ RZ− RZ
e5ξ2 · e5ξ · e5 · e5ξ−1 · e5ξ−2
e4ξ2 · e4ξ · e4 · e4ξ−1 · e4ξ−2
e3ξ2 · e3ξ · e3 · e3ξ−1 · e3ξ−2
e2ξ2 · e2ξ · e2 · e2ξ−1 · e2ξ−2
eξ2 · eξ · e · eξ−1 · eξ−2
ξ2 (ι3) ξ (ι) 1 (ι−1) ξ−1 (ι−3) ξ−2
Figure 2: H•G(EG+) and its generators, p = 2
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ψ(emδξ−n) =
{
emδξ−n if m ≤ −1
0 otherwise.
ϕ : H•G(S
0)→ H•G(EG+) is given by
ϕ(ιk) = ιk
ϕ(emξn) = emξn for m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0
ϕ(e−mκ) = 0 for m ≥ 1
ϕ(e−mδξ−n) = 0.

Note that ϕ : H
2(Λ−1)
G (S
0) → H2(Λ−1)G (EG+) is an isomorphism, hence ξ ∈
H
2(Λ−1)
G (S
0) is characterized by the fact that ϕ(ξ) = ξ, where ξ = ξ1 is the Thom
class defined in Lemma 15.4.
〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
〈Z〉 · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
e3κ · · e2δξ−1 · e2δξ−2 · e2δξ−3
e2κ · · eδξ−1 · eδξ−2 · eδξ−3
eκ · · δξ−1 · δξ−2 · δξ−3
κ · · e−1δξ−1 · e−1δξ−2 · e−1δξ−3
e−1κ · · e−2δξ−1 · e−2δξ−2 · e−2δξ−3
e−2κ · · e−3δξ−1 · e−3δξ−2 · e−3δξ−3
e−3κ · · e−4δξ−1 · e−4δξ−2 · e−4δξ−3
Figure 3: H•G(E˜G) and its generators, p = 2
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We now give the results for odd p. As mentioned, the case p = 3 is simpler than
for larger primes, but we will not separate it out in these statements.
Theorem 4.12. Let p be odd. Additively,
HαG(S
0) ∼=

A[ν(α)] if |α| = αG = 0
RZ if |α| = 0 and αG < 0 is even
LZ if |α| = 0 and αG > 0 is even
〈Z〉 if |α| 6= 0 and αG = 0
〈Z/p〉 if |α| > 0 and αG < 0 is even
〈Z/p〉 if |α| < 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
Multiplicatively, H•G(S
0) is a strictly commutative unital RO(G)-graded ring, gen-
erated by elements
ιk ∈ HMk−2G (S0)(G/e) 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2
ι−1k ∈ H2−MkG (S0)(G/e) 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2
ξ1 ∈ HM1−2G (S0)(G/G)
e1 ∈ HM1G (S0)(G/G)
µα,a ∈ HαG(S0)(G/G) α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α)
e−m1 κ ∈ H−mM1G (S0)(G/G) m ≥ 1
e−m1 δξ
−n
1 ∈ H1−mM1−n(M1−2)G (S0)(G/G) m,n ≥ 1
These generators satisfy the following structural relations:
tι−1k = ι
−1
k for all k
κξ1 = 0
ρ(ξ1) = ι1
ρ(e1) = 0
ρ(µα,a) = aια for all α ∈ RO0(G) and a ∈ ν(α)
ρ(e−m1 κ) = 0 for m ≥ 1
ρ(e−m1 δξ
−n
1 ) = 0 for m,n ≥ 1
pe−m1 δξ
−n
1 = 0 for m,n ≥ 1,
the redundancy relations
µ0,1 = 1
µα,a+p = µα,a + τ(ια) for all α ∈ RO0(G) and a ∈ ν(α),
and the following multiplicative relations:
ιk · ι−1k = ρ(1) for all k
µα,a · µβ,b = µα+β,ab for α, β ∈ RO0(G)
e1 · e−m1 κ = e−m+11 κ for m ≥ 1
ξ1 · e−m1 κ = 0 for m ≥ 1
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e1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = e−m+11 δξ−n1 for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
e1 · e−11 δξ−n1 = 0 for n ≥ 1
ξ1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = e−m1 δξ−n+11 for m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2
ξ1 · e−m1 δξ−11 = 0 for m ≥ 1
e−m1 κ · e−n1 κ = pe−m−n1 κ for m,n ≥ 1
e−`1 κ · e−m1 δξ−n1 = 0 for `,m ≥ 1
e−k1 δξ
−`
1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = 0 for k, `,m, n ≥ 1
For α ∈ RO0(G) and a ∈ ν(α)−1, let a−1 ∈ ν(α) so that aa−1 ≡ 1 (mod p) and let
λα,a = aµα,a
−1
+
1− aa−1
p
τ(ια);
this is independent of the choice of a−1. The following relations are implied by the
preceding ones:
ξ1τ(ι
α) = τ(ι1ι
α) for αG = 0
µα,aτ(ιβ) = aτ(ια+β) for α ∈ RO0(G) and βG = 0
τ(ια)τ(ιβ) = pτ(ια+β) for αG = 0 = βG
e1τ(ι
α) = 0 for αG = 0
κe1 = pe1
pe1ξ1 = 0
µα,a = aλα,a
−1
+
1− aa−1
p
κµα,a
for α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α), a−1 ∈ ν(α)−1
λα,a+p = λα,a + κµα,a
−1
for α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α)−1, a−1 ∈ ν(α)
λα,a+pξ1 = λ
α,aξ1 for α ∈ RO0(G)
e1λ
α,a = ae1µ
α,a−1 for α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α)−1, a−1 ∈ ν(α)
µα,aξ1 = aλ
α,a−1ξ1 for α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α), a−1 ∈ ν(α)−1
ρ(λα,a) = ια for α ∈ RO0(G)
λα,aλβ,b = λα+β,ab for α, β ∈ RO0(G)

Figure 4 shows H•G(S
0) and its generators. For α ∈ RO0(G), this figure shows
the groups in gradings that lie in the coset α+〈R,M1〉 ⊂ RO(G), with the horizontal
grading being the fixed set dimension and the vertical grading being the total
dimension.
We mentioned earlier that this description is essentially the same as the one
given by Lewis in [7]. The main difference is that what Lewis did amounted to
choosing one a ∈ ν(α) for each α and using that particular µα,a. In general there is
no canonical choice and it makes the relations easier if we allow all possible choices,
at the expense, of course, of introducing more generators.
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The theorem mentions the Euler class e1, but what about the other Euler classes
ek? In Part 3, we shall show the following.
Proposition 4.13. With ek as in Definition 4.3, we have
ek = µ
Mk−M1,ae1, 2 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2,
〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z〉 · ·
· · · · ·
〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z〉 · ·
· · · · ·
RZ RZ A[ν(α)] LZ LZ
· · · 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
· · 〈Z〉 · ·
· · · 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
· · 〈Z〉 · ·
λα,a
−1
e21ξ
2
1 λ
α,a−1e21ξ1 µ
α,ae21 · ·
· · · · ·
λα,a
−1
e1ξ
2
1 λ
α,a−1e1ξ1 µα,ae1 · ·
· · · · ·
λα,a
−1
ξ21 λ
α,a−1ξ1 {µα,a,ια} (ιαι−11 ) (ιαι−21 )
· · · µα,ae−11 δξ−11 µα,ae−11 δξ−21
· · µα,ae−11 κ · ·
· · · µα,ae−21 δξ−11 µα,ae−21 δξ−21
· · µα,ae−21 κ · ·
Figure 4: H•G(S
0) and its generators, p odd
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for any a ∈ ν(Mk −M1) = [k]. We also have
ek = −µMp−k−M1,ae1, (p+ 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1,
for a ∈ [p− k] = −[k]. 
Note that, as discussed in §2, as a set of generators for HαG(S0) ∼= A[ν(α)], we
can also take {λα,a−1 , κµα,a}, and κµα,a is independent of the choice of a. With
this and the preceding proposition in mind, we introduce some more notation.
Definition 4.14. For β ∈ RO0(G), let
κβ = κµβ,b
for any b ∈ ν(β); as noted above, the result does not depend on the choice of b. If
α ∈ RO(G) has αG = 0, so α = ∑(p−1)/2k=1 nkMk with nk ∈ Z, let
eακ = e
|α|
1 κ
α−|α|M1 .
Note that this is defined for |α| < 0 as well as |α| ≥ 0. Combining the two notations,
for αG = 0 and β ∈ RO0(G), let
eακβ = eακµβ,b
for any b ∈ ν(β).
Theorem 4.15. Let p be odd. Additively,
HαG(EG+)
∼=

RZ if |α| = 0
〈Z/p〉 if |α| > 0 and αG is even
0 otherwise.
Multiplicatively, H•G(EG+) is a strictly commutative RO(G)-graded RZ-algebra
generated by
e1 ∈ HM1G (EG+)(G/G),
ξk ∈ HMk−2G (EG+)(G/G), 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2, and
ξ−1k ∈ H2−MkG (EG+)(G/G), 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2,
subject to the relation ρ(e1) = 0. 
Figure 5 shows H•G(EG+) and its generators. As in Figure 4, for an α ∈ RO0(G),
the figure shows the groups in gradings that lie in the coset α+ 〈R,M1〉 ⊂ RO(G).
We need the following analogue of Proposition 4.9.
Proposition 4.16. Let p be odd. On inverting the elements ek in H
•
G(S
0), 1 ≤
k ≤ (p− 1)/2, we get
H•G(S
0)[e−1k ] ∼= 〈Z〉[ek, e−1k , ξ1 | 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2]/〈pξ1〉.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 4.9. We just need
the additional observation that, if α =
∑(p−1)/2
k=2 nk(Mk −M1), then
µα,a =
(p−1)/2∏
k=2
(eke
−1
1 )
nk = eα and
λα,b = b
(p−1)/2∏
k=2
(eke
−1
1 )
nk = beα
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after inverting the ek. 
Theorem 4.17. Let p be odd. Additively,
HαG(E˜G)
∼=

〈Z〉 if αG = 0
〈Z/p〉 if αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
Multiplication by each ek ∈ H•G(S0) is an isomorphism on H•G(E˜G), so H•G(E˜G)
is a module over H•G(S
0)[e−1k ]. As such, it is generated by elements
κ ∈ H0G(E˜G)(G/G) and
δξ−k1 ∈ H1−k(M1−2)G (E˜G)(G/G) k ≥ 1
〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
· · · ·
〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
· · · ·
〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
· · · ·
RZ RZ RZ RZ RZ
e31ξ
αξ21 e
3
1ξ
αξ1 e
3
1ξ
α e31ξ
αξ−11 e
3
1ξ
αξ−21
· · · ·
e21ξ
αξ21 e
2
1ξ
αξ1 e
2
1ξ
α e21ξ
αξ−11 e
2
1ξ
αξ−21
· · · ·
e1ξ
αξ21 e1ξ
αξ1 e1ξ
α e1ξ
αξ−11 e1ξ
αξ−21
· · · ·
ξαξ21 ξ
αξ1 ξ
α ξαξ−11 ξ
αξ−21
Figure 5: H•G(EG+) and its generators, p odd
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such that
ξ1 · κ = 0
ξ1 · δξ−k1 = δξ−(k−1) k > 1, and
ξ1 · δξ−11 = 0.

Figure 6 shows H•G(E˜G) and its generators.
Again, we need to describe the maps in the long exact sequence
· · · → H•−1G (EG+) δ−→ H•G(E˜G)
ψ−→ H•G(S0) ϕ−→ H•G(EG+)→ · · ·
Proposition 4.18. Let p be odd. δ : H•−1G (EG+)→ H•G(E˜G) is given by
δ(em1 ξ
αξn1 ) =
{
aeαem1 δξ
n
1 if n ≤ −1
0 otherwise,
where a ∈ ν(α)−1. (Note that the image, when nonzero, lies in 〈Z/p〉, so does not
depend on the choice of a.) ψ : H•G(E˜G)→ H•G(S0) is given by
ψ(eαem1 κ) = µ
α,aem1 κ
ψ(eαem1 δξ
−n
1 ) =
{
µα,aem1 δξ
−n
1 if m ≤ −1
0 otherwise,
for a ∈ ν(α). (Again, the choice of a does not matter.) ϕ : H•G(S0) → H•G(EG+)
is given by
ϕ(ιαιk1) = ι
αιk1 = ρ(ξ
αξk1 )
ϕ(λα,aem1 ξ
n
1 ) = e
m
1 ξ
αξn1 for m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1
ϕ(µα,aem1 ) = aξ
αem1 for m ≥ 0
ϕ(µα,ae−m1 κ) = 0 for all m
ϕ(µα,ae−m1 δξ
−n
1 ) = 0.

Note that the calculation of ϕ implies in particular that
ϕ(λMk−M1,aξ1) = ξMk−M1ξ1 = ξk.
Because ϕ is an isomorphism in grading Mk − 2, it makes sense to define
ξk = λ
Mk−M1,aξ1 ∈ HMk−2G (S0),
so that ξk ∈ H•G(S0) is characterized by ϕ(ξk) = ξk.
One last bit of notation. When p = 2, RO0(G) = 0, so there was no need to
introduce the elements µα,a or λα,a. In order to treat both the even and odd cases
at the same time, however, we shall write
µ0,a = 1 +
a− 1
2
g ∈ H0Z/2(S0)
and
λ0,a = 1 +
a− 1
2
κ ∈ H0Z/2(S0)
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for p = 2 and a odd. The reader can check that these definitions are consistent
with the case when p is odd.
〈Z〉 · · ·
· 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
〈Z〉 · · ·
· 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
〈Z〉 · · ·
· 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
〈Z〉 · · ·
· 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
〈Z〉 · · ·
eαe21κ · · ·
· eαe1δξ−11 eαe1δξ−21 eαe1δξ−31
eαe1κ · · ·
· eαδξ−11 eαδξ−21 eαδξ−31
eακ · · ·
· eαe−11 δξ−11 eαe−11 δξ−21 eαe−11 δξ−31
eαe−11 κ · · ·
· eαe−21 δξ−21 eαe−21 δξ−21 eαe−21 δξ−31
eαe−21 κ · · ·
Figure 6: H•G(E˜G) and its generators, p odd
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Part 2. The cohomology of BGU(1)
5. The topology of BGU(1)
We introduce our model for the classifying space BGU(1) and discuss its topology
and its fundamental groupoid.
Recall from Definition 1.1 that we write Ck for the irreducible complex repre-
sentation of G given by letting the generator t act by multiplication by e2piik/p on
C. This definition fixes nonequivariant identifications of each Ck with C, hence
nonequivariant identifications of the Ck with one another. The irreducible complex
representations of G are given by the Ck for 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, and it is useful to think
of the subscript as taken modulo p. For example, we can write Ck ⊗C C` ∼= Ck+`
as a statement about irreducible representations.
As a model for BGU(1) we take
BGU(1) = CP∞G = CP
(p−1⊕
k=0
C∞k
)
,
the Grassmannian of complex lines in
⊕
k C∞k . Nonequivariantly, this is a copy of
CP∞. Its fixed sets are
BGU(1)
G =
p−1∐
k=0
CP (C∞k ),
the disjoint union of p copies of CP∞. For notational simplicity we shall write
B = BGU(1) and Bk = CP (C∞k ), so BG =
∐
k Bk.
Let ωG denote the canonical complex line bundle over B. Nonequivariantly, it
is the usual canonical line bundle over the infinite complex projective space. Its
restriction to Bk is the nonequivariant canonical bundle ω with G acting on the
fibers so that each is isomorphic to Ck.
There is another action of Z/p on B we will want to take into account in our
calculations. Write elements of B = CP (
⊕
k C∞k ) as equivalence classes of p-tuples
[z0, z1, . . . , zp−1], with zk ∈ C∞k not all 0. We define a G-map χ : B → B by
χ[z0, z1, . . . , zp−1] = [z1, z2, . . . , zp−1, z0],
using our chosen nonequivariant identifications of the Ck with one another. It
is straightforward to check that χ is equivariant, and clearly χp is the identity.
Further, χG cyclicly permutes the spaces Bk, inducing homeomorphisms χ
G : Bk →
Bk−1, understanding the subscript modulo p. Notice also that χ∗ωG ∼= ωG⊗CCp−1.
More generally, if f : X → B classifies the line bundle θ over X, then χf classifies
θ ⊗C Cp−1 and χkf classifies θ ⊗C Cp−k.
The fundamental groupoid pi : ΠGB → OG is relatively simple because B and
the components of its fixed set are all simply connected. It is equivalent to a
category over OG having one object b over G/e and p objects, b0, b1, . . . , bp−1,
over G/G, corresponding to the components of the fixed set. The self-maps of b
map isomorphically to the self-maps of G/G; there is one map b → bk for each k,
over the map G/e → G/G; and there are no non-identity self-maps of bk. We can
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picture the category as follows:
b0 b1 · · · bp−2 bp−1 G/G
b
dd [[ CC ::
t
ZZ G/e
OO
t
WW
ΠGB OG
There is also an action of χ, fixing b and cyclicly permuting the objects bk: χ∗(bk) =
bk−1.
We now want to compute the representation ring RO(ΠGB). We consider p
odd and p = 2 separately. Start with the case where p is odd, and suppose that
γ is a real virtual representation of ΠGB. We have γ(b) = (G × Ri) 	 (G × Rj)
and, by an abuse of notation, we shall write this as γ(b) = G × Ri−j = G × Rn
where n ∈ Z. (For this discussion, we care only about the isomorphism type of γ.)
The action of t on G × Rn potentially involves the homotopy class of a nontrivial
linear self-map of Rn but, because this homotopy class must have odd order p,
it must be trivial. Each γ(bk) is a virtual G-representation Rn0 ⊕
⊕(p−1)/2
i=1 M
ni
i
with n0 + 2
∑
i ni = n, and no additional restrictions apply. Thus, γ is entirely
determined, up to isomorphism, by p virtual representations of G, the γ(bk), all of
the same dimension. So we can represent the elements of RO(ΠGB) by p-tuples
(α0, α1, . . . , αp−1) of virtual real representations of G, all of the same dimension;
the group structure is given by vector addition. The representation ring RO(G)
sits inside RO(ΠGB) as the set of constant tuples (α, α, . . . , α), α ∈ RO(G).
There are a number of bases for this group, but the most useful to us here is the
following.
Proposition 5.1. If p is odd, then
RO(ΠGB) ∼= {(α0, α1, . . . , αp−1) | αk ∈ RO(G), |α0| = · · · = |αp−1|}
is a free abelian group of rank p(p − 1)/2 + 1. It has as a basis the elements
1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1) and Ωi,j, 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ (p− 1)/2, where
Ωi,j = (0, . . . , 0,Mj − 2, 0, . . . , 0)
with the nonzero element in the ith position.
Proof. RO(G) is free abelian of rank (p + 1)/2, the number of irreducible repre-
sentations of G. We already gave the argument that RO(ΠGB) is the subgroup of
RO(G)p specified in the proposition. This subgroup is the kernel of the homomor-
phism RO(G)p → Zp−1 whose kth component, 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, is (α0, . . . , αp−1) 7→
|α0|−|αk|. But, this homomorphism is easily seen to be a split epimorphism, hence
the kernel is a free abelian group of rank p(p+ 1)/2− (p− 1) = p(p− 1)/2 + 1.
It is then straightforward to show that any element of RO(ΠGB) can be written
as a linear combination of the p(p − 1)/2 + 1 elements 1 and Ωi,j , hence these
elements must form a basis. 
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If α = (α0, . . . , αp−1) ∈ RO(ΠGB), we write |α| ∈ Z for the common dimension
|αk|. Note that, if we write an element α in terms of the basis as
α = n+
∑
i,j
ni,jΩi,j ,
then
αk = n+
∑
j
nk,j(Mj − 2).
Note also that
Mj − 2 =
∑
i
Ωi,j
in RO(ΠGB).
The action of χ on RO(ΠGB) is given by
χ(α0, α1, . . . , αp−1) = (αp−1, α0, α1 . . . , αp−2)
(writing χ again for the induced map on the representation ring), so χ(1) = 1 and
χΩi,j = Ωi+1,j .
The canonical complex line bundle ωG induces a representation
ω∗G ∈ RO(ΠGB).
Examining the real representations that occur over each component of the fixed
set, we see that
ω∗G = (2,M1,M2, . . . ,M(p−1)/2,M(p−1)/2, . . . ,M1)
= 2 +
p−1∑
i=1
Ωi,i
As here, we allow ourselves to write Ωi,j for any integers i and j, with j 6≡ 0
(mod p), understanding the subscript i as taken modulo p and the subscript j also
taken modulo p, but with j identified with p−j as well. (Formally, index on i ∈ Z/p
and j ∈ (Z/p)×/{±1}.)
Now consider the case p = 2 and again let γ be a real virtual representation of
ΠGB. We can write γ(b) = G × Rn, but this time there are two possible actions
of t on γ(b): the map t+ in which t acts trivially on Rn and the map t− in which
t acts on Rn by an orientation-reversing linear map. If γ(b0) = Rn0 ⊕ Λn1 with
n0+n1 = n, when is there a G-map G×Rn → Rn0⊕Λn1 invariant (up to homotopy)
with respect to the action of t? If the action of t on G×Rn is by t+, then we must
have n1 even, whereas, if the action of t is by t−, we must have n1 odd. The same
applies to γ(b1), leading to the following.
Proposition 5.2. If p = 2, then
RO(ΠGB) ∼= {(α0, α1) | αk ∈ RO(G), |α0| = |α1|, and αG0 ≡ αG1 (mod 2)}
is a free abelian group of rank 3. It has as a basis the elements
1 = (1, 1)
Λ = (Λ,Λ)
and
Ω = (1− Λ,Λ− 1).
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Proof. The argument that RO(ΠGB) is the indicated subgroup of RO(G)
2 was
given just before the statement of the proposition. Note that, if |α0| = |α1|, then
αG0 ≡ αG1 (mod 2) if and only if |α0 − αG0 | ≡ |α1 − αG1 | (mod 2).
Now, for any (α0, α1) ∈ RO(ΠGB), let n = (αG0 − αG1 )/2. Then
(α0, α1) = (α
G
0 − n) · 1 + (|α0| − αG0 + n) · Λ + n · Ω.
On the other hand, if a · 1 + b ·Λ + c ·Ω = 0, then, looking at components, it is easy
to see that we must have a = b = c = 0. Hence, {1,Λ,Ω} is a basis. 
It will be useful to use the following elements:
Ω0,1 = (M1 − 2, 0) = (2Λ− 2, 0) = −1 + Λ− Ω
Ω1,1 = (0,M1 − 2) = (0, 2Λ− 2) = −1 + Λ + Ω,
named similarly to the elements used in the case p odd. Note, however, that
{1,Ω0,1,Ω1,1} is not a basis, as Ω is not in its span. We could use either {1,Λ,Ω0,1}
or {1,Λ,Ω1,1} as a basis, but the lack of symmetry makes neither choice particularly
appealing. As with p odd, we will consider Ωi,j as indexed on i ∈ Z/2 and j ∈
(Z/2)× = {[1]}.
The involution χ acts on RO(ΠGB) by χ(α0, α1) = (α1, α0), so we have
χ(1) = 1
χ(Λ) = Λ
χ(Ω) = −Ω
χ(Ω0,1) = Ω1,1
χ(Ω1,1) = Ω0,1.
The canonical line bundle ωG induces a representation ω
∗
G, with
ω∗G = (2, 2Λ) = 2 + Ω1,1 = 1 + Λ + Ω.
The following observation shows one of the situations in which we can treat the
cases p = 2 and p odd simultaneously.
Lemma 5.3. For any prime p and any 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, the kernel of the projection
RO(ΠGB)→ RO(G) given by (αi)i 7→ αk is the free abelian subgroup generated by
the elements Ωi,j with i 6= k.
Proof. If α ∈ RO(ΠGB) and αk = 0, then |αi| = 0 for all i, because the dimensions
are all equal, and αGi is even for all i, because the fixed sets all have the same
parity. The set of elements β ∈ RO(G) with |β| = 0 and βG even is the subgroup
generated by the Mj − 2, regardless of whether p = 2 or p is odd. Applying this to
the components αi, i 6= k, we get the claim of the lemma. 
There are several subsets of RO(ΠGB) we shall want notations for. Recall Def-
inition 1.3.
Definition 5.4. If α ∈ RO(ΠGB), recall that we write |α| for the common dimen-
sion |αk| of each component. Let
Iev(ΠGB) = {α ∈ RO(ΠGB) | |α| = 0 and αGk even ∀k}
RO0(ΠGB) = {α ∈ RO(ΠGB) | |α| = 0 and αGk = 0 ∀k}
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RO+(ΠGB) =
{∑
i,j
ni,jΩi,j | ni,j ≥ 0 ∀i, j
}
.
It is an easy exercise to show that Iev(ΠGB) is the free subgroup generated by
the Ωi,j , for all i and j, and that RO0(ΠGB) is the free subgroup generated by
the differences Ωi,j − Ωi,1 for j 6= 1. Note also that α ∈ Iev(ΠGB) if and only if
αk ∈ Iev(G) for all k, and similarly for the other two subsets.
6. The cohomology of BGU(1)
G
In this section we calculate the RO(ΠGB)-graded cohomologies of B
G
+ , B
G
+ ∧B
EG+, and B
G
+ ∧B E˜G as ex-spaces over B. To the extent possible, we will consider
the cases p = 2 and p odd simultaneously, as the results are essentially the same in
both cases.
Recall that
BG =
p−1∐
k=0
Bk,
where each Bk is a copy of CP∞. So, we begin by considering the equivariant
cohomology of this nonequivariant space, for which we need a couple of general
results.
Proposition 6.1. Let X be a based space with trivial G-action and let T be a
Mackey functor. Then, in integer grading,
HnG(X;T )(G/K)
∼= H˜n(X;T (G/K)),
naturally in K.
Proof. Both sides may be considered as integer-graded nonequivariant cohomology
theories in X. They obey the same dimension axiom, so, by the uniqueness of
ordinary cohomology, they must be isomorphic. Naturality in K follows similarly.

Proposition 6.2. Let C and D be G-spaces, let X be an ex-space over C, and let
Y be an ex-space over D. If α ∈ RO(ΠGC), and β ∈ RO(ΠGD), there is a spectral
sequence
Ep,q2 = H
α+p
G (X;H
β+q
G (Y ))⇒ Hα+β+p+qG (X ∧C×D Y ).
Proof. We can consider H∗G(X ∧C×D Y ) as a cohomology theory in X with coeffi-
cient system H∗G(Y ). The result then follows from the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence from [2]. 
Recall our convention that H∗G means RO(ΠGB)-graded cohomology and H
•
G
means RO(G)-graded cohomology. Integer-graded nonequivariant cohomology will
continue to be written as H∗.
Proposition 6.3. Let CP∞ be the infinite complex projective space considered as
a G-space with trivial G-action. Then, in RO(G) grading, we have
H•G(CP∞+ ) ∼= H•G(S0)[σ],
H•G(CP∞+ ∧ EG+) ∼= H•G(S0)[σ]⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(EG+)
∼= H•G(EG+)[σ], and
H•G(CP∞+ ∧ E˜G) ∼= H•G(S0)[σ]⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(E˜G),
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where σ is the Euler class of the canonical complex line bundle ω over CP∞ with
trivial G-action, so |σ| = 2. Moreover, the long exact sequence coming from the
cofibration sequence
CP∞+ ∧ EG+ → CP∞+ → CP∞+ ∧ E˜G
is given by tensoring H•G(S
0)[σ] with the long exact sequence coming from the cofi-
bration sequence EG+ → S0 → E˜G.
Proof. We consider the spectral sequences
Ep,q2 = H
p
G(CP
∞
+ ;H
α+q
G (Y ))⇒ Hα+p+qG (CP∞+ ∧ Y )
where Y is S0, EG+, or E˜G, and all spaces are taken as parametrized over a
point. By Proposition 6.1, we can write the E2 page in terms of nonequivariant
cohomology:
Ep,q2 = H
p(CP∞;Hα+qG (Y ))⇒ Hα+p+qG (CP∞+ ∧ Y )
But, from the nonequivariant calculation of the cohomology of CP∞, we know that
H∗(CP∞;Hα+qG (Y )) ∼= H∗(CP∞;Z)⊗Hα+qG (Y ) ∼= Z[σ]⊗Hα+qG (Y )
with |σ| = 2. Because H∗(CP∞;Z) is concentrated in even grading, any nonzero
differential on Hp(CP∞;Z)⊗Hα+qG (Y ) would have to increase p by an even amount
and decrease q by an odd amount. Examination of the cohomologies of S0, EG+,
and E˜G show that there are no nonzero maps possible on Hα+qG (Y ) that lower q by
an odd amount. Hence, all differentials must vanish in all three spectral sequences.
Therefore, the pairing
Hp(CP∞;Z)⊗Hα+qG (Y )→ Hα+p+qG (CP∞+ ∧ Y )
must be an isomorphism in each case. We may take σ to be the equivariant Euler
class of the canonical bundle ω, which restricts to the nonequivariant Euler class.
This gives the results claimed in the proposition. 
Fix a k and consider Bk → B as a space over B. The following result tells us
the RO(ΠGB)-graded cohomology of Bk.
Proposition 6.4. For each k, we have the following calculation of cohomology
graded on RO(ΠGB):
H∗G((Bk)+) ∼= H•G(S0)[σk, ζi,j,k, ζ−1i,j,k | 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, i 6= k, 1 ≤ j ≤ p/2]
H∗G((Bk)+ ∧B EG+) ∼= H∗G((Bk)+)⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(EG+)
H∗G((Bk)+ ∧B E˜G) ∼= H∗G((Bk)+)⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(E˜G),
where |σk| = 2 and |ζi,j,k| = Ωi,j. Therefore,
H∗G(B
G
+)
∼=
p−1⊕
k=0
H∗G((Bk)+)
H∗G(B
G
+ ∧B EG+) ∼= H∗G(BG+)⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(EG+)
H∗G(B
G
+ ∧ E˜G) ∼= H∗G(BG+)⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(E˜G).
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Proof. Because Bk is simply connected and has trivial G-action, its fundamental
groupoid is equivalent to OG. The restriction map RO(ΠGB) → RO(ΠGBk) ∼=
RO(G) is given by (αi)i 7→ αk. By Lemma 5.3, the kernel is the free abelian sub-
group generated by the elements Ωi,j , i 6= k. For each Ωi,j with i 6= k, this argument
shows that we have a well-defined isomorphism H
Ωi,j
G ((Bk)+)
∼= H0G((Bk)+), and
we let ζi,j,k ∈ HΩi,jG ((Bk)+) be the element corresponding to 1 ∈ H0G((Bk)+).
Looking at −Ωi,j , we find an element that acts as the inverse of ζi,j,k, hence ζi,j,k is
a unit. It is easy to see now that these elements, together with the RO(G)-graded
part, determine the whole RO(ΠGB)-graded cohomology, in the sense that
H∗G((Bk)+) ∼= H•G((Bk)+)[ζi,j,k, ζ−1i,j,k | 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, i 6= k, 1 ≤ j ≤ p/2].
The same argument applies to (Bk)+ ∧B EG+ and (Bk)+ ∧B E˜G. Combined with
the preceding proposition, we get the results stated. 
Definition 6.5. Let α ∈ RO(ΠGB) with αk = 0, so α =
∑
i6=k
∑
j ni,jΩi,j for
some ni,j ∈ Z. Then we write
ζαk =
∏
i 6=k
∏
j
ζ
ni,j
i,j,k.
With this notation we can write
H∗G((Bk)+) ∼= H•G(S0)[σk, ζαk | α ∈ RO(ΠGB) with αk = 0],
where we implicitly understand the relations ζαk ζ
β
k = ζ
α+β
k .
We shall need the following calculation in the next section. Note that ωG is
an ω∗G-dimensional bundle in the sense of [1] and [2], so we have the Euler class
c = e(ωG) ∈ Hω
∗
G
G (B+).
Proposition 6.6. For 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, the restriction of c = e(ωG) to Bk is
c|Bk = (ek + ξkσk)ζω
∗
G−Mk
k ∈ H∗G((Bk)+).
Proof. Under the map RO(ΠGB) → RO(G) induced by the inclusion of Bk, ω∗G
maps to Mk. (Recall that M0 = 2 and, if p = 2, M1 = Λ
2.)
Considering the RO(G)-graded cohomology H•G((Bk)+) for the moment, Propo-
sition 6.3 and our calculations of the cohomology of a point show that
HMkG ((Bk)+)
∼=
{
〈Z〉 ⊕RZ if k 6= 0
RZ if k = 0,
generated by ek and ξkσk (using the convention that e0 = 0), hence c|Bk = aek +
bξkσk for some integers a and b. Consider the restriction to G/e: ek restricts to 0,
ξk restricts to 1, and σk restricts to the Euler class of the canonical nonequivariant
line bundle. Therefore, aek + bξkσk restricts to b times this Euler class, while c|Bk
restricts to 1 times the Euler class; therefore, b = 1.
Now consider the restriction of c to any point in Bk: it must restrict to the
Euler class of the corresponding fiber of ωG, which is ek. Noting that σk restricts
to 0 at any point, we must therefore have a = 1. Thus, c|Bk = ek + ξkσk in the
RO(G)-grading.
Extending the grading to RO(ΠGB), we must multiply by the appropriate unit to
adjust the grading of c|Bk to ω∗G, and that unit is ζω
∗
G−Mk
k . Note that (ω
∗
G−Mk)k =
0, so ζ
ω∗G−Mk
k is defined. 
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Because χ cyclicly permutes the fixed-point components Bk, we get the following
immediate corollary.
Corollary 6.7. (χic)|Bk = (ek−i + ξk−iσk)ζχ
iω∗G−Mk−i
k ∈ H∗G((Bk)+). 
7. The cohomologies of BGU(1)+ ∧ EG+ and BGU(1)+ ∧ E˜G
We start with an easy result.
Proposition 7.1. The inclusion BG → B induces an isomorphism
H∗G(B+ ∧B E˜G) ∼= H∗G(BG+ ∧B E˜G)
∼=
p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0)[σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(E˜G).
Proof. For any ex-G-space X over B, the inclusion XG → X induces a weak equiv-
alence XG ∧B E˜G → X ∧B E˜G, from which the first isomorphism follows. The
second is Proposition 6.4. 
In one sense, the calculation of the cohomology of B+ ∧B EG+ is just as easy,
as we have the following result.
Proposition 7.2. Each inclusion Bk → B induces an isomorphism
H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) ∼= H∗G((Bk)+ ∧B EG+)
∼= H•G(EG+)[σk, ζαk | αk = 0].
Consequently, the inclusion BG → B induces a split short exact sequence
0→ H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) η−→ H∗G(BG+ ∧B EG+) θ−→ H∗+1G (B/BBG ∧B EG+)→ 0.
The last group is
H∗+1G (B/BB
G ∧B EG+) ∼=
p−1⊕
k=1
H•G(EG+)[σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0].
Proof. For each k, the inclusion Bk → B is a nonequivariant equivalence, hence
Bk × EG → B × EG is an equivariant equivalence. The explicit calculation of
H∗G((Bk)+ ∧B EG+) is part of Proposition 6.4.
We can take as a splitting of η the map
η′ : H∗G(B
G
+ ∧B EG+) ∼=
p−1⊕
k=0
H∗G((Bk)+ ∧B EG+)
→ H∗G((B0)+ ∧B EG+) ∼= H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+)
given by projection to the 0th summand. We then have H∗+1G (B/BB
G ∧B EG+) ∼=
ker η′, giving the proposition. 
We need more information about the image of H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) in H∗G(BG+ ∧B
EG+). Recall that we write c = e(ωG) ∈ Hω
∗
G
G (B+).
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Definition 7.3. Let c ∈ Hω∗GG (B+∧EG+) denote the image of c ∈ Hω
∗
G
G (B+) under
the projection B × EG→ B. Let
ξi,j ∈ HΩi,jG (B+ ∧ EG+), 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ p/2
be the element that restricts to ζi,j,0 ∈ H∗G((B0)+ ∧ EG+). For p/2 < j ≤ p − 1,
we shall write ξi,j = ξi,p−j .
Corollary 7.4.
H∗G(B+ ∧ EG+) ∼= H•G(EG+)[c, ξi,j , ξ−1i,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ p/2].
Proof. This is clear from the identification of H∗G(B+∧BEG+) with H∗G((B0)+∧B
EG+) given by the preceding proposition, except possibly for the use of c as one of
the generators. This is justified by Proposition 6.6, which implies that c ·∏i 6=0 ξ−1i,i
maps to σ0 ∈ H∗G((B0)+ ∧B EG+). 
We introduce notation analogous to the notation ζαk . Recall that ξj is invertible
in H•G(EG+).
Definition 7.5. In H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+), for each 1 ≤ j ≤ p/2 let
ξ0,j = ξj ·
p−1∏
i=1
ξ−1i,j ,
so ξ0,j is a unit with |ξ0,j | = Ω0,j , and
p−1∏
i=0
ξi,j = ξj .
For α ∈ Iev(ΠGB) (recall Definition 5.4), so α =
∑
i,j ni,jΩi,j , let
ξ¯α =
∏
i,j
ξ
ni,j
i,j .
With this notation we can write the result of the corollary above as
H∗G(B+ ∧ EG+) ∼= H•G(EG+)[c, ξ¯α | α ∈ Iev(ΠGB)],
where we implicitly understand the relations ξ¯αξ¯β = ξ¯α+β and ξ¯α = ξα if α ∈
RO(G).
Write elements of H∗G(B
G
+ ∧B EG+) as p-tuples (xk)0≤k≤p−1 of elements xk ∈
H∗G((Bk)+ ∧B EG+).
Proposition 7.6. Under the inclusion η : H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) ↪→ H∗G(BG+ ∧B EG+)
we have
η(c) = ((ek + ξkσk)ζ
ω∗G−Mk
k )k
η(ξ¯α) = (ξαkζα−αkk )k for α ∈ Iev(ΠGB).
Proof. The calculation of η(c) was done in Proposition 6.6. We have that
ξ¯α|B0 = ξα0ζα−α00 ,
by definition, so assume that k 6= 0. The element ξi,j |Bk is a unit in grading Ωi,j .
For i 6= 0 and i 6= k, it is easy to see from the definitions that we must have
ξi,j |Bk = ζi,j,k = ζΩi,jk k 6= 0, i 6= 0, k.
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Consider ξk,j |Bk: This is a unit in HΩk,jG ((Bk)+ ∧B EG+) ∼= RZ and, from the
definitions, restricts to the identity at level G/e. This characterizes the element
ξj
∏
i6=k ζ
−1
i,j,k = ξjζ
Ωk,j−(Mj−2)
k , so we must have
ξk,j |Bk = ξjζΩk,j−(Mj−2)k k 6= 0.
Finally, restricting the equation ξ0,j = ξj
∏
i6=0 ζ
−1
i,j to Bk gives
ξ0,j |Bk = ξj
( ∏
i 6=0,k
ζ−1i,j,k
)(
ξjζ
Ωk,j−(Mj−2)
k
)−1
= ξjζ
Ω0,j+Ωk,j−(Mj−2)
k ξ
−1
j ζ
Mj−2−Ωk,j
k
= ζ
Ω0,j
k .
The proposition now follows. 
The following result shows how the χic are related when considered as elements
of H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+).
Proposition 7.7. In H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) we have
χic = c · ξ¯χiω∗G−ω∗G − ie1ξ¯χiω∗G−M1 .
Proof. Because η is injective, it suffices to show this equality in H∗G(B
G
+ ∧B EG+).
Recall that
η(χic) = ((ek−i + ξk−iσk)ζ
χiω∗G−Mk−i
k )k.
In H•G(EG+), where pe1 = 0, we have
ej = µ
Mj−M1,je1 = jλMj−M1,j
−1
e1 = je1ξ
Mj−M1
when 0 ≤ j ≤ p/2. When p is odd and (p+ 1)/2 ≤ j ≤ p− 1, we have
ej = −µMp−j−M1,−je1 = −(−j)λMp−j−M1,j−1e1 = je1ξMj−M1 ,
using our usual convention that Mj = Mp−j . On the other hand, we have
ξj = ξ1ξ
Mj−M1
for any j. So we can write
η(χic) = ((ek−i + ξk−iσk)ζ
χiω∗G−Mk−i
k )k
= (((k − i)e1 + ξ1σk)ξMk−i−M1ζχ
iω∗G−Mk−i
k )k
= ((ke1 + ξ1σk)ξ
Mk−i−M1ζχ
iω∗G−Mk−i
k )k
− (ie1ξMk−i−M1ζχ
iω∗G−Mk−i
k )k
= ((ke1 + ξ1σk)ξ
Mk−M1ζω
∗
G−Mk
k · ξMk−i−M1ζχ
iω∗G−ω∗G−Mk−i+M1
k )k
− ie1(ξMk−i−M1ζχ
iω∗G−Mk−i
k )k
= η(c · ξ¯χiω∗G−ω∗G)− η(ie1ξ¯χiω∗G−M1),
which proves the claim. 
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8. Preliminary results on the cohomology of BGU(1)
Many of our arguments in the remainder of our calculation will be based on the
following diagram, in which all of the rows and columns are parts of long exact
sequences:
H∗G(B+ ∧B E˜G)
η
∼=
//
ψ

H∗G(B
G
+ ∧B E˜G)
ψ

H∗G(B+)
η
//
ϕ

H∗G(B
G
+)
θ //
ϕ

H∗+1G (B/BB
G)
∼= ϕ

H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) //
η
//
δ

H∗G(B
G
+ ∧B EG+) θ // //
δ

H∗+1G (B/BB
G ∧B EG+)
H∗+1G (B+ ∧B E˜G)
η
∼=
// H∗+1G (B
G
+ ∧B E˜G)
That the map η in the top row of the diagram is an isomorphism is part of Propo-
sition 7.1. That implies that H∗G(B/BB
G∧B E˜G) = 0; alternatively, this vanishing
follows from the fact that (B/BB
G)G is the trivial ex-space over BG. In turn, this
vanishing implies that H∗G(B/BB
G) ∼= H∗G(B/BBG ∧B EG+). Finally, that η is a
monomorphism and θ is an epimorphism in the third row is part of Proposition 7.2.
Proposition 8.1. η : HαG(B+) → HαG(BG+) is a monomorphism for |α| ≤ 0. If
p = 2, then η is also a monomorphism if |α| > 0 and αGk is even for all k. If p is
odd, then η is also a monomorphism if αGk is even for all k.
Proof. From the long exact sequence, we see that η is a monomorphism if the
group HαG(B/BB
G) = 0. In the diagram above we noted that H∗G(B/BB
G) ∼=
H∗G(B/BB
G∧BEG+) and we calculated the latter in Proposition 7.2. As a module
over H•G(EG+), it is a shift up by one of an algebra with multiplicative generators
in gradings 2 and Ωi,j , with |2| > 0 and |Ωi,j | = 0 ≥ 0. Further, H•G(EG+) is
concentrated in gradings α for which |α| ≥ 0. If p is odd or if p = 2 and |α| > 0, it
is also concentrated in gradings for which αGk is even for all k. It follows that
HαG(B/BB
G) ∼= HαG(B/BBG ∧B EG+) = 0
for the |α| specified in the statement of the proposition. 
Corollary 8.2. For every α ∈ RO+(ΠGB), there is a unique element ξ¯α ∈
HαG(B+) such that
η(ξ¯α) = (ξαkζα−αkk )k,
using the calculation of H∗G(B
G
+) in Proposition 6.4. Further, we have
ξ¯αξ¯β = ξ¯α+β
ξ¯Mj−2 = ξMj−2 = ξj
and
ϕ(ξ¯α) = ξ¯α ∈ HαG(B+ ∧B EG+).
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Proof. Because α ∈ RO+(ΠGB), the element z = (ξαkζα−αkk )k ∈ H∗G(BG+) is de-
fined. We have
θϕ(z) = θη(ξ¯α) = 0,
where the ξ¯α used here is the element of that name in H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+). Because
θϕ(z) = ϕθ(z) and the latter map ϕ is an isomorphism, it follows that θ(z) = 0.
Because |α| = 0, η maps HαG(B+) isomorphically onto ker θ, hence we have a
unique ξ¯α ∈ HαG(B+) such that η(ξ¯α) = z, as claimed. That ξ¯αξ¯β = ξ¯α+β and that
ξ¯Mj−2 = ξj follow from the similar statements about the ζαk and uniqueness. That
ϕ(ξ¯α) = ξ¯α follows from the definition of the latter element. 
We emphasize that ξ¯α ∈ H∗G(B+) is defined only for α ∈ RO+(ΠGB), unlike
the ξ¯α ∈ H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+), which are defined for all α ∈ Iev(ΠGB). Further, ξ¯α
is generally not invertible in H∗G(B+), unlike its image in H
∗
G(B+ ∧B EG+). The
collection {ξ¯α} is a multiplicative subset of H∗G(B+) generated by the elements
ξi,j = ξ¯
Ωi,j .
Note also that χξ¯α = ξ¯χα, as we can see from the fact that χ acts by cyclically
permuting the summands in H∗G(B
G
+).
9. The additive structure of the cohomology of BGU(1)
There are three classes of elements of H∗G(B+) that will turn out to generate the
whole algebra. These are
(1) χic ∈ Hχiω∗GG (B+), 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1. These elements satisfy (and are charac-
terized by)
η(χic) = ((ek−i + ξk−iσk)ζ
χiω∗G−Mk−i
k )k.
(2) ξ¯α ∈ HαG(B+), α ∈ RO+(ΠGB). These elements satisfy
η(ξ¯α) = (ξαkζα−αkk )k.
(3) λ¯α,a ∈ HαG(B+), α ∈ RO0(ΠGB) and a = (ak)k with ak ∈ ν(αk)−1 for all
k. These elements satisfy
η(λ¯α,a) = (λαk,akζα−αkk )k.
That the elements λ¯α,a exist follows from the fact that
ϕ((λαk,akζα−αkk )k) = ξ¯
α
is in the image of H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) for any a, and that η is a monomorphism in
grading α, by Proposition 8.1. It follows from the properties of the ζk and λ that
λ¯α,aλ¯β,b = λ¯α+β,ab,
where the product ab is taken coordinate-wise, and
λ¯α,a = λα,a
if α ∈ RO0(G) and a is constant.
We have both ϕ(ξ¯α) = ξ¯α and ϕ(λ¯α,a) = ξ¯α, but note that RO+(ΠGB) ∩
RO0(ΠGB) = 0, so there is no real overlap here.
Our first goal will be to show that H∗G(B+) is a free module over H
•
G(S
0). In
order to do this, we shall give an explicit basis, consisting of monomials of the form
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
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for certain allowed values of the mi, i, ni, β, and b. Let
γ = ω∗G −M1 + Ω1,0 = ω∗G − 2−
p−1∑
i=1
Ω1,i =
p−1∑
i=2
(Ωi,i − Ω1,i),
so γ ∈ RO0(ΠGB) and ω∗G = M1 − Ω1,0 + γ. Then x has grading
|x| =
∑
i
(
miχ
iω∗G + i(χ
iω∗G + Ω1,i) + niΩ1,i
)
+ β
=
∑
i
(
(mi + i)(M1 + χ
iγ) + (ni −mi)Ω1,i
)
+ β.
The integer dimension of this grading is
‖x‖ =
∑
i
2(mi + i).
For any α ∈ RO(ΠGB), we will be interested in the sequence of fixed-point
dimensions (αG∗ ) = (α
G
k )0≤k≤p−1. In the case of |x|, these are
|x|Gk = 2(mk − nk)
from the formula above. For any α, the class of the sequence (αG∗ ) ∈ Zp/Z, quo-
tienting out the diagonal copy of Z, is an invariant of the coset α + RO(G). It
determines an ordering (ki)i of {0, . . . , p− 1} such that
• αGki+1 ≤ αGki for 0 ≤ i < p− 1 and
• if αGki+1 = αGki then ki+1 > ki.
In other words, we order the fixed-set dimensions from highest to lowest, taking
the natural order among dimensions that are the same. Applied to |x|, this gives
the ordering (ki) such that
• mki+1 − nki+1 ≤ mki − nki and
• mki+1 − nki+1 = mki − nki implies that ki+1 > ki.
Definition 9.1. We say that a monomial(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
is admissible if the following are true:
(1) For all i, mi ≥ 0, i = 0 or 1, and ni ≥ 0.
(2) If mi > 0 or i > 0, then ni = 0.
(3) For at least one i, i = 0 = ni.
(4) Using the ordering of mk − nk from highest to lowest as above, if ki = 0
then kj = 0 for all j > i.
(5) 1 ≤ bi ≤ p− 1 for all i.
(6) If I is the least index such that kI = 0, then βkI = 0 (hence bkI = 1).
Let A be the set of admissible monomials. Our goal now is to show that A is a
basis for H∗G(B+) as a module over H
•
G(S
0). To that end, let
P ∗ = H•G(S
0){A}
denote the free H•G(S
0)-module determined by the RO(ΠGB)-graded set A. The
set map A → H∗G(B+) taking each element of A to the corresponding element of
H∗G(B+) gives rise to a map f : P
∗ → H∗G(B+) of H•G(S0)-modules, which we will
show to be an isomorphism.
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Because P ∗ is free, tensoring with the long exact sequence of the cofibration
EG+ → S0 → E˜G gives us a long exact sequence
· · · → (P ∗ ⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(E˜G))
∗ → P ∗ → (P ∗ ⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(EG+))
∗
→ (P ∗ ⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(E˜G))
∗+1 → · · ·
The map f induces the following map of long exact sequences:
· · · // P ∗ ⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(E˜G)
//
fE˜G

P ∗ //
f

P ∗ ⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(EG+)
//
fEG+

· · ·
· · · // H∗G(B+ ∧B E˜G) // H∗G(B+) // H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) // · · ·
If we can show that both fEG+ and fE˜G are isomorphisms, then it will follow that
f is an isomorphism.
Because we are comparing modules over H•G(S
0), it is useful to restrict to one
coset α + RO(G) of grading at a time. To that end, the following result tells us
which elements of A have grading in α+RO(G).
Lemma 9.2. Fix an α ∈ RO(ΠGB) and let (ki) be the ordering of the fixed-set
dimensions (αG∗ ) from highest to lowest, as earlier in this section. The admissible
monomials
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
in grading α+RO(G) are those such that
• we have
(|x|Gk )k = (αGk )k +N
for some integer N ≥ −αGk0 ; and• if I is the least index such that kI = 0, then β is the unique element of
RO0(ΠGB) such that βkI = 0 and
β +
∑
i
(
(mi + i)χ
iω∗G + (i + ni)Ω1,i
) ∈ α+RO(G).
For a given N ≥ −αGk0 , the number of admissible monomials with (|x|G∗ ) = (αG∗ )+N
is the number of indices k with αGk + N ≥ 0. On the other hand, there is exactly
one x with integer dimension ‖x‖ = 2` for each integer ` ≥ 0.
Proof. Let x be an admissible monomial with grading in α + RO(G). Because
|x| + RO(G) = α + RO(G), we must have (|x|G∗ ) = (αG∗ ) + N for some integer N .
Recall that |x|Gk = 2(mk − nk) and that, for each k, at most one of mk and nk can
be nonzero. From this it follows that N determines the mk and nk:
mk =
{
(αGk +N)/2 if α
G
k +N ≥ 0
0 if αGk +N < 0
and
nk =
{
0 if αGk +N ≥ 0
−(αGk +N)/2 if αGk +N < 0.
Further, at least one nk must be 0. It follows that the least possible N is −αGk0 .
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Once the mk, k, and nk are known, β is determined by the requirements that
βkI = 0 and |x| ∈ α + RO(G); the statement in the lemma is just another way of
saying that. Note that[
α−
∑
i
(
(mi + i)χ
iω∗G + (i + ni)Ω1,i
)]G
k
= αGk − 2(mk − nk)
is constant, so such a β exists. Thus, x must have the form stated in the lemma.
If we fix an N ≥ −αGk0 , it determines the mk and nk as above. N does not
determine the k, but does restrict which ones can be nonzero: If any are nonzero
than they must be an initial sequence k0 , k1 , . . . , ki with nki+1 = 0, so that we
satisfy the requirements that k = 0 = nk for at least one k, and that kj = 0
implies that all subsequent ones are also 0. Thus, including the possibility that all
k are 0, the number of choices possible for the k is equal to the number of indices
k with nk = 0, which is the same as the number of indices with α
G
k + N ≥ 0, as
claimed.
Finally, consider the possible integer dimensions ‖x‖ = ∑i 2(mi + i). Certainly
we must have ‖x‖ ≥ 0, because mi ≥ 0 and i ≥ 0. Consider those x with
(|x|G∗ ) = (αG∗ ) + N for a given N . As above, N determines the mi and limits the
possible i. Using the mi so determined, the possible integer dimensions of x are
then 2
∑
imi, 2 + 2
∑
imi, . . . , 2(j−1) + 2
∑
imi, where j is the number of indices
k with αGk + N ≥ 0. If we increase N by 1, then there are exactly j exponents
mi that will increase by 1, so that the possible integer dimensions of elements x
such that (|x|G∗ ) = (αG∗ ) +N + 1 start at 2j + 2
∑
imi and go up from there. It is
clear now that there is one x with each even nonnegative integer dimension, with
dimension 0 occurring when N = −αGk0 . 
Proposition 9.3. fEG+ : P
∗ ⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(EG+) → H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) is an iso-
morphism.
Proof. View both the source and target of fEG+ as modules over H
•
G(EG+). Fix
a coset α + RO(G) of the grading and choose a representative α with |α| = 0 for
convenience.
By construction, the source is free with a basis of admissible monomials as de-
scribed in Lemma 9.2. We order this basis by the integer dimensions of the mono-
mials, which, by the lemma, are the even nonnegative integers, without repeats.
By Corollary 7.4, Hα+•G (B+ ∧B EG+) is a free H•G(EG+)-modules with a basis
given by the set
{ξ¯α, cξ¯α−ω∗G+2, c2ξ¯α−2ω∗G+4, . . . , cnξ¯α−nω∗G+2n, . . . }.
We order this basis by the powers of c. Since ‖cnξ¯α−nω∗G+2n‖ = 2n, this is the same
as ordering by integer dimension.
Consider an admissible monomial
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
with |x| ∈ α+RO(G). Its image is
fEG+(x) =
(∏
i
(χic)mi+i
)
ξ¯δ
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for the appropriate δ (whose formula we could write down, but is unimportant
here). In H∗G(B+ ∧B EG+) we have
χic = c · ξ¯χiω∗G−ω∗G − ie1ξ¯χiω∗G−M1
= (c− ie1ξ¯ω∗G−M1)ξ¯χiω∗G−ω∗G
by Proposition 7.7, so we can write
fEG+(x) =
(∏
i
(c− ie1ξ¯ω∗G−M1)mi+i
)
ξ¯δ
′
for the appropriate δ′. If we were to multiply out, the leading term would be
cnξ¯δ
′
= cnξ¯α−nω
∗
G+2n · ξ¯δ′′ ,
where n =
∑
i(mi + i) = ‖x‖/2; the other terms would involve lower powers of c.
Now, we must have
nω∗G + α− nω∗G + 2n+ δ′′ = α+ 2n+ δ′′ ∈ α+RO(G),
hence δ′′ ∈ RO(G) and ξ¯δ′′ = ξδ′′ is an invertible element of H•G(EG+). Thus,
the (infinite) matrix of fEG+ with respect to the two chosen ordered bases is upper
triangular, with the diagonal elements invertible in H•G(EG+). The inverse of this
matrix therefore exists and is again an upper triangular matrix. Hence fEG+ is an
isomorphism. 
Proposition 9.4. fE˜G : P
∗⊗H•G(S0)H
•
G(E˜G)→ H∗G(B+∧E˜G) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Rather than view both sides as modules over H•G(E˜G), which has no unit,
it is more convenient to think of them as modules over H•G(S
0)[e−1i ]. The source
is isomorphic to
P ∗[e−1i ]⊗H•G(S0)[e−1i ] H
•
G(E˜G) = H
•
G(S
0)[e−1i ]{A} ⊗H•G(S0)[e−1i ] H
•
G(E˜G).
By Proposition 7.1, the target of fE˜G is isomorphic to( p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0)[e−1i ][σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]
)
⊗H•G(S0)[e−1i ] H
•
G(E˜G).
The map fE˜G is induced by a map
f¯E˜G : P
∗[e−1i ]→
p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0)[e−1i ][σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]
of free modules over H•G(S
0)[e−1i ], so we work on f¯E˜G for the moment, where the
light is better. Explicitly, for an admissible monomial
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
we have
f¯E˜G(x) =
((∏
i
(ek−i + ξk−iσk)mi+i
) · bkeβkξk+nk1 ζ |x|−|x|kk )k.
(The exponent on ζk must be |x| − |x|k as given, because the other terms have
grading in RO(G), hence the grading of the ζk term must be the unique element of
|x|+RO(G) with kth component 0.)
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As in the proof of the preceding proposition, we concentrate on the elements in
gradings α+RO(G) for a fixed α. The basis for the source of f¯E˜G is characterized
again as in Lemma 9.2, and again we order it by integer dimension.
As a basis for the target of f¯E˜G we can take the set
{σnk ζα−αkk | 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 and n ≥ 0},
where we are writing σnk ζ
α−αk
k for the p-tuple in grading α+ 2n−αk that is 0 in all
components except for the kth, which is σnk ζ
α−αk
k (and similarly if we write, say,
just ζα−αkk ). Note that the sequence of fixed-point dimensions of the grading of one
of these basis elements is
(|σnk ζα−αkk |G∗ ) = (αG∗ ) + 2n− αGk .
To describe the order we use on this basis, let (ki) be the ordering of the fixed-sets
αGk , from highest to lowest. We order the basis elements by saying that σ
m
ki
ζ
α−αki
ki
precedes σnkjζ
α−αkj
kj
if 2m − αGki < 2n − αGkj or, if these are equal, if i < j. Thus,
we order them by fixed-point dimensions and, within each such dimension, by the
order chosen for the indices. For a fixed N (which must be even), the basis elements
with fixed-point dimensions (αG∗ ) +N are, in order,
σ
(αGk0+N)/2
k0
ζ
α−αk0
k0
, . . . , σ
(αGki
+N)/2
ki
ζ
α−αki
ki
,
where i is the largest index such that αGki + N ≥ 0 (which may be i = p − 1 if N
is large). So the number of such basis elements is the number of indices k with
αGk + N ≥ 0, not coincidentally matching the number of admissible monomials of
the same fixed-point dimensions, per Lemma 9.2.
Now consider an admissible monomial
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
With our assumption that |x|+RO(G) = α+RO(G), we have |x| − |x|k = α− αk
for all k, so we can write
f¯E˜G(x) =
∑
k
(∏
i
(ek−i + ξk−iσk)mi+i
) · bkeβkξk+nk1 ζα−αkk
=
∑
k
bke
βkξk+nk1 (e
δσmk+kk + · · · )ζα−αkk
where eδ =
∏
i 6=k e
mi+i
k−i is invertible and the terms omitted involve higher powers
of σk with coefficients having as factors at least one of the ξk−i for k 6= i. Thinking
of this as a linear combination of the basis elements σnk ζ
α−αk
k , and ordering those
basis elements as above, the first basis element that appears will be σ
mkI
kI
ζ
α−αkI
kI
where I is the least index such that kI = 0. Its coefficient will be
bkIe
βkI+δξ
kI+nkI
1 = e
δ
because, by the definition of admissible monomial, βkI = 0, bkI = 1, and kI = 0 =
nkI . Moreover, comparing the orderings of the two bases, we see that x appears in
the same place in its order as σ
mkI
kI
ζ
α−αkI
kI
does in its. Therefore, the matrix of f¯E˜G
with respect to these ordered bases is lower triangular with invertible elements on
the diagonal.
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This matrix has a formal inverse, also lower triangular with invertible elements
on the diagonal, but here we run into an issue: Each column may well contain
infinitely many nonzero elements. Therefore, trying to use it to define an inverse
to f¯E˜G would lead to infinite sums. So let’s allow that. As we go down any column
in this inverse matrix, the elements must involve increasing powers of the ξi, for
dimensional reasons. We are led, therefore, to consider the completions
P ∗[e−1i ]
∧
ξi
and
p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0)[e−1i ][σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]∧ξi ,
allowing infinite sums involving increasing powers of the ξi, i 6= 0. What makes this
feasible is that every element of H•G(E˜G) is annihilated by sufficiently high powers
of the ξi, with the result that we have isomorphisms
P ∗[e−1i ]⊗H•G(S0)[e−1i ] H
•
G(E˜G)
∼= P ∗[e−1i ]∧ξi ⊗H•G(S0)[e−1i ] H
•
G(E˜G)
and( p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0)[e−1i ][σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]
)
⊗H•G(S0)[e−1i ] H
•
G(E˜G)
∼=
( p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0)[e−1i ][σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]∧ξi
)
⊗H•G(S0)[e−1i ] H
•
G(E˜G).
Using the inverse matrix of f¯E˜G therefore defines a map
p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0)[e−1i ][σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]→ P ∗[e−1i ]∧ξi
which, on tensoring with H•G(E˜G), gives a left inverse to fE˜G, as the composite
takes each basis element of P ∗[e−1i ] to itself. Similarly, considering the completion
(f¯E˜G)
∧
ξi
and tensoring with H•G(E˜G), we see that it also gives a right inverse to
fE˜G. Thus, fE˜G is an isomorphism as claimed. 
Theorem 9.5. H∗G(B+) is a free H
•
G(S
0)-module. The set of all admissible mono-
mials, as defined in Definition 9.1, is a basis.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 9.3 and 9.4, and the map of long exact se-
quences
· · · // P ∗ ⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(E˜G)
//
fE˜G

P ∗ //
f

P ∗ ⊗H•G(S0) H
•
G(EG+)
//
fEG+

· · ·
· · · // H∗G(B+ ∧ E˜G) // H∗G(B+) // H∗G(B+ ∧ EG+) // · · ·

Corollary 9.6. H∗G(B+) is generated as an algebra over H
•
G(S
0) by the elements
χic 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1
ξ¯α α ∈ RO+(ΠGB) and
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λ¯β,b β ∈ RO0(ΠGB).

Remark 9.7. Note that, rather than taking all the elements ξ¯α, it suffices to take
just the p elements ξi,1, 0 ≤ i ≤ p−1. Similarly, rather than take all λ¯β,b, we could
restrict to just those in which βk = 0 for all but one k, and bk = 1 except for that
same index.
In the following section we shall investigate the relations among these generators.
10. The multiplicative structure of the cohomology of BGU(1)
In Corollary 9.6 we gave a set of multiplicative generators for H∗G(B+) (which
can be reduced further as in Remark 9.7). In this section we describe a set of
relations that generate all the relations among these generators. We make no claim
that this set of relations is minimal.
We shall need some notation and calculations.
Definition 10.1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, let
s(i) =
{
1 if i ≤ p/2
−1 if i > p/2.
We extend the definition to all i 6≡ 0 (mod p) by setting s(i) = s(j) where j ≡ i
(mod p) and 1 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
Lemma 10.2. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1.
(1) Let a ∈ ν(Mj −Mi)−1. Then s(i)s(j)a ≡ ij−1 (mod p) and
eiλ
Mj−Mi,a = s(i)s(j)aej
in H•G(S
0).
(2) Let b be such that b ≡ ij−1 (mod p). Then s(i)s(j)b ∈ ν(Mj −Mi)−1 and
bej = eiλ
Mj−Mi,s(i)s(j)b
in H•G(S
0).
Proof. If p = 2 the result is trivial. For p odd, it amounts to the observation
that the congruence class of s(i)i, modulo p, contains an element between 1 and
(p− 1)/2. 
In the statement of the theorem below we will use the following elements, de-
fined in terms of our multiplicative generators. We use a notation introduced in
Definition 4.14.
Definition 10.3. Suppose that α ∈ RO(G) with αG = 0, β ∈ RO0(ΠGB), and
0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1. Then let
eακ¯βk = e
α
( p−1∏
i=1
ei
)−1
κβk
(∏
i6=k
χic · ξi,i−k
)
λ¯β−βk,b ∈ Hα+βG (B+)
where b is an appropriate integer vector with bk = 1. (The result is independent of
the other entries of b, as will be shown in Theorem 10.5.)
The point of this expression is that it defines an element having the following
image under η.
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Lemma 10.4. The image η(eακ¯βk) ∈ H∗G(BG+) is given by
η(eακ¯βk)` =
{
eακβkζβ−βkk if ` = k
0 if ` 6= k.
Proof. If ` 6= k, then
η(ξ`,`−k)` = ξ`−kζ
Ω`,`−k−M`−k+2
` .
Because κξ`−k = 0, the presence of this factor makes η(eακ¯
β
k)` = 0.
So now consider η(eακ¯βk)k. We calculate(∏
i 6=k
χic · ξi,i−k
)
k
=
∏
i 6=k
(ek−i + ξk−iσk)ζ
χiω∗G−Mk−i+Ωi,i−k
k
=
( p−1∏
i=1
ei
)
+ terms with factors ξj ,
(it is part of this calculation that
∑
i6=k(χ
iω∗G−Mk−i + Ωi,i−k) = 0) and the latter
terms vanish when we multiply by κ, so we get
η
(
eα
( p−1∏
i=1
ei
)−1
κβk
(∏
i 6=k
χic · ξi,i−k
)
λ¯β−βk,b
)
k
= eα
( p−1∏
i=1
ei
)−1
κβk
( p−1∏
i=1
ei
)
ζβ−βkk
= eακβkζβ−βkk . 
Theorem 10.5. H∗G(B+) is generated as an algebra over H
•
G(S
0) by the elements
χic ∈ Hχiω∗GG (B+) 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1
ξ¯α ∈ HαG(B+) α ∈ RO+(ΠGB)
λ¯α,a ∈ HαG(B+) α ∈ RO0(ΠGB), ak ∈ ν(αk)−1
All relations among these generators are consequences of the following relations,
where δi is the integer vector with (δi)i = 1 and all other entries 0:
ξ¯α = ξα if α ∈ RO(G)
λ¯α,a = λα,a if α ∈ RO(G) and a is constant
ξ¯αξ¯β = ξ¯α+β
λ¯α,aλ¯β,b = λ¯α+β,ab where ab is taken coordinate-wise
ξ¯αλ¯β,b = ξ¯γ λ¯δ,d if α+ β = γ + δ and
bk = dk when αk = 0
e−m1 κξi,1λ¯
β,b = e−m1 κξi,1λ¯
β,b′ if bk = b
′
k for k 6= i
λ¯α,a+pδi − λ¯α,a = κ¯αi for all a
e−m1 κλ¯
α,a =
p−1∑
k=0
ake
−m
1 κ¯
α
k
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λ¯α,a · e−m1 κ¯βi = aie−m1 κ¯α+βi
χic · ξi,1 = χjc · ξj,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χjω∗G−Ωj,1,a − ei−j λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−j ,b
if bk =

1 k = j and p odd
−1 k = j and p = 2
ai k = i
s(i− j)(s(k − j)ak − s(k − i)) k 6= i, j
The following relations follows from the others:
ξ¯α · e−m1 κ¯βi = 0 if αi 6= 0
eακ¯βi = e
γ κ¯δi if α+ β = γ + δ
χic · ξi,1e−m1 κ¯αk = s(k − i)e−(m−1)1 κ¯α+χ
iω∗G+Ωi,1−M1
k if k 6= i
Proof. The relations hold. We first check that the relations given actually hold.
Each relation listed takes place in a dimension with even fixed points, so, by Propo-
sition 8.1, it suffices to check if the relation holds after applying η. Recall that the
images of the generators are as follows:
η(χic)k = (ek−i + ξk−iσk)ζ
χiω∗G−Mk−i
k
η(ξ¯α)k = ξ
αkζα−αkk
η(λ¯α,a)k = λ
αk,akζα−αkk .
The first five relations are clear, following from similar relations in H•G(S
0) after
applying η.
The relation e−m1 κξi,1λ¯
β,b = e−m1 κξi,1λ¯
β,b′ , if bk = b
′
k for k 6= i, follows from the
fact that the ith component of each side is 0 after applying η, while the remaining
components are identical. One reason we need this relation is that it directly
implies that eακ¯β does not depend on the choice of b used in its definition, so eακ¯β
is well-defined based just on the relations listed in the theorem.
The relation λ¯α,a+pδi − λ¯α,a = κ¯αi follows from the calculation of η(κ¯αi ) in the
lemma above, and the identity
λα,a+p − λα,a = κα
in H•G(S
0), with the right side not depending on a.
The relation e−m1 κλ¯
α,a =
∑
k ake
−m
1 κ¯
α
k follows from the identity e
−m
1 κλ
β,b =
be−m1 κ
β in H•G(S
0). The same identity is used to show the relation λ¯α,a · e−m1 κ¯βi =
aie
−m
1 κ¯
α+β
i .
Finally, we compare χic · ξi,1 and χjc · ξj,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χjω∗G−Ωj,1,a, where we
assume that i 6= j. We have
η(χic · ξi,1)k =
{
ξ1σiζ
χiω∗G+Ωi,1−M1
i k = i
(ek−i + ξk−iσk)ζ
χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mk−i
k k 6= i
and
χjc · ξj,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χjω∗G−Ωj,1,a
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=

ξ1σjλ
Mj−i−M1,ajζχ
iω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi
0 k = j
(ei−j + ξi−jσi)λM1−Mi−j ,aiζ
χiω∗G+Ωi,1−M1
i k = i
(ek−j + ξk−jσk)λMk−i−Mk−j ,akζ
χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mk−i
k k 6= i, j
This gives
η(χjc · ξj,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χjω∗G−Ωj,1,a − χic · ξi,1)k
=

−ej−iζχ
iω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−j
j k = j
ei−jλM1−Mi−j ,aiζ
χiω∗G+Ωi,1−M1
i k = i
(ek−jλMk−i−Mk−j ,ak − ek−i)ζχ
iω∗G+Ωi,1−Mk−i
k k 6= i, j.
By Lemma 10.2, in the case k 6= i, j,
ek−jλMk−i−Mk−j ,ak − ek−i = s(k − i)s(k − j)akek−i − ek−i
= (s(k − i)s(k − j)ak − 1)ek−i
with s(k − i)s(k − j)ak ≡ (k − j)(k − i)−1 (mod p). So
s(k − i)s(k − j)ak − 1 ≡ (k − j)(k − i)−1 − 1
≡ (k − j)(k − i)−1 − (k − i)(k − i)−1
≡ (i− j)(k − i)−1 (mod p).
Hence, applying the lemma again,
(s(k − i)s(k − j)ak − 1)ek−i = ei−jλMk−i−Mi−j ,s(k−i)s(i−j)(s(k−i)s(k−j)ak−1)
= ei−jλMk−i−Mi−j ,s(i−j)(s(k−j)ak−s(k−i)).
Thus, we can write
η(χjc · ξj,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χjω∗G−Ωj,1,a − χic · ξi,1)k
=

−ej−iζχ
iω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−j
j k = j
ei−jλM1−Mi−j ,aiζ
χiω∗G+Ωi,1−M1
i k = i
ei−jλMk−i−Mi−j ,s(i−j)(s(k−j)ak−s(k−i))ζ
χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mk−i
k k 6= i, j.
Noting that −ej−i = ei−j if p is odd, but −ej−i = −ei−j if p = 2, it follows that
χjc · ξj,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χjω∗G−Ωj,1,a − χic · ξi,1 = ei−j λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−j ,b
with b as in the statement of the theorem.
We now show that the other relations given in the statement of the theorem
follow from the ones we have just shown. (We could verify them by applying η,
but the point is not just that they’re true, but that they follow from the other
relations.)
Consider ξi,j · e−m1 κ¯βi . If we substitute the definition of e−m1 κβi , we will have as
a factor in the result
ξi,j
∏
k 6=i
ξk,k−i = ξ1λ¯α,a
where α = Ωi,j +
∑
k 6=i Ωk,k−i − (M1 − 2), and a is any suitable vector. (This is a
special case of the identity ξ¯αλ¯β,b = ξ¯γ λ¯δ,d with the conditions as in the statement
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of the theorem.) Also present is a factor of κ, and κξ1 = 0, hence ξi,j · e−m1 κ¯βi = 0.
From this follows the general result that ξ¯α · e−m1 κ¯βi = 0 if αi 6= 0.
The relation eακ¯βi = e
γ κ¯δi for suitable α, β, γ, and δ, follows from the definition
of eακ¯βi and the similar identity e
ακβi = eγκδi in H•G(S
0).
For the final relation, if k 6= i, we have
χic · ξi,1e−m1 κ¯αk
= (χkc · ξk,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χkω∗G−Ωk,1,a − ei−kλ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−k,b)e−m1 κ¯αk
= −ei−kλ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−k,be−m1 κ¯αk
= −bkei−ke−m1 κ¯α+χ
iω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−k
k
For suitatble a and b. Now, if p = 2, then bk = −1 and ei−k = e1, so the relation
follows in this case. If p is odd, then bk = 1 and −ei−k = ek−i. Further, we have
ek−i = s(k − i)e1µMk−i−M1,d,
for d ∈ ν(Mk−i −M1), so again we get the result stated.
Reducing to admissible monomials, almost. We now want to show that
the relations given so far determine the whole algebra. By Theorem 9.5, it suffices
to show that these relations allow us to rewrite any monomial in the generators
as a linear combination of admissible monomials with coefficients in H•G(S
0). So
consider a general monomial
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)
ξ¯αλ¯β,b.
Using the relations ξ¯Ωi,j = ξi,1λ¯
Ωi,j−Ωi,1,j−1δi and regrouping elements, we may
rewrite x in the form
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)qi
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
where, for each i, at least one of mi or ni is 0 (so each qi is as large as possible).
This property will be maintained in each step to follow.
There will be an implicit induction on the degree
∑
mi +
∑
qi +
∑
ni in the
following. For example, if, for each i, qi + ni > 0, then x contains a factor of
ξ1 =
∏
i ξi,1, so can be written as ξ1 times a monomial of lower degree, which, by
induction, we can assume can be written in terms of admissible monomials.
Suppose that
∑
qi is at least as large as the number of i for which ni = 0. Using
the relation
χic · ξi,1 = χjc · ξj,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χjω∗G−Ωj,1,a − ei−j λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−j ,b
(for suitable a and b) we can, at the expense of spinning off terms of lower degree
that can be handled by induction, change factors χic · ξi,1 to factors χjc · ξj,1 in
such a way that, for each i, at least one of qi or ni is nonzero. We may then factor
out a ξ1 to get to a monomial of lower degree. Hence, we may assume that
∑
qi is
less than the number of terms for which ni = 0.
Let (ki) be an ordering of the fixed points |x|Gk from highest to lowest. Because
mi > 0 implies ni = 0, the nonzero mi must all occur before the nonzero ni in this
order. By changing factors χic · ξi,1 to factors χjc · ξj,1 as above, and using the
assumption that
∑
qi is less than the number of i for which ni = 0, we can arrange
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that each qi is either 0 or 1 and that the nonzero qi occur first in the order, before
the zero qi. Let us rename qi as i, and note that we have now reduced to the case
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
with the mi, i, and ni satisfying the first four requirements in Definition 9.1 for
an admissible monomial.
To achieve the sixth requirement in that definition, that βkI = 0, where I is the
least index such that kI = 0, use the relations to write
λ¯β,b = λβkI ,bkI λ¯β−βkI ,a +
∑
j
1
p (bj − bkIaj)κ¯βj
for some a. We can then write
x = λβkI ,bkI
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β−βkI ,a
+
∑
j
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
1
p (bj − bkIaj)κ¯βj .
This exhibits x as the sum of a multiple of a monomial satisfying all but the fifth
condition and a linear combination of terms involving the κ¯βi . We will see below
how to deal with the latter terms.
So let us assume that x now satisfies all but the fifth condition, which requires
that 1 ≤ bi ≤ p − 1 for all i. Let b′ be the vector with 1 ≤ b′i ≤ p − 1 and b′i ≡ bi
(mod p) for all i. Then
x =
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β,b
′
+
∑
j
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
1
p (bj − b′j)κ¯βj
displays x as the sum of an admissible monomial and a linear combination of terms
of the form (∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
κ¯βj .
Terms involving κ¯αj . To finish the last two steps, it now remains to show that
terms of the form displayed just above can be written as linear combinations of
admissible monomials. It is tempting to substitute the definition of κ¯βj , but that
will not produce an admissible monomial and will just take us back to the start of
this whole argument. Instead, we proceed as follows.
Because of the relation ξj,1κ¯
β
j = 0, we may assume that j = 0 = nj . Using the
relation χic · ξi,1κ¯βj = e1κ¯β+χ
iω∗G+Ωi,1−M1
j when i 6= j, we may further reduce to the
case where all i = 0. So it remains to show that all elements of the form(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
κ¯αj ,
where nj = 0 and, for each i, at least one of mi or ni is zero, can be written as
linear combinations of admissible monomials.
Consider then a fixed α ∈ RO0(ΠGB) and a fixed collection of nonnegative
integers mi and ni such that, for each i, at least one of mi or ni is 0. Let (ki) be
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the ordering of the integers mi − ni from highest to lowest. Let N be the number
of i such that ni = 0. To ease notation, write
βi = χkiω∗G + Ωki,1 −M1 ∈ RO0(ΠGB).
For 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, write aj = (ajk)k where 1 ≤ ajk ≤ p− 1 and
ajk ∈ ν(αk − αkj −
j−1∑
i=0
(βik − βikj )).
Note that ajkj = 1. For 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, consider
e−j1 κ
αkj−
∑j−1
i=0 β
i
kj
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)( j−1∏
i=0
χkic · ξki,1
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯
α−αkj−
∑j−1
i=0 (β
i−βikj ),a
j
=
M−1∑
`=j
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)( j−1∏
i=0
χkic · ξki,1
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
ajk`e
−j
1 κ¯
α−∑j−1i=0 βik`
=
M−1∑
`=j
±ajk`
(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
κ¯αk`
For the first equality we use the relations e−j1 κλ
α,a =
∑
k ake
−j
1 κ¯
α
k , ξi,1e
−j
1 κ¯
α
i = 0,
and µα,ae−j1 κ¯
β = e−j1 κ¯
α+β . For the second equality we use the relation χkic ·
ξki,1e
−m
1 κ¯
α
k`
= ±e−(m−1)1 κ¯α+β
i
k`
when i 6= `. In the display above, on the left
is a multiple of an admissible monomial. On the right is a linear combination
of elements of the form
(∏
i(χ
ic)mi
)(∏
i ξ
ni
i,1
)
κ¯αk` , for the N indices k` for which
nk` = 0. Letting j vary from 0 to N − 1, we get a system of N linear equations
in the N elements
(∏
i(χ
ic)mi
)(∏
i ξ
ni
i,1
)
κ¯αk` . The matrix of this system is lower
triangular, with diagonal entries equal to ±1 because we have chosen ajkj = 1 for
each j. Therefore, we can solve this system. The result is to write every element
of the form
(∏
i(χ
ic)mi
)(∏
i ξ
ni
i,1
)
κ¯αj , nj = 0, as a linear combination of admissible
monomials, as required. 
The statement for the case p = 2 can be simplified greatly, so we state it here
explicitly.
Corollary 10.6. If p = 2, then H∗G(B+) is generated as an algebra over H
•
G(S
0)
by the elements
c ∈ Hω∗GG (B+)
χc ∈ Hχω∗GG (B+)
ξ0,1 ∈ HΩ0,1G (B+) = Hχω
∗
G−2
G (B+) and
ξ1,1 ∈ HΩ1,1G (B+) = Hω
∗
G−2
G (B+)
subject to the two relations
ξ0,1ξ1,1 = ξ1 and
χc · ξ1,1 = (1− κ)c · ξ0,1 + e1
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Proof. We first note that we do not need to include any elements λ¯α,a as generators,
largely because RO0(ΠGB) = 0. Explicitly, from the definition we have
κ¯00 = e
−1
1 κ · χc · ξ1,1 and
κ¯01 = e
−1
1 κ · c · ξ0,1,
and then, using λ¯0,(1,1) = 1, we can write
λ¯0,a = 1 +
a0 − 1
2
κ¯00 +
a1 − 1
2
κ¯01
= 1 +
a0 − 1
2
e−11 κ · χc · ξ1,1 +
a1 − 1
2
e−11 κ · c · ξ0,1,
exhibiting λ¯0,a in terms of the other generators.
For the relations, we can dispense with those that merely describe how the
λ¯α,a behave. We do need the relation ξ0,1ξ1,1 = ξ1, which suffices to describe the
behavior of the ξ¯α.
The only other relation required then is the one relating χic · ξi,1 to χjc · ξj,1,
and it suffices to consider the case i = 1 and j = 0. Taking a = (−1,−1) in the
general relation requires b = (−1,−1) and we note that λ¯0,(−1,−1) = λ0,−1 = 1− κ.
Using the fact that e1(1− κ) = −e1, the relation becomes
χc · ξ1,1 = (1− κ)c · ξ0,1 + e1
as stated. Note that, if we multiply by 1− κ and use the identity (1− κ)2 = 1, we
get the equivalent relation
c · ξ0,1 = (1− κ)χc · ξ1,1 + e1.
We leave to the reader to show that the relations arising from all other choices of
a can now be derived from the relations given so far. 
11. Comparison to Lewis’s calculation in RO(G)-grading
In [7], Gaunce Lewis calculated H•G(B+), the RO(G)-graded part of H
∗
G(B+).
In this section we compare our calculation to his.
We begin with the case p = 2. Part of Lewis’s Theorem 5.1 shows that H•G(B+)
is generated by two elements we shall call γ ∈ HM1G (B+) (Lewis’s c) and Γ ∈
HM1+2G (B+) (Lewis’s C(1)), with the single relation
γ2 = ξ1Γ + e1γ.
This results in an additive basis consisting of
1, γ, Γ, Γγ, Γ2, Γ2γ, . . .
The additive calculation we did gives a basis for H•G(B+) consisting of
1, c · ξ0,1, c · χc, c · χc · (c · ξ0,1), (c · χc)2, (c · χc)2 · (c · ξ0,1), . . .
If we let γ = c · ξ0,1 and Γ = c · χc, we recover Lewis’s generators. Moreover,
referring to Corollary 10.6, if we multiply the relation c · ξ0,1 = (1− κ)χc · ξ1,1 + e1
by c · ξ0,1, and apply the equality (1 − κ)ξ0,1ξ1,1 = (1 − κ)ξ1 = ξ1, we recover the
relation γ2 = ξ1Γ + e1γ found by Lewis.
One last comment on the case p = 2: In his Remark 5.3, Lewis introduces an
element γ˜ = (1 − κ)γ + e1 (he writes c˜) and points out that γ˜ could be used as a
generator in place of γ. In fact, γ˜ = χc · ξ1,1, and his equation relating γ and γ˜ is
our basic relation.
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When p is odd, Lewis’s description of H•G(B+) becomes much more complicated,
partly because he tries to choose specific integers in places analogous to those where
we allow more freedom, for example in our λ¯α,a. However, most of the complications
come from the fact that he was working strictly in RO(G) grading, when there are
real simplifications to be had in this case by grading on RO(ΠGB), where the more
natural generators and relations live. We shall not attempt a complete dictionary
relating his results to ours, but only sketch the comparison. We start by reviewing
what our results say about H•G(B+).
To ease notation in stating our additive result, let
βk =
k−1∑
i=0
(Mk−i − χiω∗G − Ωi,1) ∈ RO0(ΠGB),
and notice that βkk = 0. Let b
k = (bki )i be such that b
k
i ∈ ν(βki )−1 with 1 ≤ bk1 ≤
(p − 1)/2. In particular, bkk = 1. The basis of admissible monomials in RO(G)
grading then takes the form{( p−1∏
i=0
χic
)m( k−1∏
i=0
χic · ξi,1
)
λ¯β
k,bk
∣∣∣ m ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1}.
The grading of each monomial is given by
∣∣( p−1∏
i=0
χic
)m( k−1∏
i=0
χic · ξi,1
)
λ¯β
k,bk
∣∣ = m(2 + p−1∑
i=1
Mi
)
+
k∑
i=1
Mi.
If we were to plot these gradings as usual, with fixed-point dimension horizontally
and dimension vertically, we would see the “stair-step” pattern mentioned by Lewis
at the end of his §3. (Think of the dictionary order on the pairs (m, k).)
Notice that Γ =
∏p−1
i=0 χ
ic lies in RO(G) grading and generates a polynomial
subalgebra. This element corresponds to Lewis’s C0(1) in his Theorem 5.5. The
product ∆k = (
∏k−1
i=0 χ
ic·ξi,1)λ¯βk,bk corresponds to his Dk. The elements Γ and ∆k,
1 ≤ k ≤ p−1 (we have ∆0 = 1), generate H•G(B+) as an algebra over H•G(S0). (We
say “corresponds to” rather than “equals” because there are a number of arbitrary
choices to be made in writing down these generators and we have not checked that
our choices exactly match Lewis’s.)
At this point we should write down the relations among products of these mul-
tiplicative generators. This amounts to writing the products ∆k · ∆` in terms of
admissible monomials; the corresponding result is one of the most complicated parts
of Lewis’s discussion. (See his Proposition 5.12.) The proof of our Theorem 10.5
amounts to an algorithm for doing this, using the relations in the statement of that
theorem. To carry out the calculation would be possible but, with no immediate
need for the resulting complicated and unilluminating formulas, we shall stop here.
We simply note that Lewis was obliged to do this calculation, because he was work-
ing only in RO(G) grading, whereas we know that such relations follow from the
much simpler ones listed in Theorem 10.5.
12. Cohomology with other coefficient systems
Knowing the cohomology with AG/G coefficients, we can relatively easily calcu-
late the cohomology with some other coefficient systems. The case of RZ coefficients
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appears in the literature as “constant Z” coefficients, for example, in [6], [4], and
[5]. To calculate this cohomology we use the short exact sequence
0→ 〈Z〉 κ−→ AG/G → RZ→ 0,
where the first map takes 1 to κ ∈ A(G). So we begin by looking at the coho-
mology with 〈Z〉 coefficients. We refer to Proposition 19.2 for the calculation of
H•G(S
0; 〈Z〉).
Proposition 12.1.
H∗G(B+; 〈Z〉) ∼=
p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0;AG/G)[σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]⊗H•G(S0;AG/G) H
•
G(S
0; 〈Z〉).
The map H∗G(B+; 〈Z〉)→ H∗G(B+;AG/G) is injective, with its image being the ideal
〈eακβk〉 ⊂ H∗G(B+;AG/G).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 19.1 that H∗G(B+; 〈Z〉) ∼= H∗G(BG+ ; 〈Z〉). The
computation of H∗G(B+; 〈Z〉) then follows much as in Proposition 6.4. Moreover,
Proposition 19.2 implies that the map
H∗G(B+; 〈Z〉) ∼= H∗G(B+ ∧ E˜G; 〈Z〉)→ H∗G(B+ ∧ E˜G;AG/G)
∼=
p−1⊕
k=0
H•G(S
0;AG/G)[σk, ζ
α
k | αk = 0]⊗H•G(S0;AG/G) H
•
G(E˜G;AG/G)
is the inclusion of the submodule of elements with coefficients from H•G(E˜G;AG/G)
in gradings α with αG = 0. From our computations, this submodule injects into
H∗G(B+;AG/G) with image the ideal 〈eακβk〉, as claimed. (This is clearest by looking
at the characterization of eακβk by its image η(e
ακβk).) 
We now turn to the cohomology with RZ coefficients, referring to Theorems 19.3
and 19.5 for the structure of H•G(S
0;RZ).
Theorem 12.2. H∗G(B+;RZ) is generated as an algebra over H•G(S0;RZ) by ele-
ments
χic ∈ Hχiω∗GG (B+;RZ) 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1
ξ¯α ∈ HαG(B+RZ) α ∈ RO+(ΠGB)
λ¯α ∈ HαG(B+RZ) α ∈ RO0(ΠGB)
All relations among these generators are consequences of the following relations:
ξ¯α = ξα if α ∈ RO(G)
λ¯α = λα if α ∈ RO(G)
ξ¯αξ¯β = ξ¯α+β
λ¯αλ¯β = λ¯α+β
ξ¯αλ¯β = ξ¯γ λ¯δ if α+ β = γ + δ
χic · ξi,1 = χjc · ξj,1λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−χjω∗G−Ωj,1 − ei−j λ¯χiω∗G+Ωi,1−Mi−j
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H∗G(B+;RZ) is a free H•G(S0;RZ)-module, with a basis given by the admissible
monomials, which here means ones of the form(∏
i
(χic)mi
)(∏
i
(χic · ξi,1)i
)(∏
i
ξnii,1
)
λ¯β
satisfying:
(1) For all i, mi ≥ 0, i = 0 or 1, and ni ≥ 0.
(2) If mi > 0 or i > 0, then ni = 0.
(3) For at least one i, i = 0 = ni.
(4) Using the ordering of mk−nk from highest to lowest, if ki = 0 then kj = 0
for all j > i.
(5) If I is the least index such that kI = 0, then βkI = 0.
Proof. Consider the long exact sequence induced by the short exact sequence
0→ 〈Z〉 κ−→ AG/G → RZ→ 0.
From the preceding proposition we conclude that H∗G(B+;AG/G)→ H∗G(B+;RZ) is
surjective, with kernel the ideal 〈eακβk〉. As a result, λ¯α,a is identified with λ¯α,a
′
for
all a and a′. We call the common image of these elements λ¯α. The generators and
relations in the statement of the theorem are then those left over from Theorem 10.5
after eliminating any that become trivial on setting the eακ and eακ¯βk equal to 0.
Moreover, because H∗G(B+;AG/G) is a free module over H
•
G(S
0;AG/G), with
basis given by the admissible monomials, the preceding proposition implies that
H∗G(B+;RZ) is a free module over H•G(S0;RZ) on the image of that basis, which
is as given in the statement of the theorem. 
Notice that the elements λ¯α are invertible now.
For p = 2, we can state the result very simply: H∗G(B+;RZ) is generated as an
algebra over H•G(S
0;RZ) by the elements
c ∈ Hω∗GG (B+;RZ)
χc ∈ Hχω∗GG (B+;RZ)
ξ0,1 ∈ HΩ0,1G (B+;RZ) = Hχω
∗
G−2
G (B+;RZ) and
ξ1,1 ∈ HΩ1,1G (B+;RZ) = Hω
∗
G−2
G (B+;RZ)
subject to the two relations
ξ0,1ξ1,1 = ξ1 and
χc · ξ1,1 = c · ξ0,1 + e1
Corollaries 19.4 and 19.6 imply calculations of H∗G(B+;T ) with T equal to LZ,
RZ−, or LZ−. Each of these is best understood as a free module over H∗G(B+;RZ)
on a single generator.
Part 3. On equivariant ordinary cohomology
13. Grading on RO(ΠGB)
We have referred to cohomology as being graded on RO(ΠGB), but cohomology
as it comes to us is a functor on the category of representations of ΠGB. Though
it is convenient for computations to grade on the group RO(ΠGB) of isomorphism
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classes of representations, doing so involves a “decategorification” which, as always,
leads to sign ambiguities if not done very carefully. (See [7] and [10].) As this
doesn’t appear in the literature in the detail it ought, even for RO(G), we outline
an approach here.
As a first step, we look at some small subcategories of vVG. We have in mind
G = Z/p, but some of what we say may be applicable more widely.
Definition 13.1.
(1) Let V0, V1, . . . , Vk be an enumeration of the irreducible representations of
G, with V0 = R, and let
U =
k⊕
i=0
V∞i ,
where V∞i = Vi ⊕ Vi ⊕ · · · is the direct sum of countably infinitely many
copies of Vi.
(2) For 0 ≤ n < ∞, write V ni ⊂ V∞i for the sum of the first n copies of Vi, so
V n+1i = V
n
i ⊕ Vi and V∞i =
⋃
n V
n
i . In particular, when we write Rn we
mean specifically V n0 . Call a finite-dimensional V ⊂ U an initial segment
of U if
V =
k⊕
i=0
V nik
for integers 0 ≤ ni <∞.
(3) Let vV iG be the full subcategory of vVG on the objects of the form G/H ×
(V 	W ) with V and W initial segments of U .
(4) Let vV `G be the full subcategory of vV
i
G on the objects of the form G/H ×
(V 	W ) with V ∩W = 0. We say in this case that V 	W is in lowest
terms.
If p¯i : vV `G → OG denotes the restriction of pi : vVG → OG, then p¯i−1(G/G) is a
skeleton of pi−1(G/G). When G = Z/p, vV `G is equivalent to vVG, but for more
general groups it may be missing some virtual bundles over some orbits G/H for
H a proper subgroup.
The intermediate category vV iG is more convenient for describing direct sums: If
T and U are initial segments in U , let T ⊕U denote the initial segment isomorphic
to the direct sum. Explicitly, if T =
⊕
V mii and U =
⊕
V nii , then
T ⊕ V =
k⊕
i=0
V mi+nii .
To make this natural in T and U , we take the inclusion T → T ⊕ U to be the
inclusion of the first mi summands for each i, and U → T ⊕ U to be the inclusion
of the last ni summands. Using this direct sum, we define
[G/H × (T 	 U)]⊕ [G/H × (V 	W )] = G/H × [(T ⊕ V )	 (U ⊕W )].
This defines a direct sum functor ⊕ : vV iG ×OG vV iG → vV iG.
We describe how to get RO(G) = RO(ΠG(∗)) from this setup; we’ll consider
RO(ΠGB) for some other spaces B later. If T and U are initial segments, write
T	 U : ΠG(∗) = OG → vV iG
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for the functor taking G/H to G/H × (T 	U) and taking a map α : G/H → G/K
to α× 1. If X is another initial segment, write
σX : T	 U→ (T⊕ X)	 (U⊕ X)
for the “suspension” map given by the stable map T 	 U → (T ⊕ X) 	 (U ⊕ X)
specified by the identity maps T ⊕ X → T ⊕ X and U ⊕ X → U ⊕ X, using the
direct sum on vV iG.
Now, there are several ways to think of an element α ∈ RO(G). We can consider
α to be a formal sum
∑k
i=0miVi, an equivalence class of formal differences of
representations of G, or an equivalence class of representations of OG in vV iG. It is
the latter description that will be most useful here. To be very precise, we think of
α as a particular diagram of representations of OG in vV iG:
Definition 13.2.
(1) Let vRiO(G) denote the category of representations of OG in vV iG and
natural transformations.
(2) For α ∈ RO(G), let Dα be the category whose objects are pairs of initial
segments (T,U) where α = [T 	U ] ∈ RO(G), with a map (T,U)→ (V,W )
when there are inclusions T ⊂ V and U ⊂ W . When there is such a map,
we have (V,W ) = (T ⊕X,U ⊕X) for a unique initial segment X.
(3) For α ∈ RO(G), let {α} : Dα → vRiO(G) be the functor defined by
{α}(T,U) = T 	 U on objects, and defined to take an inclusion (T,U) →
(T ⊕X,U ⊕X) to σX : T	 U→ (T⊕ X)	 (U⊕ X).
We effectively identify the element α with the diagram {α}, which specifies all
the formal differences equivalent to α as well as choices of isomorphisms between
them.
All this machinery starts to pay off when we look at the sum in RO(G) and its
relation to the direct sum of virtual representations. We first need to introduce
notation for some units in the Burnside ring.
Definition 13.3.
(1) If Vi is an irreducible representation of G, write
γ(V mi , V
n
i ) ∈ A(G)
for the stable homotopy class of
SV
m+n
i = SV
m
i ∧ SV ni γ−→ SV ni ∧ SVmi = SVm+ni ,
where the map γ interchanges the two factors. Note that γ(V mi , V
n
i )
2 = 1
for any m and n.
(2) If V =
⊕
i V
mi
i and W =
⊕
i V
ni
i are initial segments, write
γ(V,W ) =
∏
i
γ(V mii , V
ni
i ) ∈ A(G).
(3) If T 	 U and V 	W are virtual representations given by initial segments,
let
γ(T 	 U, V 	W ) = γ(T, V )γ(U, V )γ(T,W )γ(U,W ) ∈ A(G).
(We arguably should have written γ(T, V )γ(U, V )−1γ(T,W )−1γ(U,W ), but
each of these elements is its own inverse in A(G).)
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(4) If α and β are elements of RO(G), write γ(α, β) ∈ A(G) for γ(T	U, V 	W )
for any choice of initial segments with α = [T 	 U ] and β = [V 	W ].
When Vi is irreducible, γ(V
m
i , V
n
i ) is the same element of A(G) as that given by
multiplication by (−1)mn on SVi , as can be seen by a little linear algebra. When
G = Z/2 and Λ is the nontrivial irreducible representation, multiplication by −1
on SΛ is the element
γ(Λ,Λ) = 1− g = κ− 1 ∈ A(Z/2).
(Notice that (1− g)2 = 1.) When G = Z/p for p odd, all the nontrivial irreducible
representations are two-dimensional and multiplication by −1 on any of them gives
a map homotopic to the identity, so the only interesting unit that arises in this case
is −1 and comes from permutation of trivial representations.
Definition 13.4.
(1) If α and β are elements of RO(G), let {α} ⊕ {β} denote the composite
Dα ×Dβ {α}×{β}−−−−−−→ vRiO(G)× vRiO(G) ⊕−→ vRiO(G).
(2) Let γ : Dα ×Dβ → Dβ ×Dα denote the interchange functor.
(3) Let ⊕ : Dα × Dβ → Dα+β be the functor defined by (T,U) ⊕ (V,W ) =
(T ⊕ V,U ⊕W ).
We first compare the two functors {α} ⊕ {β} and {α+ β} ◦ ⊕. Suppose that T ,
U , V , W , X and Y are all initial segments, and consider the following commutative
diagram:
(T	 U)⊕ (V	W)
σX⊕σY

(T⊕ V)	 (U⊕W)
σX⊕Y

[(T⊕ X)	 (U⊕ X)]⊕ [(V⊕ Y)	 (W⊕ Y)]
(T⊕ X⊕ V⊕ Y)	 (U⊕ X⊕W⊕ Y)
γ
// (T⊕ V⊕ X⊕ Y)	 (U⊕W⊕ X⊕ Y)
The composite down the left side is the effect of {α} ⊕ {β} on the map (T,U) ×
(V,W ) → (T ⊕ X,U ⊕ X) × (V ⊕ Y,W ⊕ Y ). The composite across the top and
down the right side is the effect of {α+β}◦⊕ on the same map. If we view the two
objects on the bottom of the diagram as the same object, we see that the diagram
would not commute without γ, which we interpret as the sign γ(X,V 	W ). In
order to define a natural transformation
µ : {α} ⊕ {β} → {α+ β} ◦ ⊕,
we must therefore take signs into account, and the most straightforward way to do
that is to say that the (T,U)× (V,W ) component of µ is the map
µ : ({α} ⊕ {β})((T,U)× (V,W )) = (T⊕ V)	 (U⊕W)
γ(T,V	W )−−−−−−−→ (T⊕ V)	 (U⊕W) = {α+ β}(T ⊕ V,U ⊕W ).
From the diagram above, it is straightforward to check that this does define a
natural transformation.
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Now for commutativity relations. We first note that {α+β}◦⊕ and {β+α}◦⊕◦γ
are exactly the same functors from Dα×Dβ to vRiO(G). (In fact, ⊕◦ γ = ⊕.) On
the other hand, {α}⊕{β} and ({β}⊕{α})◦γ are not the same. There is, however,
a natural transformation γ : {α} ⊕ {β} → ({β} ⊕ {α}) ◦ γ whose (T,U) × (V,W )
component
γ : (T⊕ V)	 (U⊕W)→ (V⊕ T)	 (W⊕ U)
interchanges summands in the obvious way. If we view the source and target as the
same object, this map is multiplication by the unit γ(T, V )γ(U,W ).
We can now compare the composite natural transformations
{α} ⊕ {β} µ−→ {α+ β} ◦ ⊕ = {β + α} ◦ ⊕ ◦ γ
and
{α} ⊕ {β} γ−→ ({β} ⊕ {α}) ◦ γ µ◦γ−−→ {β + α} ◦ ⊕ ◦ γ.
Evaluating at (T,U)× (V,W ) we get the following diagram:
(T⊕ V)	 (U⊕W) γ(T,V	W ) //
γ(T,V )γ(U,W )

(T⊕ V)	 (U⊕W)
(V⊕ T)	 (W⊕ U)
γ(T	U,V )
// (V⊕ T)	 (W⊕ U)
This diagram does not commute on the nose, due to the signs indicated, but does
up to their combination, which is
γ(T, V 	W )γ(T, V )γ(U,W )γ(T 	 U, V ) = γ(T 	 U, V 	W ) = γ(α, β).
As we shall see in a moment, this is the source of the familiar sign in the anticom-
mutativity of the cup product in cohomology.
So, let us return to the ordinary cohomology H∗G(X;T ) and say exactly what we
mean by RO(G) grading. (We are thinking again of the case where all spaces are
considered as parametrized over a point, ∗.) Given α ∈ RO(G), we have {α} : Dα →
vRiO(G) and, on applying H∗G = H
∗
G(X;T ), a functor H
{α}
G : Dα → Ab. (We are
suppressing the space and coefficient system to concentrate on the grading.) Note
that all the maps in this diagram are isomorphisms. We then define
HαG = colim
Dα
H
{α}
G = colim
Dα
HT	UG .
Thus, we remain uncommitted as to which particular representative of α we shall
use, but have specified isomorphisms between the various possibilities.
The cup product is a natural pairing
∪ : HT	UG HV	WG → H(T⊕V)	(U⊕W)G .
Precisely, it is natural when we view both sides as functors on vRiO(G)×vRiO(G),
the right hand side factoring through ⊕ : vRiO(G) × vRiO(G) → vRiO(G). As
such, composition gives a natural transformation
∪ : H{α}G H{β}G → H{α}⊕{β}G .
Now, we would prefer the target to be H
{α+β}◦⊕
G , whose colimit is H
α+β
G , so we
need to apply the natural transformation µ defined above. This means that we
need to introduce signs, replacing ∪ with
γ(T, V 	W )∪ : HT	UG HV	WG → H(T⊕V)	(U⊕W)G .
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With this adjustment of signs we get a natural transformation
H
{α}
G H
{β}
G → H{α+β}◦⊕G
and, on taking colimits,
HαG HβG → Hα+βG .
Finally, the commutativity analysis above leads to the conclusion that the diagram
HαG H
β
G
((
γ

Hα+βG
HβG HαG
66
commutes up to the sign γ(α, β), i.e., with this understanding of RO(G) grading,
the cup product is anticommutative, meaning that
y ∪ x = γ(|x|, |y|)(x ∪ y).
We can be more explicit for the groups we are most interested in. We use the
notation introduced in Definition 1.1. In the case G = Z/2, if α = m0R+m1Λ and
β = n0R+ n1Λ, then
γ(α, β) = (−1)m0n0(1− g)m1n1 .
In the case G = Z/p with p odd, if α = m0R+
∑
kmkMk and β = n0R+
∑
k nkMk,
then we have simply
γ(α, β) = (−1)m0n0 .
Remark 13.5 (Restriction to G/e). It is tempting to think of restriction to the
G/e level of our Mackey-functor valued cohomology as simply restriction from G-
cohomology to nonequivariant cohomology, but that is somewhat misleading. No-
tice that, in the case of G = Z/2, anticommutativity at the G/e level is not what
we might think: The map A(G)→ Z takes (−1)m0n0(1−g)m1n1 to (−1)m0n0+m1n1 ,
not (−1)(m0+m1)(n0+n1). So, if we think about the forgetful map H˜αG → H˜αe ∼= H˜ |α|,
the commutation law on the source does not agree with the usual anticommutativ-
ity on the target. We really need to think of H˜∗e as RO(G)-graded in this context,
distinguishing the parts of the grading coming from R from those coming from Λ.
What about grading on RO(ΠGB), with B = BGU(1)? (Here we restrict to
G = Z/p.) The outline of the approach is similar to the discussion above of RO(G)
grading. Cohomology of spaces over B is most naturally graded on the category of
representations of ΠGB, meaning functors ΠGB → vVG over OG. We may restrict
to functors ΠGB → vV iG taking values in formal differences of initial segments. For
any α = (α0, . . . , αp−1) ∈ RO(ΠGB), we consider the category Dα with objects
p-tuples of pairs ((Vk,Wk))k, where the Vk and Wk are initial segments with αk =
[Vk	Wk] and with |V0| = · · · = |Vp−1|; the maps in Dα are the inclusions. There is
then a functor {α} from Dα to representations ΠGB → vV iG that takes ((Vk,Wk))k
to the representation specified on bk by Vk	Wk, and specified on b by G×(V0	W0),
with the maps induced by b→ bk given by the obvious identifications. (In the case
p = 2 and |α| − |αG| odd, G× (V0 	W0) will have the nonidentity self-map.) {α}
takes maps to the suspension maps given by the inclusions. We then define HαG to
be the colimit of the diagram H
{α}
G .
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From here the analysis goes much as for the case of RO(G), and anticommuta-
tivity works perhaps more nicely than expected: For α ∈ RO(ΠGB), recall that
the |αk| are all equal, the αGk all have the same parity, and so the |αk − αGk | all
have the same parity as well. Write |α| for the common dimension of the |αk|, write
|αG| ∈ Z/2 for the common parity of the αGk , and write |α − αG| ∈ Z/2 for the
common parity of the |αk − αGk |. Then, for x ∈ HαG and y ∈ HβG,
yx = γ(α, β)xy,
where
γ(α, β) = (−1)|αG|·|βG|(1− g)|α−αG|·|β−βG| if p = 2, and
γ(α, β) = (−1)|α|·|β| if p is odd.
14. Preliminary results on the cohomology of a point
Over the next several sections we will calculate the RO(G)-graded cohomology
of a point for G = Z/p, verifying the results stated in §4. In that section, we
stated H•G(S
0) first and then gave the structures of H•G(EG+) and H
•
G(E˜G) as
modules over the cohomology of a point. However, we shall calculate H•G(EG+)
and H•G(E˜G) first, as they are actually relatively simple to handle. We then use
those results to derive the cohomology of a point, using the cofibration sequence
EG+ → S0 → E˜G. But we begin in this section by identifying several elements of
H•G(S
0) that come from the equivariant (stable) homotopy of spheres.
Recall the Euler classes eV ∈ HVG(S0) defined in Definition 4.3. It is not meant
to be obvious that any of these classes are nonzero. In fact, if V G 6= 0, then the map
S0 → SV is equivariantly null homotopic, so eV = 0. In particular, e0 = eM0 = 0.
However, if V G = 0, the map is equivariantly essential, and we shall see that, at
least for the groups G = Z/p, the resulting cohomology class is nonzero.
Note that, for any based G-space X, the map
HαG(X)
∼= Hα+VG (X ∧ SV )
1∧e∗V−−−→ Hα+VG (X)
is the same as by multiplication by eV ∈ HVG(S0).
Now, eV is invariant with respect to isomorphisms of V . That is, given an
isomorphism f : V → W , f∗eV = eW regardless of which isomorphism is chosen.
This follows from the fact that the suspension isomorphism is invariant, so that the
following diagram commutes:
H0G(S
0)
∼=
~~
∼=
  
HVG(S
V ) //

HWG (S
W )

HVG(S
0) // HWG (S
0).
Here, the map HVG(S
V ) → HWG (SW ) is the one induced by f on the grading and
f−1 : SW → SV , while the map HVG(S0)→ HWG (S0) is induced by f on the grading.
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Remark 14.1. At first glance, the invariance of the Euler classes with respect to
isomorphisms seems strange. For example, when p = 2, we shall show that e = eΛ
generatesHΛG(S
0) ∼= 〈Z〉. The invariance then says that the negation map f : Λ→ Λ
has to act by the identity on this group, when we might have expected it to act by
negation. Remember, however, that Sf : SΛ → SΛ represents 1− g ∈ A(G), and g
acts as 0 on 〈Z〉, so the negation map on Λ does act as the identity on HΛG(S0).
We mentioned in §4 that, for p odd, we are also interested in the Euler classes
of the complex representations Ck for all 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 or, equivalently, the Euler
classes of the “oriented” representations Mk. If 1 ≤ k ≤ (p − 1)/2, this is just
the Euler class ek. For (p + 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p − 1, the Euler class lives naturally
in H˜MkG (S
0), if we think of cohomology as a functor on actual representations of
G, but because we are grading on RO(G) we need to identify this group with
H˜
Mp−k
G (S
0). We need, therefore, to choose and fix an identification of these groups,
which we do by choosing a stable isomorphism between Mk and Mp−k. There are
two candidates, one being the (unstable) G-isomorphism ϕ : Mk → Mp−k. However,
when we look at the cohomology of BGU(1), and the Euler classes of the fibers of
the canonical line bundle ωG, those fibers are all identified nonequivariantly with
R2 by the isomorphisms mentioned in Definition 1.1. Hence, in this context, it is
more natural to use the stable isomorphism that agrees nonequivariantly with those
identifications.
Definition 14.2. Let ψ : Mk → Mp−k be the stable isomorphism given by the pair
of maps Mk ⊕ R → Mp−k ⊕ R and R → R, where the former is the sum of the
G-isomorphism ϕ and −1, and the latter is the identity. We henceforth use ψ∗ to
identify H˜MkG (X)
∼= H˜Mp−kG (X) for any X.
Here is the consequence for the Euler classes: The invariance of the Euler classes
given above tells us that ϕ∗ek = ep−k, but ϕ∗ = −ψ∗, so, identifying ek with ψ∗(ek),
we see that
ek = e(Ck) = e(Mk) = −ep−k ∈ H˜Mp−kG (S0) for (p+ 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
For p odd we have the following elements, which are interesting primarily when
p > 3.
Definition 14.3. Let p be odd, let 1 ≤ j, k ≤ (p−1)/2, and let d ∈ Z be such that
d ≡ kj−1 (mod p). Using our chosen nonequivariant identifications of Mk with C,
so that the generator t of G acts as e2piik/p, let
µj,k,d : S
Mj → SMk
be the G-map induced by
z 7→
{
zd if d > 0
z¯|d| if d < 0
for z ∈ Mj . We also write µj,k,d ∈ H˜Mk−MjG (S0) for the image of 1 under the map
H˜0G(S
0) ∼= H˜MkG (SMk)
µ∗j,k,d−−−−→ H˜MkG (SMj ) ∼= H˜Mk−MjG (S0).
Proposition 14.4. In H•G(S
0), we have ρ(µj,k,d) = dιkι
−1
j .
Proof. This is the observation that, under our standard nonequivariant identifica-
tions of Mk with R2, µj,k,d : S2 → S2 has nonequivariant degree d. 
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Proposition 14.5. For 1 ≤ j, k ≤ (p− 1)/2, we have µj,k,dej = ek in HMkG (S0).
Proof. This comes down to two observations: That the two inclusions
ej ∧ 1, 1 ∧ ej : SMj → SMj ∧ SMj
are homotopic, and that the following diagram commutes:
S0
ej

ek

SMj
µj,k,d
// SMk
We leave to the reader then to draw the diagram that verifies the proposition. 
15. The cohomology of EG+
In this section we calculate H•G(EG+) for G = Z/p. Unless specified otherwise,
we take all coefficients in AG/G.
Proposition 15.1. For α ∈ RO(G),
HαG(G/e+)
∼=
{
AG/e if |α| = 0
0 otherwise.
Let γ : G/e+ → G/e+ be the G-map given by multiplication by the generator t.
• If p is odd then γ∗ is the identity on HαG(G/e+)(G/G) and multiplication
by t ∈ Z[G] on HαG(G/e+)(G/e).
• If p = 2, then γ∗ acts as (−1)αG on HαG(G/e+)(G/G) and as (−1)α
G
t on
HαG(G/e+)(G/e).
Proof. From [2] we have the Wirthmu¨ller isomorphism
H˜αG(G+ ∧e X;AG/G) ∼= H˜ |α|(X;Z)
for any nonequivariant based space X. In particular, taking X = G/G+ and
X = G/e+ in turn gives the calculation of the Mackey functors H
α
G(G/e+).
To see the effect of γ, first notice that the action of γ on H0G(G/e+) is 1 at level
G/G and multiplication by t at level G/e, from the dimension axiom. For a general
α with |α| = 0 (the action of γ is obvious otherwise), write α = V −W where V and
W are actual representations of G of the same nonequivariant dimension, say n.
Consider V = Rn with the action of G given via a homomorphism rV : G→ O(n),
and similarly let W = Rn with action given by rW : G → O(n). Then we have a
G-homeomorphism
η : G/e+ ∧ SV → G/e+ ∧ SW
given by
η(h, v) = (h, rW (h)rV (h)
−1v)
for h ∈ G and v ∈ V = Rn. We can redo the calculation of HαG(G/e+) as
HV−WG (G/e+) ∼= HVG(G/e+ ∧ SW )
η∗−→ HVG(G/e+ ∧ SV )
∼= H0G(G/e+)
∼= AG/e,
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where the last isomorphism comes from the dimension axiom. We also have the
following commutative diagram:
G/e+ ∧ SV
γ∧1

η
// G/e+ ∧ SW
γ∧rW (t)rV (t)−1

G/e+ ∧ SV η // G/e+ ∧ SW .
It follows that the action of γ on HV−WG (G/e+) is the same as its action on
H0G(G/e+) modified by the nonequivariant sign of rW (t)rV (t)
−1 : Sn → Sn. If
p is odd, this sign is always 1. If p is even, it is (−1)a where a is the number of
copies of Λ appearing in V −W . But, V −W ∼= a(Λ− 1), so we can also write the
sign as (−1)αG . 
We can now calculate the additive structure of H•G(EG+), verifying the additive
parts of Theorems 4.8 and 4.15.
Proposition 15.2. If p is odd, then
HαG(EG+)
∼=

RZ if |α| = 0
〈Z/p〉 if |α| > 0 and αG is even
0 otherwise.
If p is even, then
HαG(EG+)
∼=

RZ if |α| = 0 and αG is even
RZ− if |α| = 0 and αG is odd
〈Z/2〉 if |α| > 0 and αG is even
0 otherwise.
Proof. Consider the equivariant bundle G/e→ EG→ BG and let β ∈ RO(G) with
|β| = 0. There is a Serre spectral sequence
Ea,b2 = H
a
G(BG+;H
b+β
G (G/e+;AG/G))⇒ Ha+b+βG (EG+;AG/G).
In the E2 term we are using local coefficients on BG. Applying Proposition 15.1,
we see that the spectral sequence collapses to the line b = 0, giving us
Ha+βG (EG+;AG/G)
∼= HaG(BG+; (AG/e)β),
where (AG/e)β denotes the possibly twisted coefficient system on BG determined
by the action of γ computed in Proposition 15.1. Proposition 6.1 gives us
HaG(BG+; (AG/e)β)(G/e)
∼= HaG(BG;Z[G]) ∼=
{
Z if a = 0
0 otherwise
and
HaG(BG+; (AG/e)β)(G/G)
∼= HaG(BG;Zβ)
where Zβ denotes the local coefficient system on BG determined by the action from
Proposition 15.1. If p is odd, this action is trivial, so we get the usual cohomology
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of the group G, which is easily computed and well known:
HaG(BG;Z) ∼=

Z if a = 0
Z/p if a > 0 is even
0 otherwise.
If p = 2 and βG is even, then the action is again trivial and the same calculation
holds. However, if βG is odd, then we have the nontrivial coefficient system and we
see the cohomology of G with coefficients in the nontrivial Z[G]-module Z−. This
is also well-known:
HaG(BG;Z−) ∼=
{
Z/2 if a > 0 is odd
0 otherwise.
Note that, because we are assuming βG odd here, the condition that a is odd can
be replaced by the condition that (a+ β)G is even.
With β = α−|α|, we now have almost all of the calculations in the statement of
the proposition except for one: In the case p odd, or p = 2 and βG even, we need
to know the restriction map
Z = H0G(BG;Z)→ H0G(BG;Z[G]) = Z
and the transfer map going the other way. But, these are induced by ·N : Z→ Z[G]
and  : Z[G] → Z, respectively, on coefficients, so are easily calculated to be the
identity and multiplication by p, respectively. This confirms that HβG(EG+)
∼= RZ
when p is odd or when p = 2 and βG is even. 
To determine the multiplicative structure of H•G(EG+), we need the following
lemmas.
Lemma 15.3. If p is odd and S(M1) denotes the unit sphere in M1, then
HαG(S(M1)+)
∼=

RZ if |α| = 0
LZ if |α| = 1
0 otherwise.
Proof. G acts freely on S(M1) by rotations. If we pick any orbit G/e→ S(M1), we
get the following cofibration sequence:
G/e+ → S(M1)+ → Σ(G/e+) 1−t−−→ Σ(G/e+).
This is essentially an expression of the cell structure of S(M1), with one free 0-cell
and one free 1-cell, attached to the 0-cell by 1 on one end and t on the other. Taking
cohomology, we get the following exact sequence, for any β with |β| = 0:
0→ HβG(S(M1)+)→ AG/e 1−t−−→ AG/e → H1+βG (S(M1)+)→ 0,
and Ha+βG (S(M1)+) = 0 for any integer a other than 0 or 1. The kernel of 1− t is
RZ and its cokernel is LZ, so we get the calculation stated in the lemma. 
Recall that, when p = 2, we write M1 = Λ
2.
Lemma 15.4. For each integer 1 ≤ k ≤ p/2, our chosen nonequivariant identifi-
cation of Mk with R2 determines an invertible element ξk ∈ H˜Mk−2G (EG+).
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Proof. Consider the vector bundle q : EG × R2 → EG. Because EG has free G-
action, and the action of G on Mk preserves nonequivariant orientation, q is an
Mk-bundle in the sense of [1]. By [2], it has a Thom class
ξk ∈ H˜MkG (Σ2EG+) ∼= H˜Mk−2G (EG+)
determined by the nonequivariant identification of Mk and R2, and multiplication
by ξk gives the Thom isomorphism,
− ∪ ξk : H˜αG(EG+)
∼=−→ H˜α+MkG (Σ2EG+) ∼= H˜α+Mk−2G (EG+).
Because multiplication by ξk is an isomorphism, ξk is invertible in this ring. 
Remark 15.5. We have been careful to emphasize that ξk is determined by our
chosen identification of Mk with R2. When p is odd, we also want to define elements
ξk for (p+1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p−1 corresponding to the complex representations Ck or the
oriented representations Mk. Because the identification chosen in Definition 14.2
respects the nonequivariant identification, we get
ξk = ξp−k for (p+ 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
Recall the notation ξα introduced in Definition 4.5. We can now verify the
multiplicative parts of Theorems 4.8 and 4.15.
Theorem 15.6. If p is odd, then
H•G(EG+) ∼= RZ[e1, ξk, ξ−1k | 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2]/〈ρ(e1)〉,
where
e1 ∈ HM1G (EG+)(G/G) and
ξk ∈ HMk−2G (EG+)(G/G).
If p = 2, then
H•G(EG+) ∼= RZ[e, ι, ι−1, ξ, ξ−1]/〈ρ(e), τ ι, ρ(ξ)− ι2〉,
where
e ∈ HΛ(EG+)(G/G),
ι ∈ HΛ−1(EG+)(G/e), and
ξ ∈ H2Λ−2(EG+)(G/G).
Proof. Consider the case p odd first. From Lemma 15.4, we can see that, if |α| = 0
(hence αG is even), then HαG(EG+)
∼= RZ is generated by ξα.
To see the effect of multiplication by e1, we look at the Gysin sequence of the
bundle EG ×M1 → EG. Note that the projection EG × S(M1) → S(M1) is a G-
homotopy equivalence because S(M1) is free. Therefore, the Gysin sequence takes
the following form:
Hα−1+M1G (S(M1)+)→ HαG(EG+)
·e1−−→ Hα+M1G (EG+)→ Hα+M1G (S(M1)+).
From Lemma 15.3 we see that multiplication by e1 is an isomorphism if |α| > 0
and an epimorphism if |α| = 0. Inductively, we see that, if |α| = 0 and n ≥ 1,
then Hα+nM1G (EG+)
∼= 〈Z/p〉 is generated by en1 ξα. Note that ρ(e1) = 0 and that
this relation is necessary and sufficient to say that e1 generates a copy of the RZ-
module 〈Z/p〉. From the additive calculation in Proposition 15.2, we can see that
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RZ[e1, ξk, ξ−1k | 1 ≤ k < p/2] maps onto H•G(EG+), with kernel 〈ρ(e1)〉, hence we
get the multiplicative result of the theorem.
Now consider the case p = 2. We take ξ = ξ1, the invertible element from
Lemma 15.4. We defined ι in Definition 4.1. As noted after that definition, ι is
invertible, meaning that there is an element ι−1 such that ι · ι−1 = ρ(1). Note
that τι = 0 (it lives in a 0 group) and that this relation is sufficient to say that ι
generates a copy of RZ− ∼= HΛ−1G (EG+).
Now ι2 is the similar element we would choose using the induced nonequivariant
identification of Λ2 with R2. On the other hand, so is ρ(ξ) because ξ was obtained
using that same identification. Hence, ρ(ξ) = ι2.
If |α| = 0 and αG = 2m is even, it follows that HαG(EG+) ∼= RZ is generated by
ξ−m, because ξ is invertible.
Finally, we consider the Gysin sequence of the bundle EG× Λ→ EG. Because
S(Λ) ∼= G/e, the sequence takes the form
Hα−1+ΛG (G/e+)→ HαG(EG+) ·e−→ Hα+ΛG (EG+)→ Hα+ΛG (G/e+).
It follows that multiplication by e is an epimorphism if |α| = 0 and an isomorphism
if |α| > 0. Inductively, we see that, if |α| = 0, αG = 2m is even, and n ≥ 1, then
Hα+nΛG (EG+)
∼= 〈Z/2〉 is generated by enξ−m. Again, the single relation ρ(e) = 0
suffices to make e generate a copy of 〈Z/2〉.
From the additive calculation in Proposition 15.2, we see that RZ[e, ι, ι−1, ξ, ξ−1]
maps onto H•G(EG+), with kernel 〈ρ(e), τ ι, ρ(ξ)− ι2〉, hence we get the multiplica-
tive result of the theorem. 
Figure 2 shows H•G(EG+) for p even, while Figure 5 shows the result for p odd.
In the case p odd, what about the other Euler classes ek, for k > 1? Recall the
elements µj,k,d from Definition 14.3. The following result gives the actions of these
elements and also locates the Euler classes ek.
Proposition 15.7. Let p be odd, let 1 ≤ j, k ≤ (p − 1)/2, and suppose d ≡ kj−1
(mod p). Then, in H•G(EG+) we have
µ1,j,je1 = ej and µj,k,dξj = dξk.
From these it follows that
µj,k,d = dξ
−1
j ξk, and
ej = jξ
−1
1 ξje1.
Proof. The equality µ1,j,je1 = ej was shown in Proposition 14.5. To see the second
equality, consider the map
1 ∧ µj,k,d : EG+ ∧ SMj → EG+ ∧ SMk .
This induces the following diagram in cohomology:
H2G(EG+ ∧ SMk)(G/G)
µ∗j,k,d
//
ρ

H2G(EG+ ∧ SMj )(G/G)
ρ

H2G(EG+ ∧ SMk)(G/e) µ∗j,k,d
// H2G(EG+ ∧ SMj )(G/e)
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Because H2G(EG+ ∧ SMk) ∼= H2−MkG (EG+) ∼= RZ, each group in the diagram
above is a copy of Z, and the vertical maps ρ are identities. Because EG+ ' S0
nonequivariantly, and µj,k,d has nonequivariant degree d as a map from S
2 to itself,
the bottom horizontal map is multiplication by d, hence the top horizontal map is
as well. But the top left group is generated by ξ−1k and the top right by ξ
−1
j , hence
we get
µj,k,dξ
−1
k = dξ
−1
j ,
so
µj,k,dξj = dξk and µj,k,d = dξ
−1
j ξk
as claimed. The last equation of the proposition is
ej = µ1,j,je1 = jξ
−1
1 ξje1. 
The last equality of the proposition can also be written as
ξ−1j ej = jξ
−1
1 e1,
which compares two elements of H2G(EG+)
∼= 〈Z/p〉.
16. The cohomology of E˜G
We now calculate H•G(E˜G). Recall that H
•
G(S
0) acts on H•G(E˜G), so we can
consider the action of the Euler classes on H•G(E˜G).
Proposition 16.1. For p = 2, multiplication by e induces an isomorphism on
H•G(E˜G). For p odd, the same is true for multiplication by each ek.
Proof. For any based G-space, the inclusion E˜G∧XG → E˜G∧X is a weak equiva-
lence. Apply this to X = SV with V G = 0: The inclusion 1∧ eV : E˜G→ E˜G∧ SV
is an equivalence, hence the induced map in cohomology is an isomorphism. But,
this map is multiplication by the Euler class eV , so multiplication by this Euler
class is an isomorphism on cohomology. For p = 2, this applies to e. For p odd,
this applies to each ek. 
This suggests introducing the following ring.
Definition 16.2.
(1) If p = 2, let E• = AG/G[e, e−1] be the RO(G)-graded ring generated by an
invertible element e ∈ EΛ. If α ∈ RO(G) with αG = 0, so α = nΛ, then
Eα is generated by en = eα.
(2) If p is odd, let E• = AG/G[ek, e
−1
k | 1 ≤ k ≤ (p − 1)/2] be the RO(G)-
graded ring generated by invertible elements ek ∈ EMk . If α ∈ RO(G)
satisfies αG = 0, then Eα is generated by eα.
By Proposition 16.1, E• acts on H•G(E˜G), where e or ek acts as the Euler class
of that name. It follows, then, that it suffices to calculate the integer-graded part of
the cohomology, but this is easy to do from our previous calculations. The following
holds for any prime p.
Proposition 16.3. If n ∈ Z, then
HnG(E˜G)
∼=

〈Z〉 if n = 0
〈Z/p〉 if n ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
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Moreover, we have a short exact sequence
0→ H0G(E˜G)→ AG/G −→ RZ→ 0
and the connecting homomorphism δ induces isomorphisms
δ : H2kG (EG+)
∼=−→ H2k+1G (E˜G)
for k ≥ 1.
Proof. Consider the long exact cohomology sequence in integer grading induced
by the cofibration sequence EG+ → S0 → E˜G. By the dimension axiom, the
only nonzero cohomology of S0 in integer grading is H0G(S
0) ∼= AG/G. The map
H0G(S
0) → H0G(EG+) ∼= RZ is the unit map , which is an epimorphism. This
implies the short exact sequence
0→ H0G(E˜G)→ H0G(S0)→ H0G(EG+)→ 0
and the computation that
H0G(E˜G)
∼= ker  ∼= 〈Z〉,
generated by the element κ ∈ A(G). The dimension axiom also then implies the
isomorphism 〈Z/p〉 ∼= H2kG (EG+) ∼= H2k+1G (E˜G) for k ≥ 1. Together with our
previous computations of H•G(EG+), we get that H
n
G(E˜G) = 0 except for the cases
listed in the proposition. 
Putting everything together, we get the following restatement of Theorems 4.10
and 4.17, although here we give the structure as a module over E• rather than
H•G(S
0)[e−1k ].
Theorem 16.4.
HαG(E˜G)
∼=

〈Z〉 if αG = 0
〈Z/p〉 if αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
For p = 2, as a module over E•, H•G(E˜G) is generated by elements
κ ∈ H0G(E˜G)(G/G) and
δξ−k ∈ H1−2k(Λ−1)G (E˜G)(G/G)
for k ≥ 1, such that ρ(κ) = 0, ρ(δξ−k) = 0, and 2δξ−k = 0. For p odd, as a module
over E•, H•G(E˜G) is generated by elements
κ ∈ H0G(E˜G)(G/G) and
δξ−k1 ∈ H1−k(M1−2)G (E˜G)(G/G)
for k ≥ 1, such that ρ(κ) = 0, ρ(δξ−k1 ) = 0, and pδξ−k1 = 0.
Proof. The additive structure follows from Propositions 16.1 and 16.3.
For the module structure, consider the case p = 2 first. By Proposition 16.3,
H0G(E˜G)
∼= 〈Z〉 is generated by κ, with the relation ρ(κ) = 0. It follows that, for
every integer n, HnΛG (E˜G)
∼= 〈Z〉, generated by enκ.
By that same proposition, for an integer k ≥ 1,
δ : H2kG (EG+)
∼= H2k+1G (E˜G) ∼= 〈Z/2〉.
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The generator of H2kG (EG+) is e
2kξ−k, so the generator of H2k+1G (E˜G) is δ(e
2kξ−k).
Now, δ is a map of H•G(S
0)-modules, so δ(e2kξ−k) = e2kδξ−k. It follows that, for
every integer n, H2k+1+nΛG (E˜G) is generated by e
2k+nδξ−k. This gives the claimed
generators of the module structure.
For p odd the argument is similar. We use that ek1ξ
−k
1 generates H
2k
G (EG+)
for k ≥ 1 to see that ek1δξ−k1 generates H2k+1G (E˜G), hence, for αG = |α| = 0,
H2k+1+nM1+αG (E˜G) is generated by e
αek+n1 δξ
−k
1 . 
Figure 3 shows H•G(E˜G) for p even and Figure 6 shows the result for p odd.
17. The cohomology of a point for p = 2
We can now put the calculations of the cohomologies of EG and E˜G together to
get the cohomology of a point. The cases p = 2 and p odd are sufficiently different
that we shall consider them separately, considering the case p = 2 in this section.
We first need to know the map δ : H•G(EG+) → H•+1G (E˜G). To help visualize
it, the map takes Figure 2 to Figure 3 with a shift of one to the right and up. The
following result gives the calculation.
Proposition 17.1. The map δ : H•G(EG+)→ H•+1G (E˜G) is given by
δ(ιk) = 0 for all k and
δ(emξn) =
{
emδξn if n ≤ −1
0 otherwise.
Proof. That δ(ιk) = 0 follows because H•G(E˜G)(G/e) = 0 (E˜G is nonequivariantly
contractible).
For δ(emξn), if n ≥ 0 then the target of δ is 0. On the other hand, that
δ(emξn) = emδξn for n ≤ −1 was shown in the proof of Theorem 16.4. 
This determines most of the structure of H•G(S
0), the rest being edge cases. The
following verifies the additive part of Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 17.2. Let p = 2. Then
HαG(S
0) ∼=

AG/G if α = 0
RZ if |α| = 0 and αG < 0 is even
RZ− if |α| = 0 and αG ≤ 1 is odd
LZ if |α| = 0 and αG > 0 is even
LZ− if |α| = 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
〈Z〉 if |α| 6= 0 and αG = 0
〈Z/2〉 if |α| > 0 and αG < 0 is even
〈Z/2〉 if |α| < 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
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When αG < 0, the map HαG(S
0) → HαG(EG+) is an isomorphism. When |α| < 0,
HαG(E˜G)→ HαG(S0) is an isomorphism. We have a short exact sequence
0 // H0G(E˜G)
// H0G(S
0) // H0G(EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉 // AG/G // RZ.
If αG = 0 and |α| > 0, we have a short exact sequence
0 // HαG(E˜G)
// HαG(S
0) // HαG(EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉
2
// 〈Z〉
1
// 〈Z/2〉.
If |α| = 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd, we have a short exact sequence
0 // HαG(E˜G)
// HαG(S
0) // HαG(EG+)
// 0
〈Z/2〉 // LZ− // RZ−.
Proof. We have that HαG(E˜G) = 0 for α
G < 0, and δ is zero on HαG(EG+) for
αG < 0, which implies that
HαG(S
0)
∼=−→ HαG(EG+) if αG < 0.
Similarly, HαG(EG+) = 0 for |α| < 0, which implies that
HαG(E˜G)
∼=−→ HαG(S0) if |α| < 0.
On the other hand, δ : HαG(EG+) → Hα+1G (E˜G) is an epimorphism when |α| = 0
and αG > 0, and an isomorphism when |α| > 0 and αG > 0. That implies that
HαG(S
0) = 0 if |α| > 0 and αG > 0.
Referring to Figure 1, the names we are using for the generators of the groups out-
side of the first quadrant are the names of the corresponding elements of H•G(EG+)
or H•G(E˜G). To complete the calculation, what remains is to consider the axes bor-
dering the first quadrant.
From the dimension axiom, we know that H0G(S
0) ∼= AG/G, and, in Proposi-
tion 16.3, we pointed out that we have a short exact sequence
0 // H0G(E˜G)
// H0G(S
0) // H0G(EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉
κ
// AG/G 
// RZ
Examination of δ shows that we also have the following short exact sequence for
m ≥ 1:
0 // HmΛG (E˜G)
// HmΛG (S
0) // HmΛG (EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉 〈Z/2〉
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Multiplication by em for m ≥ 1 then induces a map of short exact sequences:
0 // 〈Z〉
∼=

κ // AG/G
em

 // RZ
pi

// 0
0 // 〈Z〉 // HmΛG (S0) // 〈Z/2〉 // 0
Here pi is the evident projection at level G/G. Proposition 2.4 then implies that,
for m ≥ 1, HmΛG (S0) ∼= 〈Z〉 and em is a generator.
For the remaining axis, we note first that
H1−ΛG (S
0)
∼=−→ H1−ΛG (EG+) ∼= RZ−.
If k ≥ 1, we have a short exact sequence
0 // H
2k(1−Λ)
G (S
0) // H
2k(1−Λ)
G (EG+)
δ // H
1+2k(1−Λ)
G (E˜G)
// 0
RZ
pi
// 〈Z/2〉
Therefore, H
2k(1−Λ)
G (S
0) ∼= kerpi ∼= LZ for k ≥ 1. On the other hand, at the odd
multiples of 1−Λ, we get the following short exact sequence (where, again, k ≥ 1):
0 // H
(2k+1)(1−Λ)
G (E˜G)
// H
(2k+1)(1−Λ)
G (S
0) // H
(2k+1)(1−Λ)
G (EG+)
// 0
〈Z/2〉 RZ−
There are two possible extensions, LZ− and 〈Z/2〉⊕RZ−. Here is a way to resolve
the extension problem: Consider the cofibration sequence S2kΛ → S(2k+1)Λ →
Σ2k+1G/e+. (This is the top-dimensional cell in a based G-CW structure on
S(2k+1)Λ.) We have
H2k+1G (S
2kΛ) ∼= H(2k+1)(1−Λ)+ΛG (S0) = 0
from our previous calculations. This gives us the following exact sequence:
H2k+1G (Σ
2k+1G/e+) // H
2k+1
G (S
(2k+1)Λ) // H2k+1G (S
2kΛ)
AG/e 0
Therefore, H2k+1G (S
(2k+1)Λ) ∼= H(2k+1)(1−Λ)G (S0) is a quotient of AG/e. Any quo-
tient of AG/e must have its transfer function τ being an epimorphism, which is true
for LZ− but not for 〈Z/2〉 ⊕RZ−. Therefore, H(2k+1)(1−Λ)G (S0) ∼= LZ−. (Alterna-
tively, the map S(2k+1)Λ → Σ2k+1G/e+ ∼= G/e+ ∧ S(2k+1)Λ represents the transfer
map, so, when evaluated in cohomology at level G/G, gives τ . The exact sequence
above, evaluated at level G/G, then shows that τ is an epimorphism. It would be
nice to have a completely algebraic resolution of this extension problem, along the
lines of the argument given for HmΛG (S
0).)
The elements ιk, k ≤ −1, generate the groups at level G/e when |α| = 0 and
αG > 0, hence generate the corresponding Mackey functors, which all have the form
RZ−, LZ, or LZ−. 
We now verify the multiplicative part of Theorem 4.7.
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Theorem 17.3. For p = 2, H•G(S
0) is a strictly commutative RO(G)-graded ring,
generated multipicatively by elements
ι ∈ HΛ−1G (S0)(G/e)
ι−1 ∈ H1−ΛG (S0)(G/e)
ξ ∈ H2(Λ−1)G (S0)(G/G)
e ∈ HΛG(S0)(G/G)
e−mκ ∈ H−mΛG (S0)(G/G) m ≥ 1
e−mδξ−n ∈ H1−mΛ−2n(Λ−1)G (S0)(G/G) m,n ≥ 1.
These generators satisfy the following structural relations:
τ(ι−1) = 0
τ(ι−2n−1) = e−1δξ−n for n ≥ 1
κξ = 0
ρ(ξ) = ι2
ρ(e) = 0
ρ(e−mκ) = 0 for m ≥ 1
ρ(e−mδξ−n) = 0 for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
2e−mδξ−n = 0 for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
and the following multiplative relations:
ι · ι−1 = ρ(1)
e · e−mκ = e−m+1κ for m ≥ 1
ξ · e−mκ = 0 for m ≥ 1
e−mκ · e−nκ = 2e−m−nκ for m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0
e · e−mδξ−n = e−m+1δξ−n for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
ξ · e−mδξ−n = e−mδξ−n+1 for m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2
ξ · e−mδξ−1 = 0 for m ≥ 2
e−mκ · e−nδξ−k = 0 if m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, and k ≥ 1
e−mδξ−k · e−nδξ−` = 0 if m,n, k, ` ≥ 1
The following relations are implied by the preceding ones:
κe = 2e
2emξn = 0 if m > 0 and n > 0
tιk = (−1)kιk for all k
ξ · τ(ιk) = τ(ιk+2) for all k
e · τ(ιk) = 0 for all k
e−mκ · τ(ιk) = 0 for all m ≥ 1 and k
e−mδξ−n · τ(ιk) = 0 for all m,n ≥ 1 and k
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τ(ιk) · τ(ι`) = 0 if k or ` is odd
τ(ι2k) · τ(ι2`) = 2τ(ι2(k+`)) for all k and `
τ(ι2k+1) = 0 if k ≥ 0
e · e−1δξ−n = 0 if n ≥ 1
Proof. The structural relations listed in the theorem follow from the additive cal-
culation and the discussion of generators and relations for Mackey functors in §2.
Note that the structural relation τ(ι−2n−1) = e−1δξ−n follows from the proof of
the structure of H
(2n+1)(1−Λ)
G (S
0).
At level G/e, we have
HαG(S
0)(G/e) ∼= HαG(EG+)(G/e) ∼= H˜ |α|(S0;Z)
for all α, so ι is invertible at level G/e as already noted for EG+.
The relation e · e−mκ = e−m+1κ, m ≥ 1, follows from the same identity in the
cohomology of E˜G. The identity ξ · e−mκ = 0 for m ≥ 1 follows because the group
in which the product would live is 0.
The relation e · e−mδξ−n = e−m+1δξ−n (m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1) follows from the
same identity in the cohomology of E˜G.
For n ≥ 2, we have ξ · e−mδξ−n = e−mδ(ξ · ξ−n) = e−mδξ−n+1. On the other
hand, ξ · e−mδξ−1 = 0 for m ≥ 2 because the product lives in a 0 group.
To determine the product e−mκ · e−nκ, multiply by em+n:
em+n(e−mκ · e−nκ) = κ2 = 2κ,
hence e−mκ · e−nκ = 2e−m−nκ. Similarly,
em(e−mκ · e−nδξ−k) = κe−nδξ−k = 0
because both 2e−nδξ−k = 0 and ge−nδξ−k = 0; hence e−mκ · e−nδξ−k = 0.
Finally for the basic relations, e−mδξ−k · e−nδξ−` = 0 when either m ≥ 2 or
n ≥ 2 because the product lives in a 0 group. When m = n = 1, this is
e−1δξ−k · e−1δξ−` = τ(ι−2k−1) · τ(ι−2`−1),
hence follows from the more general calculation to be done below.
Turning to the remaining relations listed in the theorem, ge = τρ(e) = 0, so
κe = (2− g)e = 2e. We then have
2eξ = κeξ = e(κξ) = 0,
which implies that 2emξn = 0 for all m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 1.
We have
(1 + t)ι−1 = ρτ(ι−1) = 0,
so tι−1 = −ι−1. For any k, we then have
tιk = (tι−1)−k = (−ι−1)−k = (−1)kιk.
In particular, ρτ(ιk) = (1 + t)ιk = 2ιk if k is even, but equals 0 if k is odd.
The next batch of relations follow from the Frobenius relation:
ξτ(ιk) = τ(ρ(ξ)ιk) = τ(ι2ιk) = τ(ιk+2)
eτ(ιk) = τ(ρ(e)ιk) = 0
e−mκτ(ιk) = τ(ρ(e−mκ)ιk) = 0
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e−mδξ−nτ(ιk) = τ(ρ(e−mδξ−n)ιk) = 0.
If k is odd, then ρτ(ιk) = 0, so
τ(ιk)τ(ι`) = τ(ρτ(ιk)ι`) = 0,
and similarly if ` is odd. On the other hand, ρτ(ι2k) = 2ι2k, so
τ(ι2k)τ(ι2`) = τ(ρτ(ι2k)ι2`) = 2τ(ι2(k+`)).
We then have
τ(ι2k+1) = ξk+1τ(ι−1) = 0
for k ≥ 0.
We also have
e · e−1δξ−n = eτ(ι−2n−1) = 0.
The relations τ(ι2k+1) = 0 for k ≥ 0 and tι−2k = ι−2k for k ≥ 1 fill in the
remaining structural relations we need to see that all the Mackey functors are
determined correctly.
We can now check that all products of the generators have been computed, so
the relations listed suffice to determine the multiplicative structure of H•G(S
0).
Moreover, the only possibility for anticommutativity to introduce a sign among
products of generating elements is in the following:
• Products at level G/e: The only nonzero elements occur in gradings of the
form a− aΛ, and the sign introduced by commuting an element in grading
a− aΛ with one in grading b− bΛ is (−1)ab+ab = 1.
• Products involving τ(ιk): The Frobenius relation and the preceding obser-
vation show that such products strictly commute.
• Products involving e: The only unit that might be generated in such a
product is 1−g, but (1−g)e = e because ge = 0, so such a product strictly
commutes.
• Products involving e−mκ for m ≥ 1: Again, the only possible sign is 1− g,
but (1− g)e−mκ = e−mκ, so any such product strictly commutes.
• Products involving e−mδξ−n: Here, we have
−e−mδξ−n = e−mδξ−n = (1− g)e−mδξ−n,
so all such products must strictly commute.
Therefore, H•G(S
0) is strictly commutative. 
18. The cohomology of a point for p odd
In this section we assume that p is odd.
In Definitions 4.3, 4.1 and 14.3, we introduced the elements ek, ιk, and µj,k,d.
Definition 18.1. Let α =
∑(p−1)/2
k=2 nk(Mk−M1) ∈ RO0(G). For 1 < k ≤ (p−1)/2,
let ak ∈ Z with ak ≡ k−1 (mod p), and let
a =
( ∏
k>1,nk>0
knk
) · ( ∏
k>1,nk<0
a
|nk|
k
) ∈ Z
Then define
µα,a =
( ∏
k>1,nk>0
µnk1,k,k
) · ( ∏
k>1,nk<0
µ
|nk|
k,1,ak
) ∈ HαG(S0).
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Note that defining the ak, hence also a, involves arbitrary choices. No matter
what choices we make, we have a ∈ ν(α) ∈ (Z/p)×. In Corollary 18.5 we shall
extend the notation so that µα,a is well-defined for every integer a in the congruence
class ν(α), but for the moment it suffices to know that we can define it for at least
one such a.
Recall also Definitions 4.5 and 16.2.
Proposition 18.2. Let α ∈ RO0(G). In H•G(S0), we have
ρ(µα,a) = aια.
As elements acting on H•G(E˜G), we have
µα,a acts as eα.
Under the map H•G(S
0)→ H•G(EG+), we have
µα,a 7→ aξα.
Proof. We can write
α =
(p−1)/2∑
k=2
nk(Mk −M1),
so that
ια =
(p−1)/2∏
k=2
(ι−11 ιk)
nk ,
and similarly for eα and ξα. The statements of the proposition follow from, and
are elaborations of, Propositions 14.4, 14.5 and 15.7. 
Proposition 18.3. Let α ∈ RO0(G) and a ∈ ν(α)−1. The map δ : H•G(EG+) →
H•+1G (E˜G) is given by
δ(em1 ξ
αξn1 ) =
{
aeαem1 δξ
n
1 if n < 0
0 otherwise.
Here, in the first case, the equality takes place in a group isomorphic to Z/p, so the
result does not depend on the choice of a ∈ ν(α)−1.
Proof. That δ(em1 ξ
αξn1 ) = 0 if n ≥ 0 follows from the fact that the group it lives in
is 0.
While calculating H•G(E˜G), we saw that δ(e
n
1 ξ
−n
1 ) = e
n
1 δξ
−n
1 for n ≥ 1; these
are the cases in integer grading. Assume that b is chosen so that µα,b is defined, so
b ∈ ν(α). Because δ respects the action of µα,b, we have
bδ(en1 ξ
αξ−n1 ) = δ(e
n
1µ
α,bξ−n1 ) = µ
α,ben1 δξ
−n
1 = e
αen1 δξ
−n.
Because this equality takes place in a group isomorphic to Z/p, we can write
δ(en1 ξ
αξ−n1 ) = b
−1eαen1 δξ
−n = aeαen1 δξ
−n.
Because δ also respects multiplication by e1, which acts on H
•
G(E˜G) by isomor-
phisms, we get the statement of the proposition. 
The following result verifies the additive part of Theorem 4.12.
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Theorem 18.4. Let p be odd. Then
HαG(S
0) ∼=

A[ν(α)] if |α| = αG = 0
RZ if |α| = 0 and αG < 0 is even
LZ if |α| = 0 and αG > 0 is even
〈Z〉 if |α| 6= 0 and αG = 0
〈Z/p〉 if |α| > 0 and αG < 0 is even
〈Z/p〉 if |α| < 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
When αG < 0, the map HαG(S
0) → HαG(EG+) is an isomorphism. When |α| < 0,
HαG(E˜G) → HαG(S0) is an isomorphism. When αG = 0 and |α| = 0, we have a
short exact sequence
0 // HαG(E˜G)
// HαG(S
0) // HαG(EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉 // A[ν(α)] // RZ
while, if αG = 0 and |α| > 0, we have a short exact sequence
0 // HαG(E˜G)
// HαG(S
0) // HαG(EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉
p
// 〈Z〉
ν(β)
// 〈Z/p〉
where β = α− (|α|/2)M1.
Proof. Consider first the case |α| = αG = 0, so α ∈ RO0(G). We know that
Hα−1G (EG+) = 0 and H
α+1
G (E˜G) = 0, which gives us the following short exact
sequence:
0 // HαG(E˜G)
// HαG(S
0) // HαG(EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉 RZ
We know from Proposition 16.3 that, when α = 0, the sequence is
0 // H0G(E˜G)
// H0G(S
0) // H0G(EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉 // AG/G // RZ
Consider the effect of multiplication by µα,a ∈ HαG(S0). By Proposition 18.2,
mutliplication by µα,a on H•G(E˜G) is the same as multiplication by e
α, so takes the
generator κ ∈ H0G(E˜G) to the generator eακ ∈ HαG(E˜G). By the same proposition,
multiplication by µα,a on H•G(EG+) is the same as multiplication by aξ
α, hence
takes the generator 1 ∈ H0G(EG+) to a times the generator ξα ∈ HαG(EG+).
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Therefore, multiplication by µα,a gives the following map of short exact sequences:
0 // 〈Z〉
1

// AG/G
µα,a

// RZ
a

// 0
0 // 〈Z〉 // HαG(S0) // RZ // 0
It follows from Proposition 2.3 that HαG(S
0) ∼= A[a] = A[ν(α)], generated by µα,a
and ια. Note again that µα,a maps to aξα in HαG(EG+); we also have that τ(ι
α)
maps to pξα.
Similarly, if αG = 0 and |α| > 0, we have a short exact sequence
0 // HαG(E˜G)
// HαG(S
0) // HαG(EG+)
// 0
〈Z〉 〈Z/p〉
Because αG = 0, we know that |α| is even; let n = |α|/2. Let β = α − nM1,
then β ∈ RO0(G). Consider the effect of multiplication by en1 on the Mackey
functors in grading β. It takes the generator eβκ ∈ HβG(E˜G) to the generator
eβen1κ ∈ HαG(E˜G); it takes the generator ξβ ∈ HβG(EG+) to the generator en1 ξβ ∈
HαG(EG+). Therefore, we have the following map of short exact sequences:
0 // 〈Z〉
1

// A[ν(β)]
en1

// RZ
pi

// 0
0 // 〈Z〉 // HαG(S0) // 〈Z/p〉 // 0
Proposition 2.4 then tells us that HαG(S
0) ∼= 〈Z〉 and the diagram takes the form
0 // 〈Z〉
1

// A[ν(β)]

// RZ
pi

// 0
0 // 〈Z〉
p
// 〈Z〉
ν(β)
// 〈Z/p〉 // 0
where en1µ
β,b generates the bottom middle group, en1 τ(ι
β) = 0, and en1µ
β,b maps to
ben1 ξ
β ∈ HαG(EG+).
If αG < 0 is even, both HαG(E˜G) = 0 and H
α+1
G (E˜G) = 0, so the long exact
sequence gives the isomorphism HαG(S
0) ∼= HαG(EG+). If αG < 0 is odd, then
HαG(E˜G) = 0 and H
α
G(EG+) = 0, so we get the same isomorphism (with both
being 0). From the known structure of H•G(EG+), this gives us the Mackey functors
claimed in the theorem with αG < 0. To identify the generators, first let ξ1 ∈
HM1−2G (S
0) ∼= HM1−2G (EG+) be the element corresponding to the element of the
same name under this isomorphism. For a general α with αG < 0, let α = a+bM1+β
where β ∈ RO0(G). Let d ∈ ν(β) such that µβ,d is defined and let d−1 be an integer
such that dd−1 ≡ 1 (mod p). Then let
λβ,d
−1
= d−1µβ,d +
1− dd−1
p
τ(ιβ) ∈ HβG(S0).
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From our calculations in the first case above, λβ,d
−1
maps to ξβ in HβG(EG+).
From this it follows, for m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1, that em1 λβ,d
−1
ξn1 ∈ H•G(S0) maps to
the generator em1 ξ
βξn1 ∈ H•G(EG+), hence generates the Mackey functor in which
it lives.
If |α| < 0, then HαG(EG+) = 0, which implies that HαG(E˜G) → HαG(S0) is
an isomorphism for all such α. This gives us the Mackey functors claimed in the
theorem with |α| < 0. Because µα,a and eα have identical action on H•G(E˜G), we
may use the same names for the generators of these groups as in Theorem 16.4,
replacing eα with µα,a.
If αG > 0, the preceding proposition and the known structures of H•G(EG+) and
H•G(E˜G) show that δ : H
α
G(EG+) → Hα+1G (E˜G) is an isomorphism if |α| > 0 and
an epimorphism if |α| = 0. This implies that HαG(S0) = 0 if |α| > 0 and αG > 0.
With |α| = 0 and αG > 0, combining the fact that δ is onto with the fact that
HαG(E˜G) = 0, we get the following short exact sequence:
0→ HαG(S0)→ RZ pi−→ 〈Z/p〉 → 0,
which implies that HαG(S
0) ∼= LZ, the kernel of the projection pi. Because LZ
is generated as a Mackey functor by a generator of its group at level G/e, and
an appropriate ιβι−n1 generates at that level, we have shown the claims of the
theorem. 
The following allows us to extend the notation µα,a to any a ∈ ν(α), and also
shows that these elements are well defined.
Corollary 18.5. Let α ∈ RO0(G). For every integer a ∈ ν(α), there is a unique
element µα,a ∈ HαG(S0) such that µα,a and ια generate HαG(S0) and ρ(µα,a) = aια.
Proof. When discussing the generators and relations of A[a] in Section 2, we pointed
out that, if given generators µ and ι with ρ(µ) = aι, then the other possible
generators are given by the elements ±µ + qτ(ι), with ρ(±µ + qτ(ι)) = ±a + qp.
The corollary follows. 
We can check that Proposition 18.2 holds as written for all of the elements µα,a.
As pointed out when discussing generators for A[a], the element
κα = κµα,a = pµα,a − aτ(ια)
is independent of the choice of a in its congruence class modulo p. Extend the
definition of λα,a, a ∈ ν(α)−1, by setting
λα,a = aµα,a
−1
+
1− aa−1
p
τ(ια),
for any integer a−1 ∈ ν(α). Then λα,a depends only on a, that is, it is independent
of the choice of a−1 in its congruence class, and is characterized by the fact that
{λα,a, κα} is another set of generators of HαG(S0), ρ(λα,a) = ια, and κλα,a = aκα.
We now verify the multiplicative part of Theorem 4.12.
Theorem 18.6. For p odd, H•G(S
0) is a strictly commutative unital RO(G)-graded
ring, generated multiplicatively by elements
ιk ∈ HMk−2G (S0)(G/e) 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2
ι−1k ∈ H2−MkG (S0)(G/e) 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2
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ξ1 ∈ HM1−2G (S0)(G/G)
e1 ∈ HM1G (S0)(G/G)
µα,a ∈ HαG(S0)(G/G) α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α)
e−m1 κ ∈ H−mM1G (S0)(G/G) m ≥ 1
e−m1 δξ
−n
1 ∈ H1−mM1−n(M1−2)G (S0)(G/G) m,n ≥ 1
These generators satisfy the following structural relations:
tι−1k = ι
−1
k for all k
κξ1 = 0
ρ(ξ1) = ι1
ρ(e1) = 0
ρ(µα,a) = aια for all α ∈ RO0(G) and a ∈ ν(α)
ρ(e−m1 κ) = 0 for m ≥ 1
ρ(e−m1 δξ
−n
1 ) = 0 for m,n ≥ 1
pe−m1 δξ
−n
1 = 0 for m,n ≥ 1,
the redundancy relations
µ0,1 = 1
µα,a+p = µα,a + τ(ια) for all α ∈ RO0(G) and a ∈ ν(α)
and the following multiplicative relations:
ιk · ι−1k = ρ(1) for all k
µα,a · µβ,b = µα+β,ab for α, β ∈ RO0(G)
e1 · e−m1 κ = e−m+11 κ for m ≥ 1
ξ1 · e−m1 κ = 0 for m ≥ 1
e1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = e−m+11 δξ−n1 for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
e1 · e−11 δξ−n1 = 0 for n ≥ 1
ξ1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = e−m1 δξ−n+11 for m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2
ξ1 · e−m1 δξ−11 = 0 for m ≥ 1
e−m1 κ · e−n1 κ = pe−m−n1 κ for m,n ≥ 1
e−`1 κ · e−m1 δξ−n1 = 0 for `,m ≥ 1
e−k1 δξ
−`
1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = 0 for k, `,m, n ≥ 1
For α ∈ RO0(G) and a ∈ ν(α)−1, let a−1 ∈ ν(α) so that aa−1 ≡ 1 (mod p) and let
λα,a = aµα,a
−1
+
1− aa−1
p
τ(ια);
this is independent of the choice of a−1. The following relations are implied by the
preceding ones:
ξ1τ(ι
α) = τ(ι1ι
α) for αG = 0
µα,aτ(ιβ) = aτ(ια+β) for α ∈ RO0(G) and βG = 0
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τ(ια)τ(ιβ) = pτ(ια+β) for αG = 0 = βG
e1τ(ι
α) = 0 for αG = 0
κe1 = pe1
pe1ξ1 = 0
µα,a = aλα,a
−1
+
1− aa−1
p
κµα,a
for α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α), a−1 ∈ ν(α)−1
λα,a+p = λα,a + κµα,a
−1
for α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α)−1, a−1 ∈ ν(α)
λα,a+pξ1 = λ
α,aξ1 for α ∈ RO0(G)
e1λ
α,a = ae1µ
α,a−1 for α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α)−1, a−1 ∈ ν(α)
µα,aξ1 = aλ
α,a−1ξ1 for α ∈ RO0(G), a ∈ ν(α), a−1 ∈ ν(α)−1
ρ(λα,a) = ια for α ∈ RO0(G)
λα,aλβ,b = λα+β,ab for α, β ∈ RO0(G)
Proof. The additive calculation in Theorem 18.4 shows that the elements listed
generate H•G(S
0) multiplicatively. We need to verify that the relations listed hold,
and that the listed structural, redundancy, and multiplicative relations suffice to
determine all relations.
The structural relations in the theorem follow from the additive calculation and
the discussion of generators and relations for Mackey functors in §2. The redun-
dancy relations come from the proof of Corollary 18.5.
We have already noted that ιk is invertible, in the sense that we have an element
ι−1k such that ιk · ι−1k = ρ(1), so that relation has already been verified.
The relation e1 · τ(ιβ) = 0 mentioned in the last group of relations is a conse-
quence of the Frobenius relations:
e1 · τ(ιβ) = τ(ρ(e1)ιβ) = 0.
We mention it now because we will use it several times in what follows.
To calculate µα,a · µβ,b we do the following. Because ρ is multiplicative,
ρ(µα,aµβ,b) = abια+β .
As in the proof of Theorem 18.4, we note that the effect of multiplication by µα,aµβ,b
on H•G(E˜G) is the same as multiplication by e
αeβ = eα+β , so takes the generator
κ ∈ H0G(E˜G) to the generator eα+βκ ∈ Hα+βG (E˜G). On the other hand, multi-
plication by µα,aµβ,b on H•G(EG+) is the same as multiplication by (aξ
α)(bξβ) =
abξα+β , so takes 1 ∈ H0G(EG+) to ab times the generator ξα+β ∈ Hα+βG (EG+).
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Thus, we have the following map of short exact sequences:
H0G(S
0)
0 // 〈Z〉
1

// AG/G
µα,aµβ,b

// RZ
ab

// 0
0 // 〈Z〉 // A[ab] // RZ // 0
Hα+βG (S
0)
This implies that µα,aµβ,b and ια+β generate Hα+βG (S
0) with ρ(µα,aµβ,b) = abια+β .
But, this characterizes the element µα+β,ab, so we must have µα,aµβ,b = µα+β,ab as
claimed.
The relation e1 · e−m1 κ = e−m+11 κ (m ≥ 1) follows from the same identity in the
cohomology of E˜G. The identity ξ1 · e−m1 κ = 0 (m ≥ 1) follows because the group
in which the product would live is 0.
The relation e1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = e−m+11 δξ−n1 (m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1) follows from the
same identity in the cohomology of E˜G.
For n ≥ 2, we have ξ1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = e−m1 δ(ξ1 · ξ−n1 ) = e−m1 δξ−n+11 . On the other
hand, ξ1 · e−m1 δξ−11 = 0 for m ≥ 2 because the product lives in a 0 group.
To determine the product e−m1 κ · e−n1 κ, multiply by em+n1 :
em+n1 (e
−m
1 κ · e−n1 κ) = κ2 = pκ,
hence e−m1 κ · e−n1 κ = pe−m−n1 κ. Similarly,
e`1(e
−`
1 κ · e−m1 δξ−n1 ) = κe−m1 δξ−n1 = 0
because both pe−m1 δξ
−n
1 = 0 and ge
−m
1 δξ
−n
1 = 0; hence e
−`
1 κ · e−m1 δξ−n1 = 0.
Finally for the basic relations, e−k1 δξ
−`
1 ·e−m1 δξ−n1 = 0 because the product would
live in a 0 group.
We now verify that the other relations listed in the theorem are implied by those
already shown.
The first several follow from the Frobenius relations (the fourth of these we noted
above):
ξ1τ(ι
β) = τ(ρ(ξ1)ι
β) = τ(ι1ι
β)
µα,aτ(ιβ) = τ(ρ(µα,a)ιβ) = τ(aιαιβ) = aτ(ια+β)
τ(ια)τ(ιβ) = τ(ρτ(ια)ιβ) = τ(pιαιβ) = pτ(ια+β)
e1τ(ι
β) = τ(ρ(e1)ι
β) = 0.
The calculation κe1 = pe1 follows from the fact that ge1 = τρ(e1) = 0. We then
have
pe1ξ1 = κe1ξ1 = e1(κξ1) = 0.
The formula µα,a = aλα,a
−1
+ ((1− aa−1)/p)κµα,a is part of the change of basis
from {µα,a, τ(ια)} to {λα,a−1 , κµα,a}; see the discussion of generators and relations
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in §2. Explicitly:
aλα,a
−1
+
1− aa−1
p
κµα,a
= a
(
a−1µα,a +
1− aa−1
p
τ(ια)
)
+
1− aa−1
p
(pµα,a − aτ(ια))
= µα,a.
For the relation λα,a+p = λα,a + κµα,a
−1
, we have
λα,a+p = (a+ p)µα,a
−1
+
1− (a+ p)a−1
p
τ(ια)
=
(
aµα,a
−1
+
1− aa−1
p
τ(ια)
)
+ (pµα,a
−1 − a−1τ(ια))
= λα,a + κµα,a
−1
.
The relation λα,a+pξ1 = λ
α,aξ1 follows from this relation and the structural relation
κξ1 = 0.
The relation e1λ
α,a = ae1µ
α,a−1 follows from the definition of λα,a and the
vanishing of e1τ(ι
α). That µα,aξ1 = aλ
α,a−1ξ1 follows similarly from the formula
for µα,a in terms of λα,a
−1
and κµα,a, and the vanishing of κξ1.
Because ρ(µα,a) = aια and ρτ(ια) = pια, we get
ρ(λα,a) = ρ
(
aµα,a
−1
+
1− aa−1
p
τ(ια)
)
= aa−1ια + (1− aa−1)ια
= ια.
The formula for the product λα,aλβ,b follows directly from the definition of λα,a
and previous product formulas we’ve verified.
We can now check that all products of the generators have been computed, so
the relations listed suffice to determine the multiplicative structure of H•G(S
0).
Moreover, the only possibility for anticommutativity to introduce a sign among
products of generating elements is in the product e−k1 δξ
−`
1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 , but this
product is 0, hence H•G(S
0) is strictly commutative. 
What about the other Euler classes?
Proposition 18.7. We have
ek = µ
Mk−M1,ae1, 2 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2,
for any a ∈ ν(Mk −M1) = [k]. We also have
ek = −µMp−k−M1,ae1, (p+ 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1,
for a ∈ [p− k] = −[k].
Proof. For 2 ≤ k ≤ (p − 1)/2, this is a restatement of Proposition 14.5, combined
with the fact that e1τ(ι
α) = 0 to show that the choice of a in its equivalence class
is not important.
If (p+ 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p− 2 and a ≡ p− k (mod p), then
ek = −ep−k = −µMp−k−M1,ae1. 
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Recall that we defined ξ1 ∈ HM1−2G (S0) as the element corresponding to ξ1 ∈
HM1−2G (EG+), because these groups are isomorphic in this grading. Similarly, we
can define
ξk ∈ HMk−2G (S0) for 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1
to correspond to the element of the same name in HMk−2G (EG+).
Proposition 18.8. For 2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1,
ξk = λ
Mk−M1,aξ1
for any a ∈ ν(Mk −M1)−1.
Proof. First consider the case 1 ≤ k ≤ (p − 1)/2. In the proof of Theorem 18.4
we pointed out that λα,a maps to ξα in HαG(EG+). Thus, λ
Mk−M1,aξ1 maps to
ξMk−M1ξ1 = ξk. This gives λMk−M1,aξ1 = ξk by the definition of ξk.
For (p+ 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, we have
ξk = ξp−k = λMp−k−M1,aξ1 = λMk−M1,aξ1. 
Remark 18.9 (Stable homotopy and the Picard group). In [8, 2.1], Lewis showed
that the Hurewicz map piG,s∗ (S0)→ HG∗ (S0) is an isomorphism in RO0(G) grading,
where piG,s∗ is stable homotopy. Thus, as pointed out in [8] and [7], our compu-
tation of the ordinary (co)homology of a point in this grading coincides with the
computation of the stable homotopy groups in the same grading given by tom Dieck
and Petrie in [13]. tom Dieck and Petrie showed that, for any compact Lie group,
these homotopy groups are projective piG,s0 (S
0) = A(G)-modules of rank 1, hence
can be considered as elements of the Picard group Pic(A(G)). Further, the pair-
ings piG,sα (S
0) ⊗A(G) piG,sβ (S0) → piG,sα+β(S0) are isomorphisms, so the assignment
of piG,sα (S
0) to α defines a homomorphism RO0(G) → Pic(A(G)). tom Dieck and
Petrie go on to give a method for computing this Picard group, given in its most
explicit form for finite abelian groups by a formula at the bottom of p. 162 of [14].
Applying this formula to G = Z/p, we see that
Pic(A(Z/p)) ∼= (Z/p)×/{±1}.
We can see from our computations, then, that the elements of Pic(A(Z/p)) are
the A(G)-modules A[a], [a] ∈ (Z/p)×/{±1}, that occur at the G/G level in our
Mackey functors A[a]. Further, the homomorphism RO0(Z/p) → Pic(A(Z/p)) is
an epimorphism and is given explicitly by
α 7→ [ν(α)] ∈ (Z/p)×/{±1}.
19. The cohomology of a point for other coefficient systems
So far, we have been using the coefficient system AG/G for all our cohomology.
There are other systems of interest, particularly RZ, which is often referred to
as “constant Z coefficients,” because both RZ(G/G) and RZ(G/e) are Z and the
restriction map is the identity. So we describe here the cohomology of a point with
RZ coefficients, as well as several others.
First, let C be any abelian group and consider 〈C〉, the system with 〈C〉(G/G) =
C and 〈C〉(G/e) = 0.
Proposition 19.1. There is a natural isomorphism H˜αG(X; 〈C〉) ∼= H˜α
G
(XG;C),
for any α ∈ RO(G).
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Proof. This is a special case of [2, 1.13.22], or can be seen directly as follows:
H˜α
G
(XG;C) is an RO(G)-graded cohomology theory in based G-spaces X. It
obeys a dimension axiom in integer grading, with H˜n((G/G)G+;C)
∼= C if n = 0
but equal to 0 if n 6= 0, and H˜n((G/e)G+;C) = 0 for all n. This is precisely the
dimension axiom satisfied by H˜•G(X; 〈C〉), so the two theories must be naturally
isomorphic by the uniqueness of equivariant ordinary cohomology. 
In particular, consider 〈Z〉 and the short exact sequence
0→ 〈Z〉 κ−→ AG/G → RZ→ 0,
where the map κ takes 1 to κ ∈ A(G). We use this to think of 〈Z〉 as a submodule
of AG/G, identifying Z as the multiples of κ.
Proposition 19.2. Additively,
HαG(S
0; 〈Z〉) ∼=
{
〈Z〉 if αG = 0
0 otherwise.
The map H•G(S
0; 〈Z〉) → H•G(S0;AG/G) is injective and identifies H•G(S0; 〈Z〉) as
the ideal
H•G(S
0; 〈Z〉) ∼= 〈eακ | αG = 0〉 ⊂ H0G(S0;AG/G).
The map factors through H•G(E˜G;AG/G), where it identifies H
•
G(S
0; 〈Z〉) as the
submodule of elements in gradings α with αG = 0.
Proof. The additive calculation is immediate from Proposition 19.1. We also know
that the map H0G(S
0; 〈Z〉) → H0G(S0;AG/G) is the inclusion 〈Z〉 → AG/G. Write
κ ∈ H0G(S0; 〈Z〉) for the generator that maps to κ ∈ H0G(S0;AG/G).
If p is odd, consider the inclusion S0 → SMi . Again by Proposition 19.1, we
have that the induced map H•G(S
Mi ; 〈Z〉) → H•G(S0; 〈Z〉) is an isomorphism. But
this map is multiplication by ei, so multiplication by ei is an isomorphism on
H•G(S
0; 〈Z〉). This implies that, for α such that αG = 0, HαG(S0; 〈Z〉) is generated
by eακ, an element that maps to eακ ∈ HαG(S0;AG/G).
Similarly, for p = 2, considering the inclusion S0 → SΛ, we see that multiplica-
tion by e is an isomorphism and that, for αG = 0, HαG(S
0; 〈Z〉) is generated by an
element eακ = e|α|κ.
We can now see that, for any p, the map H•G(S
0; 〈Z〉) → H•G(S0;AG/G) is
injective with image the ideal 〈eακ | αG = 0〉.
For the last statement, Proposition 19.1 implies that
H•G(S
0; 〈Z〉) ∼= H•G(E˜G; 〈Z〉)
because E˜GG ' S0. Thus, we get a factorization
H•G(S
0; 〈Z〉) ∼= H•G(E˜G; 〈Z〉)→ H•G(E˜G;AG/G)→ H•G(S0;AG/G).
The image in H•G(E˜G;AG/G) is clear from our computations. 
It’s useful to notice that the image of H•G(S
0; 〈Z〉)→ H•G(E˜G;AG/G) is a direct
summand. The other summand is given by the groups in gradings α with αG 6= 0;
it’s straightforward to check that this is a submodule.
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Theorem 19.3. Let p = 2. Additively,
HαG(S
0;RZ) ∼=

RZ if |α| = 0 and αG ≤ 0 is even
RZ− if |α| = 0 and αG ≤ 1 is odd
LZ if |α| = 0 and αG > 0 is even
LZ− if |α| = 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
〈Z/2〉 if |α| > 0 and αG ≤ 0 is even
〈Z/2〉 if |α| < 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
H•G(S
0;RZ) is a strictly commutative RO(G)-graded algebra over RZ, generated
multiplicatively by elements
ι ∈ HΛ−1G (S0;RZ)(G/e)
ι−1 ∈ H1−ΛG (S0;RZ)(G/e)
ξ ∈ H2(Λ−1)G (S0;RZ)(G/G)
e ∈ HΛG(S0;RZ)(G/G)
e−mδξ−n ∈ H1−mΛ−2n(Λ−1)G (S0;RZ)(G/G) m,n ≥ 1.
These generators satisfy the following structural relations:
τ(ι−1) = 0
ρ(ξ) = ι2
ρ(e) = 0
e−1δξ−n = τ(ι−2n−1) for n ≥ 1
ρ(e−mδξ−n) = 0 for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
and the following multiplicative relations:
ι · ι−1 = ρ(1)
e · e−mδξ−n = e−m+1δξ−n for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
ξ · e−mδξ−n = e−mδξ−n+1 for m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2
ξ · e−mδξ−1 = 0 for m ≥ 2
e−mδξ−k · e−nδξ−` = 0 if m,n, k, ` ≥ 1
The following relations are implied by the preceding ones:
2emξn = 0 if m > 0 and n ≥ 0
2e−mδξ−n = 0 if m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
tιk = (−1)kιk for all k
ξ · τ(ιk) = τ(ιk+2) for all k
e · τ(ιk) = 0 for all k
e−mδξ−n · τ(ιk) = 0 for all m,n ≥ 1 and k
τ(ιk) · τ(ι`) = 0 if k or ` is odd
τ(ι2k) · τ(ι2`) = 2τ(ι2(k+`)) for all k and `
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τ(ι2k+1) = 0 if k ≥ 0
e · e−1δξ−n = 0 if n ≥ 1
Proof. By Proposition 19.2, we have a short exact sequence
0→ H•G(S0; 〈Z〉)→ H•G(S0;AG/G)→ H•G(S0;RZ)→ 0
exhibiting H•G(S
0;RZ) as a quotient ring of H•G(S0;AG/G). The additive calcula-
tion follows by noticing what is killed off in the quotient, which are all of the e−mκ
for m ≥ 0 and the elements 2em for m ≥ 1. The rest is just seeing what relations
are still necessary from those in Theorem 17.3. We also simplify a bit by noticing
that, for an RZ-module generated by an element x at level G/G, ρ(x) = 0 implies
that 2x = 0. 
Figure 7 shows H•G(S
0;RZ) and its generators. You can see something inter-
esting in this figure. Recall that the integer-graded part lies along the diagonal
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · · · · ·
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · · · · ·
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · · · · ·
〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉 · · · · ·
RZ RZ− RZ RZ− RZ RZ− LZ LZ− LZ LZ−
· · · · · · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
· · · · · · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
· · · · · · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
· · · · · · · 〈Z/2〉 · 〈Z/2〉
e4ξ2 · e4ξ · e4 · · · · ·
e3ξ2 · e3ξ · e3 · · · · ·
e2ξ2 · e2ξ · e2 · · · · ·
eξ2 · eξ · e · · · · ·
ξ2 (ι3) ξ (ι) 1 (ι−1) (ι−2) (ι−3) (ι−4) (ι−5)
· · · · · · · e−2δξ−1 · e−2δξ−2
· · · · · · · e−3δξ−1 · e−3δξ−2
· · · · · · · e−4δξ−1 · e−4δξ−2
· · · · · · · e−5δξ−1 · e−5δξ−2
Figure 7: H•G(S
0;RZ) and its generators, p = 2
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through the origin, from southwest to northeast. As it must, because of the di-
mension axiom, it contains only one nonzero group, which is RZ. Now look at the
diagonal one to the right. It also contains only one nonzero group, which is RZ−.
So, if we were to shift the RZ cohomology one to the left, uniqueness shows that
we get cohomology with coefficients in RZ−. This continues for two more diagonals
and gives us the following result.
Corollary 19.4. There are natural isomorphisms
HαG(X;RZ) ∼= Hα+(Λ−1)G (X;RZ−)
∼= Hα+2(Λ−1)G (X;LZ) ∼= Hα+3(Λ−1)G (X;LZ−).
Moreover, these are isomorphisms of modules over H•G(S
0;RZ).
Proof. The proof of the isomorphisms was given above. That all these theories are
modules over H•G(S
0;RZ) follows from the fact that RZ−, LZ, and LZ− are all
modules over RZ, as noted in §2, or as exhibited in the fact that all appear as
groups within H•G(S
0;RZ). 
Here are the similar results for p odd.
Theorem 19.5. Let p be odd. Additively,
HαG(S
0;RZ) ∼=

RZ if |α| = 0 and αG ≤ 0 is even
LZ if |α| = 0 and αG > 0 is even
〈Z/p〉 if |α| > 0 and αG ≤ 0 is even
〈Z/p〉 if |α| < 0 and αG ≥ 3 is odd
0 otherwise.
H•G(S
0;RZ) is a strictly commutative unital RO(G)-graded algebra over RZ, gen-
erated by elements
ιk ∈ HMk−2G (S0;RZ)(G/e) 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2
ι−1k ∈ H2−MkG (S0;RZ)(G/e) 1 ≤ k ≤ (p− 1)/2
ξ1 ∈ HM1−2G (S0;RZ)(G/G)
e1 ∈ HM1G (S0;RZ)(G/G)
λα ∈ HαG(S0;RZ)(G/G) α ∈ RO0(G)
e−m1 δξ
−n
1 ∈ H1−mM1−n(M1−2)G (S0;RZ)(G/G) m,n ≥ 1
These generators satisfy the following structural relations:
tι−1k = ι
−1
k for all k
ρ(ξ1) = ι1
ρ(e1) = 0
ρ(λα) = ια for all α ∈ RO0(G)
ρ(e−m1 δξ
−n
1 ) = 0 for m,n ≥ 1
and the following multiplicative relations:
ιk · ι−1k = ρ(1) for all k
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λ0 = 1
λα · λβ = λα+β for α, β ∈ RO0(G)
e1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = e−m+11 δξ−n1 for m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1
e1 · e−11 δξ−n1 = 0 for n ≥ 1
ξ1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = e−m1 δξ−n+11 for m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2
ξ1 · e−m1 δξ−11 = 0 for m ≥ 1
e−k1 δξ
−`
1 · e−m1 δξ−n1 = 0 for k, `,m, n ≥ 1
The following relations are implied by the preceding ones:
ξ1τ(ι
α) = τ(ι1ι
α) for αG = 0
λατ(ιβ) = τ(ια+β) for α ∈ RO0(G) and βG = 0
τ(ια)τ(ιβ) = pτ(ια+β) for αG = 0 = βG
e1τ(ι
α) = 0
pe1 = 0
pe−m1 δξ
−n
1 = 0 for m,n ≥ 1

Proof. We again consider the short exact sequence
0→ H•G(S0; 〈Z〉)→ H•G(S0;AG/G)→ H•G(S0;RZ)→ 0.
Again, the effect is to kill all the elements eακ. Because λα,a−λα,a′ is a multiple of
κ, this also identifies λα,a with λα,a
′
when a ∈ ν(α)−1 and a′ ∈ ν(α)−1. Thus, we
write the common image as λα. Note that the image of the µα,a is aλα, a ∈ ν(α),
so it is λα that is much more useful in this context. The rest of the argument is as
in the case p = 2. 
Figure 8 shows H•G(S
0;RZ) and its generators. Comparing this figure to Fig-
ure 4, we have replaced some µ’s with λ’s. At the origin, this reflects the fact that
λα generates the copy of RZ in that location. Elsewhere, the factor of µα,a should
become aλα, but the group in each case is Z/p, where a is invertible, hence we can
divide by a to get a simpler generator.
Notice that the elements λα, α ∈ RO0(G), are invertible in H•G(S0;RZ). Hence
HαG(X;RZ) ∼= HβG(X;RZ) if |α| = |β| and αG = βG, the isomorphism given by
multiplication by λβ−α. When using AG/G coefficients, this is true only when
ν(α− β) = ±[1].
From the figure we can deduce the following analogue of Corollary 19.4.
Corollary 19.6. There is a natural isomorphism
HαG(X;RZ) ∼= Hα+(M1−2)G (X;LZ).
Moreover, this is an isomorphism of modules over H•G(S
0;RZ). 
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〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 · ·
· · · · ·
〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉 · ·
· · · · ·
RZ RZ RZ LZ LZ
· · · 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
· · · · ·
· · · 〈Z/p〉 〈Z/p〉
· · · · ·
λαe21ξ
2
1 λ
αe21ξ1 λ
αe21 · ·
· · · · ·
λαe1ξ
2
1 λ
αe1ξ1 λ
αe1 · ·
· · · · ·
λαξ21 λ
αξ1 λ
α (ιαι−11 ) (ι
αι−21 )
· · · λαe−11 δξ−11 λαe−11 δξ−21
· · · · ·
· · · λαe−21 δξ−11 λαe−21 δξ−21
· · · · ·
Figure 8: H•G(S
0;RZ) and its generators, p odd
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